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CHAPTER 1
THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF AMERICA
PART IV OF A SERIES
by Ray Bilger 8/28/96
Editor’s note: Part I of this bold series was presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT; Part II
was presented in the 8/20/96 issue; Part III was presented in the 8/27/96 issue.
Many young people today may not be aware of the fact that the native peoples (Indians) have been the
source of many of the names of our states, rivers, mountains, lakes, etc. Here, Eagle Wing pays tribute to
what the Indian has left behind him, (quoting:)
My Brothers, the Indians must always be remembered in this land. Out of our languages we have given
names to many beautiful things which will always speak of us. Minnehaha will laugh of us, Seneca will shine
in our image, Mississippi will murmur our woes. The broad Iowa and the rolling Dakota and the fertile
Michigan will whisper our names to the Sun that kisses them. The roaring Niagara, the sighing Illinois, the
singing Delaware, will chant unceasingly our Dta- wa-e (Death Song). Can it be that you and your children
will hear that eternal song without a stricken heart? We have been guilty of only one sin-we have had
possessions that the White man coveted. We moved away toward the setting sun; we gave up our homes
to the White man.
My Brothers, among the legends of my people it is told how a chief, leading the remnant of his people,
crossed a great river, and striking his tipi-stake upon the ground, exclaimed, “A-la-ba-ma!” This, in our
language, means “Here we may rest!” But he saw not the future. The White man came: he and his people
could not rest there; they were driven out, and in a dark swamp they were thrust down into the slime and
killed. The word he so sadly spoke has given a name to one of the White man’s states. There is no spot
under those stars that now smile upon us, where the Indian can plant his foot and sigh “A-la-ba-ma”. It
may be that Wakanda will grant us such a place. But it seems that it will be only at His side. (End quoting)
The unexcusable discomfort and indignation and brutality that the White man brought upon the Indian has
not been exercised on them alone. History has shown us that the White man is also capable of doing, and
does do, things of horrendous magnitude to his own fellow White man. This, of course, would include the
incredible world wars we have witnessed.
Before we get into World War I, let’s examine for a moment the 16th Amendment. It is no coincidence
that this amendment was passed in the same year, 1913, as the Federal Reserve Act.
An excellent book entitled The Law That Never Was, written by Bill Benson and M. J. “Red” Beckman,
published by Constitutional Research Associates, documents how the amendment was never properly
ratified. But that has never stopped those who manipulate our government from imposing a tax on incomes. Thomas Jefferson, in his First Inaugural Address, on March 4, 1801, stated that, “...a wise and
frugal government...shall not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned.” Our nation’s Founders
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never envisioned or intended for our government to tax the fruits of labor, as this would constitute an
infringement on our pursuit of happiness. Up until 1943, we were able to build the United States as it then
existed by simply taxing business, which has always been a legitimate source of tax revenues. But the
bankers always want more.
The income tax didn’t come into real prominence until the 1940s, during World War II. When anyone
today mentions that they do not support or pay income taxes, they are often challenged by well-intentioned
individuals who suggest that the non-taxpayer does not support America or the government. Those wellintentioned individuals are, unfortunately, misguided by government propaganda and are uninformed about
how the monetary and income tax systems really work. Part III of this series explained how monies for
Congressional appropriations (i.e., infrastructure functions) are, in essence, created out of thin air by the
Federal Reserve. Today, over 95% of income taxes collected go to the Federal Reserve to pay the
interest on the national debt to the international bankers. If the reader doubts this assertion, look at the
back of your cancelled check if you have ever had to pay additional income tax at the end of the year. On
the back of the check you will more than likely see a stamp which states, “PAY ANY FEDERAL RESERVE BANK”. This means only one thing, that your money just went to the Federal Reserve, a private
corporation owned by international bankers, and none of it went to the Department of the Treasury. Those
who do elect to pay income taxes must be aware, like it or not, that their money has gone to foreign
bankers, and that they are in actuality contributing to the destruction of the United States of America. The
above information is by no means intended to be construed as an endorsement, by this author, of those
who choose not to pay income taxes, and is only provided for information purposes.
By 1914, the wealth of America was being further consolidated into fewer and fewer hands. That year, the
income of 44 families making $1 million or more equaled the total income of 100,000 families earning $500
a year.
The Roman playwright, Seneca, once said, “He who gains most advantage from a crime is the one most
likely to have committed it.” World War I was a major international crime foisted off on humanity. Those
who gained the most advantage from the war were the usual players, the international bankers, the major
oil companies and the armament manufacturers. The whole thrust of World War I seems to again embody
a larger agenda being pursued by the international bankers. This time it appears as though their plans were
leading toward the formation of a One World Government, of which they would be the obvious masters.
Once the international bankers had consolidated control of the United States through the Federal Reserve,
they immediately began to implement their plans for a great world war. The assassination of Archduke
Ferdinand, the Archduke of Austria, on June 28, 1914, was the excuse used to start the war. The Archduke and his wife, the Archduchess, were being chauffeured through Sarajevo in Bosnia-Hercegovina
(later called Yugoslavia, now again Bosnia-Hercegovina) when 6 assassins of the Black Hand, a Serbian
secret society controlled by the wealthy Elite, opened fire on them. Miraculously, the Archduke survived
the attack, but his chauffeur became confused, took a wrong turn, and then stopped in front of one of the
assassins who this time did not miss. The Archduke and his wife were killed. But the Archduke should not
have been too surprised, for he had been told a year before this that the Freemasons had made the
decision to kill him.
More recently, in April of 1996, another “apparent” assassination was carried out in Bosnia-Hercegovina,
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this time killing United States Commerce Secretary Ron Brown and 34 others, including business associates. Of course, all of the major news media claimed it was an “accident”.
Kaiser Wilhelm II, ruler of Germany, supported Austria and declared war on Russia and France. Britain
then joined the war against Germany. The Rothschilds bought a major interest in three leading European
news agencies, including Reuters in England. Add to this the fact that M. M. Warburg Co. was financing
the Germans, and the fact that Paul Warburg’s firm of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. would later be financing the U.
S. in the war, and you have a classic scenario that was later used in World War II, and is still used to this
day, namely, funding both sides in a conflict. (In today’s elections, the wealthy fund both sides, so that no
matter who wins, it’s their man.) In this war, however, millions of soldiers would hear their Dta-wa-e, their
Death Song.
In the United States during this period, we were in hard times. In 1914, a serious recession had begun
(remember what Congressman Charles Lindbergh said about the Federal Reserve creating such things?).
Business across America was depressed (intentionally so?), farm prices were down, unemployment was
high, and our heavy industries were functioning well below their capacities. In the midst of the war, radical
writer Randolph Bourne would state that, “War is the health of the state.”
By 1915, war orders for the Allies had stimulated the American economy. By 1917, America had produced over $2 billion worth of goods for the war. America was once again prosperous thanks to that old
standby, war. The United States Steel Co. made $348 million in profits in 1916 alone. By the end of the
war, DuPont Co. would see its capital increase from $83 million to $308 million. But America was not yet
directly involved in the war as an active participant. How do you suppose that was orchestrated? Well,
the plan involved a British “passenger” ship, the Lusitania.
First of all, the Lusitania was not a passengers-only vessel, as Americans were told by the press, and was
carrying military supplies for the British. Before the ship departed from New York City a telegram was
delivered to the Lusitania for one of its passengers, Alfred G. Vanderbilt, of one of the American Eastern
Establishment families. The telegram was a warning to Vanderbilt not to set sail with the ship. The telegram
failed to reach him, and the ship departed. It becomes quite obvious that someone knew exactly what was
about to happen. The Lusitania was intentionally sailed, without escort, into an area known to be crawling with German U-boats. Consequently, the ship was torpedoed. The Lusitania sank in 18 minutes, with
all 1,198 persons on board sacrificed, including 124 Americans, to satisfy the greedy plans of those who
have controlled the world for far too long.
Three American organizations coordinated our entrance into the war: The Council on National Defense
(with members who were Rothschild agents), the Navy League (dominated by J. P. Morgan), and the
League to Enforce Peace (with members from J.P. Morgan Co., the Rothschilds, and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.).
Is anyone else getting sick of this yet? You might as well get used to these names, you’ll be hearing a lot
more about them in this series. Guess who was our Assistant Secretary of the Navy at the time? Would
you believe Franklin Delano Roosevelt!
Congress officially declared war against Germany on April 6, 1917. But Americans were not all blindly
following our corrupt leaders. In the summer of 1917, tens-of-thousands of farmers in Minnesota protested the war, the draft, and profiteering by big business and the banks, at the expense of American lives.
The Akron, Ohio Beacon-Journal, a conservative newspaper, said that America had “never embarked
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upon a more unpopular war”.
The American Government set up a “Committee on Public Information” to persuade Americans that the
war was the right thing for us to be involved in. It was a massive effort to try to excite a reluctant public.
In June of 1917, Congress passed The Espionage Act, and President Woodrow Wilson signed it into law.
From its unambiguous language, it was patently clear that the Act was to be used to imprison Americans
who spoke or wrote against the war. Two months later, Charles Schenck was arrested in Philadelphia for
printing and distributing leaflets that denounced the draft and the war. His leaflets claimed that the draft
was “a monstrous deed against humanity in the interests of the financiers of Wall Street”. Do you believe
that he was wrong? It sounds like he figured it out exactly. Schenck was tried, found guilty, and sentenced
to six months in jail.
Schenck appealed his conviction to the Supreme Court of the United States, arguing that the Act violated
his First Amendment rights of freedom of speech and freedom of the press. Noted Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes delivered the opinion of the court. His words have often been quoted since
he first spoke them, (quoting:)
The most stringent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and
causing a panic... The question...is whether the words used...create a clear and present danger...that
Congress has a right to prevent. (End quoting)
Thus, the Supreme Court shot down our First Amendment rights and approved The Espionage Act,
which remains in force even today. Zechariah Chafee, a Harvard Law School professor, in his book
entitled Free Speech in the United States (Antheneum Books, New York, 1969), commented on what
Schenck had said. Chafee contends that Schenck’s actions were more like someone shouting, not falsely,
but truly, to people about to buy tickets and enter a theater, that there was a fire raging inside. So much for
our Supreme Court. Who were they working for anyway? It makes one wonder. This is yet another
example of treason to our Constitution, this time committed by the Supreme Court. And The Espionage
Act also shows how the wealthy world manipulators mold the laws to suit their destructive agenda. During
the war, about 900 people went to prison under the Act. The government and big business kept up their
campaign to discourage opposition to the war, by supporting military bands, flag waving, and promoting
the mass buying of war bonds.
For the entire first part of the 20th century, and including the period of World War I, there was a growing
movement among the people toward Socialism. This was in response to the fact that people perceived
Capitalism as exploiting the masses, with the wealthy taking everything for themselves. What the people
did not realize was that the Capitalists had developed and were practicing a kind of Socialism for the rich.
They were providing the wealthy with everything they needed, and left the masses to fend for themselves!!
World War I ended in November 1918 with tens-of-millions dead on all sides. It was a war that had been
carefully planned, orchestrated and executed by the international bankers, big business and a network of
secret societies. Had they not acted in concert to create the war, it would never have happened. These
world manipulators win every time, no matter which country appears to win or lose, no matter how many
die. The bankers had made huge loans to both sides. Their incredible profits always net them more money
than they could ever possibly spend. So the real motivation for their actions appears to be not so much
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money, as it is the power that that money brings. They seem to thoroughly enjoy the great chess game of
manipulating world events. Would that they could do so while benefiting all of mankind. That, however,
may be destined to be for some other future civilization, unless we are able to wake up, throw off those
invisible self-created chains that bind us down, seize the power our Creator has given us, and turn this mess
around to realize, and bring into actuality, the dream of America’s bold Founders. And to do so while
respecting the rights of all mankind, including this continent’s original native inhabitants.
In the spring of 1919, just outside of Paris, France, the Versailles Peace Conference began, which produced the treaty that settled World War I. The host of the Conference was none other than Baron Edmund
de Rothschild. Among the delegates was American President Woodrow Wilson, with his two advisors,
Colonel House and Bernard Baruch, both of whom were Rothschild-Elite representatives. The Peace
Conference would decide to place certain economic limitations on Germany, including that Germany should
pay $12 billion in reparations. These conditions would later ensure Adolf Hitler’s rise to power. It was
also decided that there would be a return to the gold standard, which made it impossible for Germany to
make reparations.
Colonel House was the chief architect of what would be the covenant of the new League of Nations, the
Elite’s first serious attempt at setting up a One World Government. The Rockefellers provided the money
to build the League’s headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The League of Nations was actually designed
to impose its will on member nations under the pretext of ending war; wars which the international bankers
always started.
Among the other outcomes of the Peace Conference was the founding, in Britain, of the Royal Institute for
International Affairs, whose specific purpose was to control every facet of the United States.
In the June 11, 1996 issue of CONTACT, on page 29, there appeared an article by this author entitled
“F.E.M.A. and the New World Order”. In the article it was disclosed that on May 30, 1919, several
delegates to the Versailles Peace Conference met at the Hotel Majestic in Paris to discuss setting up a
group that would advise their respective governments on international affairs. It was subsequently decided
to set up separate organizations in each country to cooperate with one another. This gave birth in America
to the founding, in New York City, of the Council on Foreign Relations (C.F.R.). Money for the founding
of the C.F.R. came from J.P. Morgan, Paul Warburg and John D. Rockefeller. This is the same group of
wealthy men responsible for setting up the Federal Reserve.
All of the various decisions that came out of the Versailles Peace Conference were specifically designed to
create the conditions which would eventually culminate in another major world war to begin approximately 20 years later. In between, of course, it’s always good to throw in an economic collapse and a big
depression. This is a pattern that has been in place for some time, namely, have a war every 20 years. It is
only We The People, in our blindness to these larger plans, who allow all this death and destruction to
continue.
The League of Nations would be doomed to failure because Americans did not fully support it, primarily
because it was not on American soil. No problem, the League would then simply be the first step toward
the establishment of the United Nations in New York City in 1945.
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Should the reader have any questions regarding Elite plans to involve the world in a war whose outcome
would provide the foundation for a world government, consider the following (remember, there would
have been no war if the Elite had not created one). The following nations made, or were the recipients of,
formal Declarations of War from 1914 through 1918: Austria-Hungary, Germany, Russia, France, Great
Britain, Belgium, Montenegro, Serbia, Japan, Turkey, Italy, San Marino, Bulgaria, Portugal, Rumania,
United States, Cuba, Panama, Greece, Siam (Thailand), Liberia, China, Brazil, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica, Haiti, and Honduras. That makes 28 nations directly involved. In addition, Bolivia, Peru,
Uruguay, and Ecuador broke Diplomatic Relations with Germany. Exactly how many other nations were
involved peripherally through economic or other associations with these nations is not known. It would not
be too surprising if the number of peripherally involved nations equaled or exceeded those involved directly. Is it possible that all these nations just happened to find reasons to declare war? Due to the fact that
the Monroe Doctrine (1823) let the European nations know that we considered the countries of the
Western Hemisphere to be within the U.S. sphere of influence, it would be expected that Declarations of
War or severing of relations by Latin American countries would have more than a little to do with United
States pressure or insistence.
Something else that is troubling: One of the three American organizations that coordinated our entrance
into the war was the League to Enforce Peace. That name is an oxymoron. How can anyone “force”
peace on anyone else? That would be akin to a ‘Committee to Force People to Smile’! The Elite first
create the conditions for war, and then they create the solution, which always involves “forcing” their brand
of “peace” down the throats of those nations who did not “tow the lie” in the first place. Note the similarity
of the name “League to Enforce Peace” and the opening sentence of the Preamble to the United Nations
Charter, adopted in 1945. We’ll examine that later. Just realize that today we have United Nations Peace
Keeping Forces to force the Elite brand of “peace” on those nations who do not accept it willingly.
Thus, America entered the 1920s with our national power firmly in the hands of the international bankers,
who had no intention of letting the people rest. The Federal Reserve had initially promised to help the
American farmers in their annual need for credit, for equipment and harvesting. The farmers had seen
through the bankers’ scheme and did not support passage of the Federal Reserve Act, pointing out that the
system appeared likely to benefit only the bankers. The Federal Reserve held a secret meeting on May
18, 1920, and decided to raise the rate on agricultural loans to 7%, which precipitated the Agricultural
Depression of 1920-1921.
Although there was some truth to the standard perception of the 1920s as a time of prosperity and fun, that
prosperity was primarily concentrated at the top. According to Historian Merle Curti, author of the book
The Growth of American Thought (Harper & Row: New York, 1943), it was “only the upper ten
percent of the population that enjoyed a marked increase in real income”. But Mr. Curti claims that this
information could not be widely known at the time because big business controlled the media.
Some writers, like F. Scott Fitzgerald, tried to break through. He wrote, in an article entitled “Echoes of
the Jazz Age” that, “It was borrowed time anyway...” Fitzgerald saw ominous signs amid the prosperity:
drunkenness, unhappiness and violence.
We shall return to examine the 1920s, the beginnings of a major expansion of mind control of the masses,
a look at the Federal Reserve Board of Governors meeting with the heads of the European central banks
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to plan the Great Depression of 1929-1939, and the ever-brilliant wisdom of Calvin Coolidge who
exclaimed in 1930 that, “When more and more people are thrown out of work, unemployment results”.
to be continued...
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CHAPTER 2
THE NEWS DESK
by DR. Al Overholt 9/3/96
1935 WILL GO DOWN
IN HISTORY!
Excerpted from PROPHE-ZINE, Internet address <ray673@best.com>, [quoting:]
“For the first time a civilized nation has full gun registration! Our streets will be safer, our police more
efficient, and the world will follow our lead in the future!” —Adolf Hitler [End quoting]
If it worked for Hitler why won’t it work for Clinton and his NEW WORLD ORDER gang?
ACCUSATIONS
Excerpted off Internet from Beverly Kennedy, <beverly@bounty.flash.net>, 7/8/96, [quoting:]
In answer to critical comments regarding the New American and the John Birch Society:
I’m glad to see that there are others who realize that where there’s smoke there is usually at least some fire,
and that it’s extremely beneficial to always have and keep an open mind—especially when it comes to
politics, because the wordsmiths have become exceedingly skilled at their trade!
They have some interesting facts on their side, and when I read their writings, I try to extract the facts which
can be verified and which help explain certain phenomena. I have found that, to get the true picture of the
world as it is, I must read information from ideologues of all stripes, because it is only these groups that are
willing to challenge the official history of the United States. But I have also learned that they are out to grind
their own axes, not to do objective evaluation of facts. Therefore, I must be very conservative in evaluating
their information.
“Though the silenced opinion be an error, it may, and very commonly does, contain a portion of truth; and
since the general or prevailing opinion on any subject is rarely or never the whole truth, it is only by the
collision of adverse opinions that the remainder of the truth has any chance of being supplied. —John
Stuart Mill from his treatise On Liberty. [End quoting]
Some excellent advice.
A PREDICTION
by Jesse Garcia
From LEADING EDGE NEWSPAPER, July/Aug. 1996, [quoting:]
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[Prologue:] These predictions are intended to forewarn and forearm those who read them. It is our
editorial position that there are many probabilities for our future on Earth these days, and the following is
one we choose to share with our readers at this time. We believe that the people of Atlantis had plenty of
forewarning about the physical demise of their continent. We also feel that Mother Earth will, at some
point, cleanse herself of pollution and negativity afoot on her surface. That time may be now. We believe
as Page Bryant discusses in this issue that we are all as safe within our own Spirits as we choose to be. An
Indian wise man once said, when asked what we are to do in an earthquake, “If you survive you get up. If
you don’t survive, you don’t.” We believe Jesse Garcia to be a sincere, honest man. He has experienced
visions of things to come since the age of 5. He knew about the San Francisco 1989 earthquake two
weeks before it happened and even knew the time would be 5:10 a.m. or p.m. It was. At the age of 14
he so convinced his military father of the impending Viet Nam War that his father retired early in his career
so he wouldn’t have to fight another war. A more complete story will be presented in the next issue of the
Leading Edge Newspaper.
Following is a summery of Jesse’s vision:
Jesse: In my vision I see an earthquake coming, and it’s within the next five and one-half months. My
vision is showing me the number 8.9-14.6-15.2. It’s around 4:30 to 5:30 in the morning. There’s very little
traffic out. It will affect Los Angeles [and] all the way up to Seattle and up to Mt. St. Helens. Six volcanos
are going to start to be active. They are Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Rainier, Mt. Olympia, Mt. Hood, Mt. Shasta
and Mt. Lassen. Mt. Rainier is the one that will start to go and it’s going to be felt all the way across the
United States to the East Coast.
LE. What details can you share, Jesse?
Jesse: Some of the volcanos have smoke coming from them now, and the lava has been rising for some
time. There are small tremors in California and small houses that are tumbling. This is to wake people
up—to get them out of there. I saw fire and smoke all over. I saw buildings tumbling. I saw people lying
in the street. I saw cars that looked like cans. I saw multiple explosions, like a nuclear bomb had hit.
There was no way to get on the freeway after this happened.
LE: Okay.
Jesse: When the volcanos exploded it was like a chain reaction, up and down the coast. All of a sudden
the ocean started rising and sloshing back and forth, up and down, rising to 50 to 100 stories high. The
West Coast was badly destroyed. The destruction went all the way to Alaska and the icebergs started
breaking up.
LE: Was the damage mostly on the West Coast? What about the rest of the country?
Jesse: It started on the West Coast, but then it came to the East. You could hear the rumblings day and
night. The quakes were all across the country, but smaller. People were running into camping places to
buy tents and shoes and anything they could in case their house was lost. I was shown martial law taking
over. There were helicopters flying everywhere looking for survivors. People were trying to go to see their
loved ones (on the West Coast), but everybody was contained by the government. Those who were
hoarding food and water had it taken away and shared with others who had no food or water. A lot of
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people were prepared for this, but it didn’t do any good because the government and law officers took the
extra food and gave it to those who needed it. My vision shows me riots and looting and the freeways on
the West Coast are badly damaged. People are going into buildings to help others and getting trapped.
LE: How long did the earthquakes last?
Jesse: Less than a week, but the volcanos continue...and volcanos around the world are activated.
LE: What else did your vision show you?
Jesse: A lot of people are homeless now, but many more become homeless when this happens, The ones
who never cared for the homeless in the first place, I see as being the ones who are going to be homeless.
Loved ones who want to go to the West Coast to help can’t get there because the roads are blocked by
the military. Phone lines are down. There’s no communication except from the military. There’s no way of
knowing what is going on except by what they say.
LE: What about the rest of the country?
Jesse: The East Coast is not that bad, but a lot of buildings are destroyed. You feel tremors between 4 and
5.
LE: What about the effect of tidal waves on the East Coast?
Jesse: It’s like sloshing water. People are moving away, moving toward Mississippi and Kansas. But,
then you’ve got the weather changes, like twisters. All parts of the country are affected. Sometimes the
weather is hot, sometimes cold. People will be saying, “What’s going on? When will it stop?” It goes on
and on. People finally start to cooperate, once things calm down, even though the Earth still moves
beneath their feet. People began to realize that they’ve got to start taking care of themselves and those
who are still alive. I see people gathering in what used to be churches and praying. People realize that God
is there to help them, if they will only ask.
LE: Sounds like a positive outcome.
Jesse: Yes, I see people beginning to understand that Mother Earth is like a human being, a person and that
she has feelings, and she’s suffering. People decide to help her, to see if there’s some way they can change
themselves. They begin figuring out how to respect Mother Earth more. They start learning how to
respect their neighbors. You know, people are not helping each other now. They sometimes say, “Oh, I
don’t care.” Things don’t settle down until people start settling down and start coming to an understanding
that they can learn a new way of living, especially those who have always taken everthing for granted and
went out and tore up Mother Earth. I see people from all over the world finally coming together. [End
quoting]
Are you prepared? Time appears to have almost run out for preparations as many are coming up with
close time periods for many and severe disasters.
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Before we can have a better environment, Mother Earth has to be cleansed of all the evil and our old
systems of “so called” civilization so that we can start anew. After all, a farmer turns over the ground to
plant a new crop. It appears that God is eventually going to give those who have earned it a fresh start on
a rebirthed Earth.
FARRAKHAN WARNS GROUP OF
FAILING TO REPORT TRUTH
From JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 8/22/96, [quoting:]
NASHVILLE, [Tennesee]—Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan told a gathering of Black journalists
Wednesday that they are doing the public a huge disservice by failing to report the truth.
“White folk did not hire you to really represent what Black people are really thinking and you don’t really
tell them what you think because you are too afraid. This does not protect democracy,” Farrakhan told the
National Association of Black Journalists at their opening session.
“The people who own the newspapers from which you work, they have an opinion, they have a philosophy, they have a guiding principle that they skew the news. A scared-to-death Negro is a slave, you slave
writers, slave media people.”
The outspoken organizer of last fall’s Million Man March, which filled the Mall in Washington with Black
political activists, said journalists deliver filth, not news.
“The masses are being fed filth, ignorance, stupidity in the name of news, in the name of media,” he said.
The audience gave Farrakhan more than one standing ovation, but some took issue with his criticism.
Others said the same charges could be leveled at White reporters.
“He could have talked about White reporters, too,” said Bruce Spinks of The Houston Chronicle. “They
(Black reporters) face a lot of the same problems that White reporters might have. It’s the same problems
that everybody faces.”
Robert Keane of Newsday said it was hard to disagree with most of what Farrakhan said, but added he
thinks “most Black journalists are doing good work.”
A scheduled speech at a voter registration meeting at the Baptist World Center, headquarters of the 3million member National Baptist Convention USA Inc., was canceled by denomination president the Rev.
Henry Lyons. Lyons cited different philosophies and spiritual perspectives.
But the Rev. James Thomas, pastor of a church in a different National Baptist denomination, offered
Farrakhan his pulpit for Wednesday night’s speech.
Farrakhan said he wants to take a billion dollars offered by Libyan president Moammar Gadhafi, despite
a new federal law that would forbid American citizens taking gifts from Libya.
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He said Gadhafi told him he was impressed with his work with the Million Man March. [End quoting]
I read in this morning’s paper [8/29/96] that our government has denied him permission to accept this gift
and a $250,000 prize [Gadhafi Prize for Human Rights] which he has been offered.
SECRET REPORTS OF THE
DEA ON O.J. SIMPSON
From the Internet, by Sherman H. Skolnick, 7/31/96, [quoting:]
Secret reports of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration reportedly detail the who, what and when of
the double murder. According to the reports, DEA undercover teams had been tracking Ron Goldman,
part of a major homosexual drug-smuggling force: dope, on credit, to fancy people at fancy restaurants,
like where Ron was a waiter.
Ron was the major DEA target, not Nicole. She had taken over the ownership of O.J.’s fast food stores.
The real owners/operators, the reports contend, have been corrupt top California police.
As fingered by the report, the dope loot was washed through banks headquartered in California owned
mostly by the Yakuza, the Japanese mafia: Wells Fargo Bank, interlocked with Household International
and Household Bank, and Bank America, holding firm for Bank of America, now owners of the Continental Bank of Chicago.
Tracking Nicole, the reports state, were O.J.’s private detectives—his jealousy. They, along with DEA
teams and extreme low-lux video, witnessed a dope hit team butchering both Ron and Nicole, Samurai
style.
The reports hint O.J. trial judge Lance Ito is a cover-up artist. The judge’s wife, Margaret York, has been
a top L.A. police official in charge of investigations of police corruption. The reports identify her as liaison
to DEA and quite familiar with details in these DEA documents and files.
Judge Ito blocked efforts of O.J. defense counsel Johnny Cochran from putting in details relating to all this.
Defense counsel Robert Shapiro, however, has reportedly been very close to major drug traffickers.
Since O.J. knew of the double murder, through his detectives, is O.J. a murder accomplice by going along
with the cover-up?
The DEA is bitter. They have been blocked, reportedly, in targeting Ron’s father, Fred Goldman, who has
mobilized public opinion in the cover-up.
[CN Transcript of 10/13/95 interview with Mr. Skolnick:]
CONSPIRACY NATION: So there’s a video of the murder?
Sherman Skolnick: Extreme low-lux. They’ve got cameras that work in minimum light.
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CONSPIRACY NATION: So there “is” a video of the actual murders. [End quoting]
I have no confirmation of this information.
***

PERFECT FREEDOM
by Charles W. Colson, Washington D.C.
The following stories are from GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]
As one who has served time in prison, and has since spent most of my life working in them, I’ll never forget
the most unusual prison I’ve ever visited.
Called Humaita Prison, it is in Sao José dos Campos in Brazil. Formerly a government prison, it is now
operated by Prison Fellowship Brazil as an alternative prison, without armed guards or high-tech security.
Instead, it is run on the Christian principles of love of God and respect for men.
Humaita has only two full-time staff; the rest of the work is done by the 730 inmates serving time for
everything from murder and assault to robbery and drug-related crimes. Every man is assigned another
inmate to whom he is accountable. In addition, each prisoner is assigned a volunteer mentor from the
outside who works with him during his term and after his release. Prisoners take classes on character
development and are encouraged to participate in educational and religious programs.
When I visited this prison, I found the inmates smiling—particularly the murderer who held the keys,
opened the gates and let me in. Wherever I walked I saw men at peace. I saw clean living areas. I saw
people working industriously. The walls were decorated with motivational sayings and Scripture.
Humaita has an astonishing record. Its recidivism rate is 4 percent, compared to 75 percent in the rest of
Brazil. How is that possible?
I saw the answer when my inmate guide escorted me to the notorious cell once used for solitary punishment. Today he told men, it always houses the same inmate. As we reached the end of the long concrete
corridor and he put the key into the lock, he paused and asked, “Are you sure you want to go in?”
“Of course,” I replied impatiently. “I’ve been in isolation cells all over the world.” Slowly he swung open
the massive door, and I saw the prisoner in that cell: a crucifix, beautifully carved—Jesus, hanging on the
cross.
“He’s doing time for the rest of us,” my guide said softly. [End quoting]
This story presents a good lesson in psychology of handling some prisoners but Jesus doesn’t “do time” for
anyone; but he did pay a bitter price because of others.
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WHAT PRAYER CAN DO
For several months I had been working on my prayer life, grappling with the concept that God knows our
needs no matter how we express them. One evening, arriving at church for a mid-week meeting, I parked
my car, turned off the ignition and reached into the glove compartment for my Bible. But it wasn’t there.
“Now where have I left it?” I wondered.
I used to ask the Lord to help me locate things I had lost. Often he had answered. “Lord, please show me
where I’ve left my Bible.”
Suddenly a picture came to mind: my Bible, lying on the table in the vestibule of the church.
When I walked in, sure enough, there it was. I must have laid it down there while chatting after the Sunday
morning service. “Thank you, Lord!” I said, feeling that old familiar rush of excitement that comes with an
immediate answer to prayer.
Just then our pastor’s wife came through the door from the sanctuary. “Linda, I see you’ve found your
Bible,” she said.
“Yes, “I answered. “Right where I left it.”
“Well, no,” she said. “Actually you left it in the women’s lounge. So I put it there on the table for you.”
I smiled at the wisdom of God. He didn’t give me exactly what I had asked for; he gave me what I needed.
— Linda Brees, Santa Rosa, California
GOOD QUESTION
At an estate sale, I spotted a first edition of my all-time favorite novel, In His Steps, already in another
woman’s pile. I edged closer to the lucky shopper sitting cross-legged on the floor, hoping the book would
slip, forgotten, from her lap.
Written in the late 1800s by Charles Sheldon, the story is about how an entire town is transformed when
the people start asking themselves one simple question: “What would Jesus do in this situation?”
Suddenly I caught myself. “You’ll enjoy that book,” I said to the woman. “It changed my whole way of
thinking.”
— Roberta Messner, Sweetrun, West Virginia
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CHAPTER 3
INTERVIEW WITH A MASTER TEACHER
WORLD FAMOUS HYPNOTIST GIL BOYNE
by Rick Martin 8/26/96
In a (now) not-so-recent July 10 interview with CONTACT, well-respected, world famous hypnotist
and master teacher Gil Boyne sets the record straight on the many misconceptions and misperceptions
about the field of hypnosis; while, at the same time, giving some historical background on the
evolution of hypnotism as a profession. We at CONTACT would like to take this opportunity to
thank Gil for taking time out from his incredibly busy schedule to speak with us. And I would like
to extend my apologies to Gil for the delay in getting this interview to print—”life is what happens
while you’re making other plans.” Let us now share this very special conversation, beginning with
Part I:
PART I
Explanation to Gil by Rick: I would like to conduct this interview in several parts, just to let you know right
up front here. Please know in advance that our readership is international and extremely well informed.
I’m not at all concerned about small sound bites, but rather uninterrupted, deep and thoughtful dialogue.
With that in mind, do not be concerned about time because we will publish whatever comes about.
With that said, I’d like to begin with some historical retrospective bringing us up through the present. Then,
some discussion on the current field of hypnosis and hypnotherapy, moving on into a discussion of the often
repressed subject of mind control, as delineated in Mark Phillips’ and Cathy O’Brien’s book.
Let’s start the questioning with the following: You’ve been performing and teaching hypnosis for longer
than would be polite to mention. Who inspired you in the beginning and who were your mentors?

gil boyne

hti logo

Gil: My first experience with hypnosis began when I was twelve years old. I had an uncle, a great uncle,
actually, and his name was David S. Anderson. And he was a magician. He left home at a young age, to
travel with the original Harry Blackstone Magic Show. Eventually, he went on his own as a performer. He
came to visit us—I lived in Philadelphia at the time—I was twelve years old and he was doing magic and
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hypnosis. He came to Sunday dinner and he hypnotized my mother and my father, in front of me. Now,
they were very—they could be very loud and, even, threatening—authoritarian I guess is a better word—
and I know now that it really excited my imagination to see them passively accepting every suggestion that
he gave:
“You can not bend your arm.”
“You can not open your eyes,” that sort of thing. And that, really I think, was the beginning. That’s perhaps
the first time that I knew there was a power in the mind that was subject to influence; either to our own
influence or the influence of another. By the way, he used his initials as his stage name. On the stage he was
known as “the Great D.S.A.” Sometimes, when he would get into some cities, he would call himself
“Nosredna the Great”—and Nosredna is Anderson spelled backwards.
David, then of course, went into the Army when WWII came along and he was in Special Forces and
eventually became a colonel in the U.S. Army, and in fact is still alive.
At sixteen, not quite sixteen, I went to a birthday party and I met one of my friends and we were walking
to the house where there were two twin sisters. And their parents had set up a little birthday party with icecream and cake and that sort of thing. I had talked of my interest in hypnosis to my friend and when we
got to the party, quite suddenly, we were all seated there and he said, “Well, you know, he can hypnotize
you.”
And they all said, “Oh, you can?”
And so, I was trapped. I turned—I had never hypnotized anyone—but I turned to this young girl seated
next to me. She said, “Well could you hypnotize me?”
And I said, “Of course I can.” (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And she said, “Alright.”
And I said, “Look at me.” And then I said, “Your eyes are getting heavy, heavy, heavy—close them and
sleep.”
And to my utter amazement, she did. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I was prepared to laugh and say something funny, you know.
gil & ormond
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Now I didn’t know what to say to her. There was a little coffee table in front of her, with a bowl of potato
chips on it.
I said, “When you open your eyes you’ll find that bowl of potato chips is bolted to the table. The table is
bolted to the floor. When you try to lift the bowl, it’s impossible; it’s too heavy.”
And then I said, “And you look over at, I think his name was Charlie, you’ll see that his necktie is undone.”
Now, Charlie was wearing a sport shirt, without a necktie. And I said, “You’ll go over and straighten his
tie and give him a nice, sweet kiss.”
So, with that I said, “Open your eyes.”
And I said, “Why don’t you pass that bowl of potato chips around?”
So, she struggled and she said, “I don’t know what’s wrong but I can’t lift it.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I said, “Take a look over there at Charlie.”
And she said, “Why Charles, your necktie is crooked.” And so, she went over and straightened his
imaginary necktie and then gave him a nice kiss and my reputation was made, like that.
Rick: That is so funny.
Gil:
(Laughter.)
gil ad
And so, from then on, everyone would say to me, “Well, do you want to hypnotize me?”
And I’d say, “No, you know, I just don’t do this randomly,” and I made various excuses. But, it took me
to the library where I began a search for information. Well, there wasn’t very much information back at
that time. That was 1939. And only a few paragraphs in the encyclopedia.
The reason there wasn’t very much information, and not many people are acquainted with the fact, but
Sigmund Freud was fascinated with hypnosis and, indeed, went to Paris to attend the lectures of Dr.
Charcot. Charcot was the director of a mental institution. There were many patients there who suffered
from various forms of hysterical ailments such as hysterical paralysis or hysterical loss of speech, loss of
hearing, loss of sight. Charcot was a very charismatic lecturer and one of the patients that he had was a
woman who had a hysterical paralysis in her left arm. And it’s recorded that when he lectured he would
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take this woman who was demented, he would take her in front of the crowd and he’d say, “Now notice
as I pass this magnet up her left arm and across the shoulders and the back and then down the right arm,
that the paralysis leaves the left arm and she can lift it but it moves into the right arm.” And, from that came
the theory of symptom-transferral, that if hypnosis relieves a symptom in one way, it will express itself in
another way. And, of course, it wasn’t true at all, it was the action of the suggestion upon this woman, who
was highly suggestible in the first place or she wouldn’t have been in that condition. Well, Freud, as you
probably know, developed cancer of the jaw and eventually had thirty-three operations on his jaw—wore
some very clumsy prosthetic devices in his mouth—which is the real reason that he wound up sitting behind
the subject’s head, where they couldn’t look at him. But, in one of his writings Freud says that he had a
woman hypnotized and she entered into an abreaction or reliving an earlier experience, and that she
opened her eyes and she put her arms around his neck—he was sitting along side the couch—and pulled
him down on top of her. And at that moment his wife walked in to bring a message to him, and he never
hypnotized anyone again.
Rick: (Laughter).
Gil: He said, shortly afterward, he developed his method of “free association”. Now, although most of the
world rejected Freudianism back at the turn of the century, for example, Russia went on with their physiologists and developed their theories of brain function as behavioral determining. But, parts of the Western
world accepted Freudianism and the theory of the unconscious. Of course it was very interesting that,
even today, many still worship at the shrine of this new religion which, intrinsically, is Marxist, athiest—
Freud became a life-long cocaine addict, we know that now—and had a twenty-two year adulterous
relationship with his sister-in-law. And my point there is: If we’re going to have values, and certainly values
are urgently needed at this time of crisis in the existence of our society—why the values of Carl Marx and
Sigmund Freud in place of the great monotheistic philosophies that have endured these many centuries?

hacienda & variety ads
In any event, because Sigmund Freud rejected hypnosis and because the theory of the unconscious, the
writings of Sigmund Freud, became the basis for the training of psychotherapists in the Western world—in
the U.S.A. especially—hypnosis fell into disfavor and it was not taught. There were no books on the
subject matter because it was a specialty subject. If there weren’t specialty practitioners to buy the books,
no one was going to invest their money in publishing them, or even their time in writing them. However,
there were great pioneers as far back as Anton Mesmer in the 18th century, and James Brade in the 19th
century, and many others who had left a body of writings. And so there was a small percentage of mental
health workers who retained their interest. When World War II came along and there were so many
battlefield traumas, shock neuroses filling the military hospitals, the few psychiatrists who knew and practiced hypnosis were in great demand. And then it was discovered that the great rapidity with which these
neuroses were overcome, compared to the traditional talk methods of psychoanalysis, gave hypnosis a
new boost. And, of course, that was in and around the end of World War II, 1946-47.
By the ’50s there was some developing interest and some books were beginning to emerge. And then, of
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course, a kind of cult developed around a psychiatrist by the name of Milton Erickson.
Rick: He was my next question.
Gil: Yeah. Erickson suffered from multiple sclerosis and in his later years was limited to—had very limited
use of his body and worked from a wheel-chair. And so, the passivity of his method in his later years
developed a cultish philosophy, after his death, that all hypnosis should be done very indirectly with the use
of coded words or key words imbedded in language. And, I reject that completely because I view the
hypnotic relationship as a partnership and I think to pose it as some kind of a way of tricking a person into
a trance is not only manipulative, it’s exploitive. And so, my theory is that the hypnotic relationship is a
contract. You come to me because you say, “I’ve become aware that I have another part of my mind that
I’m not fully acquainted with and that some of my problems can be greatly helped, I hope, by my becoming
more aware of this deeper part of my mind. Now, it’s my understanding that you as a hypnotist/
hypnotherapist are skilled in accessing that part of my mind, in helping to alter, amend or even replace
some existing fixed ideas that are causing my life to be frustrating and ineffective.”
And so, when that person comes to me, that’s the contract. They say, “I would like you to hypnotize me
and use my trance, in my behalf, and teach me how to do it on my own.”
And my side of the contract is: this is the work I choose to do and I’m happy to have you here to do it. We
will enter into an atmosphere of a relationship, i.e., to create a healing environment; a relationship of Divine
love in which the only focus I have upon you is to assist you in whatever way I can, using the knowledge,
skill and whatever gifts I’m empowered with to do God’s work on this planet. And that’s a whole different
kind of relationship than a psychoanalytic one where the analyst sits as a superior being, with an attitude of,
“You know, I’m highly educated. I’m licensed by the state and I can analyze all of your problems because
I’m going to analyze your psyche.”
Frankly, I don’t think the psyche can be analyzed, but that’s another issue.
And then, you’re the poor, unfortunate patient. And they are really reflecting an attitude, in most of them,
that says, “Don’t try to tell me about your unconscious, you don’t know anything about it. That’s why it’s
called your unconscious. I know about your unconscious because I had my unconscious analyzed. So,
shut-up and just keep writing the checks.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: In this month’s Psychology Today, there is an article. And the article is the result of a major study
done with psychotherapists in relation to the HMOs, insurance companies, and third party payers. They
were surveyed to determine, “What is the ideal number of therapy sessions at which point, in their experience, symptoms are relieved and problems are solved.” I was astonished to find the number proposed, the average for most of them was 58 sessions of therapy.
Rick: (Whistle.)
Gil: But that’s current. That’s in the current edition of Psychology Today. [Now a month or two past.]
Now, when you consider in my career of 40 years, the average number of times I saw clients was 8
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sessions. That means, rarely did it go over 11 or 12, and often it was 4, 5, or 6, weekly sessions. The
difference is that I’m here to empower the client; to be able to say, “I am competent, I am capable in those
areas,” where they arrived thinking and feeling helpless.
They come in and say, “I just can’t seem to...”
A man left my office a little while ago and he talked about the fact that when he is with a woman—he’s an
actor, he’s in his early 30s—he can get very aroused, appropriately, but when they get into bed he loses his
erection. I told him, “My goal will be to change whatever ideas in your mind are causing that response,
because a great part of your life is being denied to you by the operation of your mind.”
And he went on to say how that has eroded his confidence even as an actor. So, long term therapy has
three negative results: first, it creates dependence on the therapist; second, it prevents people from dealing
with life. They say things like, “Well, I can’t make that kind of a decision. My therapist said while I’m in
therapy I should avoid major decisions.” And third, it often reeks of financial exploitation because money
that could be used in behalf of the family and in the interest of the spouse, perhaps, instead of going to the
therapist, the person becomes dependent on the therapist, they give a higher priority to that than to perhaps
things that should have a priority; maybe braces for Jimmy’s teeth or whatever.
Rick: Right.
Gil: That’s the major difference. The great flaw in all of that is that we’re told about this theory, the
Unconscious, the ID, the EGO, and the Superego. And we’re told the ID is a pool of restless, primitive
and destructive energy and we must spend our lives attempting to socialize it or live in havoc and upheaval
all of our lives. Well, nowhere in that theory is there any mention of a Creative Intelligence within, which
not only knows all of the questions but knows all of the answers. And what the enlightened therapist does
is to help the person to discover the answers within; to remove the blocks that create a cloud of unknowing
that cause the person to give that answer, “I don’t know”. (Laughter.) Of course you do.
I like to say that, from my philosophy, which has a lot of Christian philosophy in it, I like to say that when
we enter into a state of grace, the answers become available to us. And, you know, the most popular hymn
throughout the world is called Amazing Grace. And we talk about the grace of God. We talk about the
fact that we have a divine nature, that we are linked to a Higher Power; that we are made in the Image of
God. Does that mean necessarily that God has two arms, two legs, two eyes, a nose and so on? Not at
all. It means that God is a Source of Divine Energy which penetrates the Universe, and as we become
open to it that Divine Energy which is transcendental in nature, can become imminent. It flows through us.
And at our most creative times, I believe we are in a state of Grace, whether it is when we are writing a
book or a story or performing our art, singing, painting, lecturing, teaching. Anything that has any aspect of
creativity to it, I believe that this is an illustration of our Divine Nature and our utilization of Divine Grace.
I don’t mean to sound theological, and I’m not in the business of religion. But I do believe that unless one
realizes their spiritual nature and begins to move along a path of recognizing and developing that spiritual
nature, they continue to have problems at the levels of human nature.
You know, the pig in the barnyard is only programmed by instinct. It will always behave as a pig. You
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might train it a little bit, if you give it a little food after it does whatever behaviors you want it to do. But it
is still going to behave according to instinct. If you want an animal to catch mice in the barn, you don’t use
the pig, you use a cat whose instincts are to pursue and to capture small insects and rodents. Only human
beings have the ability to rise above an instinctual nature, and that is the glory of mankind.
leading lady
And that’s the excitement of creative hypnotherapy when done by people who are properly motivated,
properly trained and have an intense, powerful desire to help their fellow man; to give meaning and substance to their life. Where psychotherapy, in its traditional form—see, if you go to the university to study
to become a licensed mental health worker at any level, you must start with the Theory of the Unconscious.
That’s the starting point. And the problem with that is that they promulgate two major theories about
psychotherapy: the first is the idea that all human beings can benefit greatly from psychotherapy because
the mere essence of being a human being is to be mixed-up, confused and one who needs to be “straightened-out”.
Well, this planet has been spinning for a lot of years, and many billions of people have come and gone and
less than a tiny, tiny fragment of 1 percent, an unmeasurable percentage, have ever been in psychotherapy
at any level; whether it was with witch-doctors or whatever. And the world keeps on turning.
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And people keep on (laughter) creating and glorifying their Divine Nature. The second great myth that
they promulgate is that human behavior, by its very nature, is so complex and the roots of it are so deep in
this mysterious unconscious that therapy must take a long time, and the longer the therapy persists, the
more effective it will be.
Well, about ten years ago I wrote my book Transforming Therapy and there’s a secret in the title,
Transforming Therapy. The obvious meaning is that it’s a form of therapy that can create transformation
in the individual, but also, the secret to me was: my goal is, to transform the nature of therapy as it is
practiced worldwide. I believe that I have played a part in doing that because short-term therapy is
becoming very, very popular. One, the failure of psychoanalysis and traditional talk therapies in the Western world is now obvious. Secondly, more and more literature is emerging. A recent book is titled Single
Session Therapy. The publication of that book would have been impossible even a decade ago. Today
it is recognized that it’s not just the technique, it is the person, it’s the therapist, it’s the attitude, it’s the
person who is there to help and not to prove a theory; it’s a person who understands the nature of that
person sitting. I like to say Transforming Therapy is eye-to-eye, heart-to-heart, hand-to-hand, and at its
highest level, soul-to-soul. We are all equal, not equal in developed skills or abilities or even aptitudes but
spiritually we are equal. And we stand equal in the eyes of our Creator. And so, if one can hold that, and
in the therapy room at least, to not have one’s love for that person be covered by their status, their socioeconomic level, their appearance, or even their beliefs, but to be non-judgmental and to assist them to a
different perception. We know the apostle Paul talked about it when he said as a child, “I saw through a
glass darkly.” You know, imagine a window smeared with mud and dirt and the effort to look out of it and
not to see too well.
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He said, “I thought as a child. I spake as a child.” And, I might add, “I behaved as a child.”
And then, in another place he says, “As a man, I see clearly. I put aside childish things.” And in that
statement is heard: I put aside the fixed ideas that I acquired in my childhood before my ability to analyze
these ideas was fully developed, before my critical factor was fully developed. Because that’s not fully
developed until about age 11. And these fixed ideas have regulated my life.
Rick: For years...
Gil: That’s it. And now I am ready to put aside childish things, childish thoughts, childish feelings and
childish behaviors because I am no longer a child. I can be childlike in my response to beauty or to other
aspects in the world, but I am an adult. I am seen as an adult. And mature adult behavior is expected of
me.
Rick: Now, as you were moving onto your fairly recent book, I have a series of questions here that take
us from the long past up through the present. In a way, you’re jumping ahead. So, I want to take you back
again, just a bit and then we’ll move forward in time.
Since I have quite a number of questions here, this one could be fairly brief because some of these others
are more thought provoking as we move along here. Would you talk about your early days of practicing
hypnosis?
Gil: Surely. When I came from the Second World War, after serving three years in the U.S. Navy, I was
on an LST [Land-Sea Transfer]. Most of my service was on an LST and I participated in six Pacific
invasions. At least, I was on a ship and I guess I participated because I manned a 20 mm gun when the
planes came in, and that sort of thing.
Rick: That’s fair participation, I’d say.
Gil: When I came from the war, I had a series of experiences, a couple of failed love affairs, then I married
and I developed these duodenal ulcers. Then, from that I went to a worse one, migraine headaches. I
remember one time I got a migraine headache two days before Christmas and I didn’t get out of bed until
two days after New Year’s, and I was, the whole time, in a darkened room with a cold cloth on my head.
Because I was a veteran, I was able to go to the Veterans Mental Health Clinic and I began to receive outpatient counseling. Well, I didn’t do too well because the first one was purely Freudian. That is to say,
when I arrived he said, “Hello, how are you today.”
I said, “Fine.” I sat down. That was the last thing he said until I left, when he said, “I’ll see you next week.”
And finally, after several weeks of that, I made a complaint to one of the administrators in the front office
and said, “I’m sick and tired of this. I need somebody who will talk to me.”
So they said, at that time, “Oh, you mean you need a Rogerian therapist.”
“I don’t even know what that means, but I need someone who will talk to me.” (Laughter.)
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Rick: Interesting.
Gil: Yeah. Well, I lucked out. I got a psychiatrist who was the head of the State Hospital in Philadelphia,
Byberry Hospital. And he did one day a week for the Veterans Administration. He indeed talked to me
and brought me out from where I was and I went there for eight or nine months, saw him weekly. I
remember one time I had a migraine headache and getting into a taxi and going up to the State Hospital to
get a prescription from him. It was three o’clock in the morning. And when you see those movies with
those sounds in the night inside the mental hospital, I heard them; the screams and the various kinds of
strange sounds. In any event, during that period of time I was hypnotized by this doctor and I really believe
that reinforced that early excitement. But most importantly, it convinced me of a curative effect of accessing the deeper mind, the subconscious mind.
Rick: Did he help you with your ulcers and headaches?
Gil: Oh yes, yes, positively. I’ve never had a headache since then.
Rick: Fantastic. That’s very unusual in a military-related mental hospital, in fact, almost unheard of.
Gil: Um-huh, yes. It was only because of his position as the director of a large state mental hospital that he
could pretty much do as he wanted to do and no one was going to say to him not to use hypnosis.
(Laughter.)
Rick: Thank goodness.
Gil: Yeah. Now, from that, and here is an interesting turn my life took because he said to me, at the time,
I was an IBM operator. I had been doing that just prior to the war. I left home at 16. Went to work for
the Social Security. I had answered an ad in Philadelphia, for the Social Security headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland. And I left home at 16 and worked for the Social Security until I was 18 as an IBM
machine operator, was inducted into the service and now it’s three years later, four years later—I was
working as an IBM machine operator for Blue Cross. And he said to me, “No, you’ve got to get into work
where you work with people and not machines and cards.” He said, “I suggest you try door-to-door
selling.”
Now, I was getting a pension at that time because of these disabilities (which was 10 percent), and that
was $13.80 per month. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.) Lot of money.
gil demo & fun ad
Gil: Yeah. I started selling magazines, didn’t do too well. I barely eked out a living and then went on to
selling an inexpensive set of encyclopedia and I started to do well in that. And that was really a turning
point in my life because it lead me into almost 10 years of direct selling.
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Rick: I would think that was a good background for you. It’s turned out to be, I’m sure.
Gil: Yes, that’s correct. And it was in that period of time that I began to study various forms of motivation
in order to learn how to make sales and motivate people to buy. And in that same time frame I discovered
a book in a magic store called The Encyclopedia of Stage Hypnotism, by Ormand McGill. And for the
first time I had a book, because there weren’t any books of that type available back then. For the first time
I had a book, I actually had a book that gave detailed and step-by-step instructions on how to hypnotize;
and I cherished that book.
Rick: How old were you at this point?
Gil: I was 23. And actually, I would bring up the subject when I was working with people in sales and I
would be in their home and make a presentation, and sometimes, if they were interested in the product, I
would talk to them about hypnosis and often hypnotize people right in their home. And they were my first
subjects.
Rick: Fascinating.
Gil: Time went on, as I spent about 9 years in that work. I was up into the 30s by then. In the meantime
my marriage had failed. I had two children. I continued in the sales work but I headed up an office in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and it was there that I really began pursuing hypnotism as a hobby and my
reputation really grew until finally, I decided to come to Los Angeles because there was a much greater
psychological freedom for the interest in and expression of various kinds of studies.
Rick: Yes.
Gil: That people in the more conservative parts of the U.S.A. might call strange or kooky...
Rick: Fringe.
Gil: Yeah. But at least they felt that if you were in California, well, that was part of the behavior that went
on out here. So I came to Southern California and, in order to get started, I took up door-to-door selling,
again. And I stayed in that for about 15 months.
A very interesting story. And I might say this, some of this next part is detailed in an article—a writer
started to write a book about me years ago and then he came down with cancer and died—but this
chapter was reprinted and it covers much of this and I’ll put a copy in the mail today. It’s called From
Mesmer to...I forget the title.
Rick: Ok.
Gil: I was here in Los Angeles just a few days and in the direct sell I had gone to this firm that was really
a division of a firm I had worked for back in the East. There was a drug store on the corner and in the
morning we would go in there for coffee. I went in this day and this older woman was serving coffee at the
counter and she said, “Oh, I’ve got such a terrible headache.”
And I said to her, “Would you like to get rid of your headache right now.”
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She said, “Oh, I’ve tried everything, even the pharmacist, he’s given me a number of things.”
She said, “I’ve had it for four days.”
I said, “Would you like to get rid of your headache right now?”
She said, “What do you mean?”
I said, “I’m a hypnotist and I can hypnotize you.”
And she said, “Oh, my God, yes!”
I said, “Put your hands up here on the counter.” I was on the stool on the other side.
I said, “Look at me.” I put her into a trance and gave her some suggestions and I said, “Open your eyes.
Your headache is gone.”
And she opened her eyes and she said, “My God, it’s gone.” She ran back to the pharmacist and said,
“It’s gone! He took my headache away!”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And so, I had really done it because of a couple of the fellas who I had worked with were in there with
me and I had talked about my interest in hypnotism and they kind of thought it was a lot of hot air, you
know.
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: I left and two days later, we were going out to territory for our door-to-door selling and one of the men
said, “Say, you’re interested in hypnotism, aren’t you?”
And I said, “Yes.”
He said, “Well, on this talk show last night, a late-night show,” he said, “this woman came on...
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: “...she said that she had this headache for three or four days, this man came in, she didn’t know who
it was but he said he was a hypnotist and right across the counter he hypnotized her and she hasn’t had the
headache since.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: He said, “The man who had the show is named Ben Hunter and Ben said, ‘Well look, if he comes in
your store again, tell him to give me a call. I’d like to interview him.’ “
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So, I turned to this man and I said, “What station was that?”
He said, “Well, he’s on KFI.”
I said, “Where is that station in town? I need to go up there.”
He said, “Well, you can get the address out of the phone book but it’s up on Vermont Ave.”
I said, “What time does he go on?”
He said, “He goes on at midnight, midnight to five A.M., fifty thousand watts clear channel.”
HYPNOSIS KEEPS TOP STARS HAPPY
AND FULL OF ENERGY

examiner article
exam. cont’d
exam. cont’d, dolly
That night at eleven, I went up there to the woman at the switchboard. “Is Mr. Ben Hunter here?”
She said, “Well, no, he’s not in.”
I said, “Well, he’s looking for me.”
She said, “What for?”
I said, “He put the word out on the air. He wants to talk to me and I’m here.”
She said, “Well he’s not in here, yet.” She said, “Well, why does he want to talk to you?”
I said, “Because I’m a hypnotist.”
She said, “Oh, my God, could you hypnotize me?”
I said, “Of course I can.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
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Gil: I said, “Boom. She fell across the switchboard.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: And now the lines are buzzing. I figured if I stand here long enough, something is going to happen.
(Laughter.)
So, sure enough, someone came out from one of the studios and said, “What’s going on here.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: He looked at her and he said, “My God, she’s had a heart attack.”
I said, “No, she’s hypnotized.”
He said, “What?”
I said, “I hypnotized her.”
He said, “Well, for God’s sake, wake her up.”
So, I woke her up and the man said, “Were you really hypnotized?”
She said, “I don’t know. I looked in his eyes and that’s the last thing I remember.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: Then, at 11:30, this man came out from his broadcast. His name was Al Paska, and he had a program
called “Conversation please.”
This other fella said, “This man just hypnotized Loretta and she was laying across the switchboard when I
came out.”
And he said, “You’re kidding.”
I said, “Yes, I’m the world’s fastest hypnotist.”
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: “You are?”
And so, he had been interviewing two young country singers, on his show. And the one fella said, “Can
you hypnotize me?”
I said, “Of course I can. Stand up straight. Pop! I hypnotized him, he fell on the floor.”
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Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: (Laughter.)
And the other one said, “Don’t do it to me.” (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: Those two young fellas were the Everly Brothers.
So, this fella said, “Well, can you come back and be interviewed tomorrow night on my show.”
I said, “I’m already booked for Ben Hunter’s show.”
He said, “He’ll be in any minute.” (Laughter.)
So, Ben Hunter came in and he said, “Here’s this man who says he’s booked on your show.”
They all talked to him and told him about me and he said, “Well, Loretta, get my book,” he said. “I think
I’m booked up for the next three weeks, but...”
I said, “Oh, I’m sorry, I’m leaving town in 48 hours.” (Laughter.)
He said, “Loretta, cancel tomorrow night’s guest.
Rick: (Laughter.)
Gil: So that was the start of my career in Los Angeles. On a good night that station could be heard in about
25 states, Canada and Mexico, after midnight—clear channel.
And so, now, Ben Hunter’s wife came to me and his son and they got such marvelous results, Ben Hunter
gave me a private number to call into the station, where everyone else had to call in and try their luck. I had
a private number. So, it wound up I would call in twice a week and any questions relating to the mind or
to hypnosis or to therapy would be saved for the night that I would call in. And that went on for two years.
That really established my career in Southern California.
So that was the take-off point. It was really a launching point, like one of those big rockets they launched
into space.
Rick: Well, I think you learned a lot about yourself, too, spontaneously conducting hypnosis in that way.
Gil: Yeah. Well, I found that, you know the old story, act as if you can and not only will you convince
others, but you’ll convince yourself. (Laughter.)
Rick: (Laughter.)

to be continued...
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CHAPTER 4
AN AFTERNOON WITH AUTHOR DAVID ICKE
PART 1 IN A SERIES
8/29/96 #1 HATONN (Introduction)
David Icke is one of the most insightful writer/speakers yet to grace our stages and podiums. Please, if you
don’t know who this is—it is past time for “finding out”. You, as a planet and a people, are in serious times
of experience. However, if you but heed some thoughtful actions you don’t have to have such a stupidly
spiteful and mean “ending” of anything—as is prophesied by those who would destroy you. I would
repeat a point he makes in that the world powers are only a tiny, tiny handful of controllers—and you can
topple that power just by ignoring them. They sit atop the “pyramid” doing NOTHING but assuming the
role of master of the pyramid (you). Remove the corner stone and the whole edifice topples. They don’t
WANT YOU TO KNOW they are just worse than “nothing” nothings. They, further, rule by FEAR and
always have. When you get on a higher wave frequency they are not even in your ball-park, much the less
your game. People, you can use that which they have conjured and dump it right back in their laps, only
you can do it with integrity and validity. Once you understand this—there is no longer a New World Order
or any other kind of tyrannical injustice.
Why start with massive funds? Because that is what “they” have manufactured to shackle. They lend or
pay you money which does not exist and then you pay interest TO THEM. And indeed, if you haven’t
borrowed because you are a lucky bloke and have a job—you pay the interest in the form of major
TAXES—and, it is all the very same thing. When you want the funds for your own use and survival—you
will create, OR USE, that which is created FOR YOUR USE. When you stop shouting “it can’t be”—you
will get busy and get this job accomplished for GOD, FREEDOM AND WORLD. When you get up off
your knees to these Bastard Kings you will get your job done for the world of “people” are awakening by
the millions every day—why don’t you get with those informed people? Or, you can continue to play in
whatever game they allow you for participation—and go quietly to the incarceration points. Oh yes, you
will go and you will demand to be allowed to go for they will call these AIDE CENTERS “for your
benefit”.
I can’t just keep repeating these things—GET DAVID’S BOOKS and enjoy. [Editor’s note: We featured David’s book The Robot’s Rebellion on the Front Page of the 11/21/95 issue of CONTACT and
all of his books are available on the open market—so far! We feature his newest book ...And The
Truth Shall Set You Free on p. 25.] Not only will you enjoy the material but you will be captivated by the
individual’s strength, honor and sense of humor. Get his video tapes because you almost have to enjoy the
man’s presentation as visualized to fully appreciate the individual. Here is one, along with Little Crow,
Black Hawk the Greek, and some others whose very presence IS THE PRESENTATION. I think you
will find this true of Cathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips as well.
I am different, readers, and Dharma wants no part of the show-and-tell circuit. We have a purpose and
“they” have a purpose and they are NOT the same thing other than bringing TRUTH about WHAT THEY
KNOW AND THAT WHICH THEY HAVE EXPERIENCED! We will do everything to help these
participants—BUT, THEY HAVE TO HELP THEMSELVES—even to the contacts for bringing fruit to
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bear on our contract tree.
Editor’s note: Following the above words on David Icke by Commander Hatonn, we present the
first installment of a transcription of his great talk during a recent Wednesday afternoon (8/28/96)
visit with Commander and others of our local crew. Tapes from the meeting are available from The
Word at 805-822-4176.
8/27/96 LECTURE BY DAVID ICKE
[Mr. Icke, after accepting the microphone:]
I just talk, do I? That’s what I’ve been doing most of me bloody life, actually.
Thank you, thank you very much. I am still in a car, after 4 hours, I am still driving around here trying to get
me head back in.
I guess you could say I had a spiritual awakening about 6 years ago. I was a television presenter, a wellknown one in Britain on a network television program on the BBC. I was also a national spoksman for
something called the Green Party. Which, at the time, was trying to put an alternative view of politics
forward, but something became very clear very quickly that I’ve observed very much in the world in the
last 6 years and increasingly in more recent times. There is, in the world so often, something that I call
“opo-sames”. They are things in society that claim to be different, and often come into opposition with
each other, but are actually the same thought pattern with a different dress on. So I realized that Green
politics, certainly in the way it was run, was not that much different than all the other politics. The “greasy
pole” demands a certain attitude to life, I guess.
But toward the end of the ’80s I wrote a book called It Doesn’t Have To Be Like This, which was to look
at the environmental state of the world. In the writing of that I came to two conclusions: One, well one
conclusion in particular, was that unless there was some unknown force that I never considered before—
(because I had always rejected religion and what we bravely call science. “Life’s a bitch and then you die,”
it sounds great fun, that. I kind of rejected both of them but what else was there, you know?) I came to
the conclusion that unless there was some unknown force that could intervene and help us out of this mess
that we had created then we were up the Swannee [River] without one of them things: the old paddle. At
that time I started thinking, well there’s really no force I don’t know—never thought about it before, really.
From the moment I kind of came to that conclusion, I was tripping over psychics wherever I went, in
Britain; and when I came to America, when I came to an Animal Rights Conference, and the first two
people I met there were psychics. Well, we are all psychic, but I mean some people that had developed
it, you know. They started giving me information which, although they used different language and different
emphasis, was actually the same information: that I was going to write a stream of books on this subject. I
was going to expose the suppression on a world scale. To which I thought, “You’re off your rocker. I
don’t know anything about this subject, this is ridiculous.” But as things unfolded, I have moved increasingly rapidly along that route. When I started to realize that there are alternatives to religion and what we
call science, and that alternative to me is: that everything that exists in the whole is the same consciousness,
and consciousness is energy, and energy is consciousness. So we are like droplets of water in an ocean of
consciousness. We are individual to an extent because we are the sum total of all our experiences. But,
together we make up the whole. We are the same consciousness energy that is every insect, that is every
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blade of grass, that is every breath we take. This gigantic mind, infinite mind consciousness, is broken up
into wavelength frequencies which people here will be well aware of—sharing the same space. Therefore
we are multi-dimensional consciousnesses on an eternal journey of evolution through experience.
There is an American comedian called Bill Hicks, whom most people don’t seem to have heard of in
America; he was quite well known in Britain—came over a few times. He said once, as part of a joke, but
it was a very profound statement which sums up my attitude to life anyway. He said, “Matter is merely
energy condensed to a slow vibration; we are all one consciousness experiencing itself subjectively. There
is no such thing as death; life is just a dream and we are the imagination of ourselves.”
What I feel has happened in this world over a long period of time—from me talking to people like Cathy
O’Brien, who went through nearly 30 years of mind control by U.S. Government agencies, and someone
I met about the same time in the North of England who went through something similar for over 30 years—
one thing they both said to me was that no matter what was done to them they could not get to their spiritual
core. And the reason they can’t get to the spiritual core, in my view, is because I believe what we call soul
is pure love. It is operating therefore on vibrations within vibrational ranges that are so far from the threedimensional world that it’s like off the wall, it’s so far out. I feel the soul projects an aspect of itself into the
three-dimensional world, what you might call mind, to experience this world as part of its eternal journey.
I think the soul can project often many aspects of itself into incarnation at the same time. Indeed when you
take it to the highest level of this, the whole mind is projecting every aspect of itself into everything. What
I feel mind control is—and when I talk about mind control, that’s the way this conspiracy works—you
can’t do it with tanks in the streets and soldiers at the door, there are too many people. You can use them
as part of the mind control and part of the fear mechanism but you can’t control five-and-one-half-billion
people (as there seems to be now) with tanks in the streets and soldiers at the door. What you can do,
however, is get the three-dimensional mind to see the world the way you want them to see it and, preferably, not to think at all.
What I feel mind control is, whether it is the individual Cathy O’Brien variety or whether it’s the bigger
variety like: “create the problem and offer the solution”; whether it’s advertising or whether it’s government
statements, or what we call education. God, education, if only we had some! They are all methods;
religion is another one. All are methods of isolating the three-dimensional projection of soul from soul itself.
Which has the effect of similarly, symbolically, of a spaceman on another planet in touch with mission
control. At that point you’ve got the information coming in through the eyes and the ears of what’s going on
immediately around you. And then you have got the big picture, mission control also speaking to you.
Imagine what would happen if someone came along to that spaceman and either cut completely, or more
accurately, dramatically lowered the audibility of mission control—within seconds, let alone minutes or
hours, that spaceman, in terms of his thoughts, his reactions and his behavior and his decisions, would be
tremendously different things, of all those kinds, to what he would have been making had mission control
stayed in touch and he had the big picture. What I think happens here is we come into three-dimensional
incarnation, because when we are born into this world we are immediately born into a highly, highly
conditioned world where everyone is conditioning the next generation. So, three-dimensional mind, from
a very, very early age, is being pressured to not only switch off soul but have the idea that there isn’t one to
switch off or on from.
I love the way we indoctrinate each generation; I love this story told to me. I spoke in Houston a couple
of years ago about this—this woman came out of the audience to me and she said, “I’ve got a great story
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that sums up what you’re saying.” “Oh,” I said. She said, “Yes, when I was first married I was in the
kitchen and I was cutting the corners off the ham before I put it in the pan and put it in the oven, you know.”
She said, “And my husband came along and said ‘Why do you do that?’” She said, “I don’t know, my
mother used to do it; what’s it matter?” He said “Well why did your mother cut the corners off the ham?”
She said, “I don’t know, what’s it matter?” He said, “Call your mother and ask her why she cut the corners
off the ham.” So she rings her mother, “Hello mom, you know when I was a girl and you used to cut the
corners off the ham put it in the pan? Why did you do that?” And her mother said, “Because the pan was
never big enough, dear.” Now, we are doing this all the time. We have celibate priests in the Roman
Catholic because of what a Pope decided in 1074. What if he was wrong, you know? The key word that
allows this to go on and on and on is: why? What the husband asked: “Why do we do that?” Who said
that? Why do we do that? I mean, it’s funny, when I look into what is known as the New Age, I actually
see the same things happening as happen with religions of all kinds. People come into something which has
a certain belief system and it is immediately accepted. Instead of saying, “OK, that’s fine,” you believe
that, but why do you believe it, where does this information and this belief system come from; where does
it originate? No one asked that in religion. “Well, it’s in the Bible, mate.” When you look back at where
some of these New Age concepts came from—I am not talking about the metaphysical stuff, which I am in
tune with, but I’m talking about all the jargon and (excuse me) bull shit that goes with it. That actually goes
back to the last century, and no further.
Again it is amazing that we have a phenomenon on this planet whereby something is set up, which at that
point might challenge the status quo at the time, but instead of the mind opening and saying, “Right, well this
is what we believe now”—but of course, as Socrates is reported to have said, “Wisdom is knowing how
little we know.” So, therefore, if you operate with that philosophy your mind is always open to potential
knowledge. It doesn’t mean that you will accept everything, but it is open to potential knowledge—you
are not building a prison wall around your head. But instead of that, what these organizations do—even
those—the Green Movement is another one. They challenge the status quo at one point and then they
become the next status quo. Because they start to defend their original belief system from all borders.
So we build these prisons of the mind. We are pressured to do it. This means that a few can control the
world; that’s how it’s done. Because how the world is controlled structurally is via the structure that you
find in every organization, large or small, all over the planet, in this period of evolution up to the present day.
It’s the pyramid. At the peak of the pyramid you have got a tiny, tiny, tiny few people who know everything
there is to know about their organization. They know its real agenda, where it’s really wanting to go, what
it’s really there to achieve. The further you come down from the peak of the pyramid you are meeting more
and more people in any organization who know less and less and less about what the people at the peak
know. It’s known as compartmentalization. I also call it the mushroom approach, which is: “Keeping
everyone in the dark and feeding them bull shit.” That’s how the pyramid works. If you look at the global
pyramid which has the Elite at the top controlling the pyramid peaks of the banking system, the pyramid
peak of the intelligence agencies, the pyramid peak of the global media, the pyramid peak of the global
multinational corporation network. Then you look within that global pyramid, and all the way through it
you see that it’s made up of other pyramids. The societies in general are pyramids.
Dogmas are pyramids. Even these organizations like the Bilderberg group, the Council On Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commission, the Club of Rome, they’re all pyramids. With the peak knowing far more
than anyone else knows as you go down, and even less and less as you go down further, of course. These
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pyramids can also be known as dogmas. Dogmas are the means through which the few control the world.
Not all the means, because there are many, but one of the key means. Because everybody is trying to tell
everyone else what to do, think and say. You have got religions trying to get theirself to the top of the
religious greasy pole. They manipulate fear and guilt, overwhelmingly, to get people to believe what they
want them to believe. And that’s the key four-letter word, actually, that is the overwhelming means by
which we are controlled, and that’s fear. And so you’ve got all these dogmas being played off against each
other within the base of the pyramid while at the top all the strings are being pulled to either create these
dogmas in the first place: two opposites to play off against each other or they are playing other dogmas off
against each other.
So the mass of the people are policing each other and dictating to each other and frightening each other and
seeking to make each other feel guilty, so that their dogma can rise up to the pyramid or up to the positions
of power. It means that the mass of the people are constantly in a state of division. When you are in a state
of division you can be controlled by very few people. I remember Bill Hicks saying once about the Los
Angeles riots: “Did anybody ever notice like me,” he said, “when those people were pulling truck drivers
out of their trucks at the traffic lights and stuff like that?” He said, “Did anyone ever think like me, ‘You’re
in a truck—they’re on foot, I think I can see a way out of this.’ Step on the gas, man.”
Well, there are 260 million people in America alone. The number of people who control this country is a
comparative handful. I think I can see a way out of this. And that way is: when we stop being the police
force of each other and the prison wardens of each other. Because only by that can the few control the
world. Because what has happened is that the 260 million unique aspects in America of eternal evolving
consciousness has allowed itself by a combination of the baaa-baa mentality and fear to become a herd of
flippin’ sheep. Same in Britain, same all over the world. And if you look at a herd of sheep, they’re
bewildered sheep at that. Someone once said you know there are three types of people in the world: there
are the tiny, tiny few that make things happen, there’s the slightly bigger number that watch things happen,
and then there’s all the rest that goes around saying, “What’s happening, what’s happening, what’s happening?” It’s the tiny group that make things happen that manipulate the “What’s happening”.
If you look at a herd of sheep, that’s a herd of individuals who are not celebrating uniqueness. When you
don’t celebrate your own uniqueness then you are in flippin’ serious trouble here, in terms of control. I
stood on a big, ancient hill fort in Wilkshire where I live (around Stonehenge in England) a couple of years
ago. There were hundreds of sheep going right across this land. Hundreds of them, all over the place,
munching away, you know. Then this farmer arrives in the pickup truck, parks the car, gets out. He stands
on his stick. Now, if he flicked his eyelids every now and again, that’s all this guy did. One or two or three
of the sheep start to walk. Within minutes it’s like exodus I’m looking at. Hundreds of sheep are following
the one. “Wow, he must know where he is going, he is in front. I remember yesterday we went down here,
soon as that bloke stood there we went there because they did, because we followed them and it was ever
so good.” We have these things on the back of cars in Britain; it says: “Don’t follow me, I’m lost”. I think
we ought to have one on the back of every person in the human race and we might not follow each other
then. We might see what the situation is. Now the few sheep—and there were remarkably few that didn’t
immediately conform to that baaa-baa mentality—they were given that extra dose of fear with the sheep
dog. Within minutes the combination of the baaa-baa and the fear had rounded up this vast herd of sheep.
This one guy standing there doing nothing and this one sheep dog dispensing fear. I realized, as I watched
that symbolism happen before me, I was looking at the means through which the human race is controlled.
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Baaa-baa and fear.
This is allowed, this combination of dogma trying to impose itself on everyone else. Because everyone
says follow your intuition. What they really mean is: “Follow your intuition as long as it agrees with mine,”
you know. My intuition knows exactly what is right, for me. I don’t know what is right for anybody else;
only they know that. We get into trouble when we start thinking our intuition knows what’s right for
everyone else; that’s when we get into trouble. They call it Christianity and Judaism and Islam and it goes
under many names, you know. Anyway, this combination of dogma seeking to impose and get to the top
of the pole, and this baaa-baa fear syndrome has created, right across society, what I call hassle-free
zones. I think this is the key way to control the world. Every dogma is a hassle-free zone: religious dogma,
economic dogma, political dogma. It’s nice to be here in the one party state of America, you know. Every
society is a dogma, every culture is a dogma—hassle-free zone, rather.
What I mean by that is that there is a very narrow area of acceptable thought and behavior which is
imposed by very, very few. If you conform to that narrow thought and behavior you are left alone,
basically; no one calls you mad, no one calls you bad, no one gives you a hard time for the crime (Call the
police!) of being different. Which is what we are: unique. We have become terrified of expressing that. If,
however, you open your mind and particularly if you open your heart, you start to access higher dimensions of your multi-dimensional self. And so your perspective changes. It goes from, “Oh yes, isn’t this
banking system interesting” to “What a load of crap,” basically. You get to the edge of the hassle-free zone
and if you keep following your heart and your intuition (your higher dimensions of self) you are out of the
hassle-free zone. “He’s mad, he is; he’s dangerous”: you get a hard time for being different. Most people,
understandably, don’t want that, so they tiptoe quickly into the hassle-free zone and up comes the mask.
The mask says “This is not really me; this is not what I really think or what I really feel or what I really want
to do with my life, but this is what I think I really have to project to the world to occupy the hassle-free zone
and stop being given a hard time for being different.
And I feel, myself, just my view, that this war in the three-dimensional psyche between that part of our
consciousness which I call “I am me, I am free” which wants to flow with that uniqueness, which wants the
hell out of the hassle-free zone. The war is between that and that part of our psyche, the programmed
level of us, which is terrified of the consequences of expressing uniqueness in a world of imposed uniformity. That part of our consciousness, I call “Oh, my God”. It’s the war between “Oh, my God” and “I am
me, and I am free” (for me, the vibrational war) that is the overwhelming cause of mental, emotional and
therefore physical dis-ease in the world.
What this hassle-free zone phenomenon has done has created mass schizophrenia in the human psyche.
And I come back to what I said earlier about, we are the policemen of each other. When you are on the
edge of the hassle-free zone and you know you have gone about as far as you can get away with in
expressing uniqueness—you go any further, you go into “hassle-land”. You are not standing there thinking
“Shall I, shan’t I, shall I, shan’t I” and the question in your mind at that time is not, “If I do, what will Bill
Clinton think?” Who cares. “What will Alan Greenspan think?” David Rockefeller? No, no; we are
standing there thinking, “If I do, what will me Mother say; what about the blokes down at the bar; what
about the people at work, what will they say, ‘Oh, MY GOD!’”
In other words, what will the other slaves to imposed thought and behavior think about me escaping from
it? It’s like having a cell full of prisoners, and every time a prisoner finds a means of escape it’s not the
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prison wardens who block the exit, it’s all the other prisoners that run to stop us getting out. And until we
get off the backs of each other this world will never be free, because we are not allowing each other to be
free. And so often, you know, this word freedom, it’s ever so easy: you open your mouth, it’s two
syllables: free-dom; there, go on, it’s ever so easy to say; it’s very much more difficult to live. Because
when I look around at many people talking the words of free-dom—what I hear them saying is, they want
the free-dom to replace an imposition they don’t like with an imposition they do. If that’s all we are seeking
to do is remove a New World Order of centralized global dictatorship with another form of thought police
centralized dictatorship known as religions or economic systems or political-isms, then we ain’t gonna
walk one single further step down the road to freedom. But loads of people might be kidded into thinking
we have. I mean, we were kidded into thinking we had stepped down the road of freedom when we
introduced democracy.
We now interchange democracy and freedom as if they are the same thing. Often they couldn’t be further
apart. Fifty people telling forty-nine what’s going to happen isn’t freedom; not for the forty-nine, it’s not.
And for me the way forward to allow this world to be free—and there are five-and-one-half billion of us
and there are a handful of people who control the pyramid from the top—so we can be free whenever we
choose.
The way we are going to be free is when we allow ourselves to be free and when we allow everyone else
to be free. I think there are three things that could achieve that; it’s just my view. One: we let go of the
prison that most people in the world live in, which is the fear of what other people think of them. You look
and ask why most people are not celebrating “I am me, I am free” but instead are dominated by “Oh, MY
GOD”, and what will the reason be? The fear of what other people think of them. People say to me
sometimes, they say, “I’VE GOT A PROBLEM WITH YOU!” I say, “You know, you’ve summed it up
perfectly. You’ve got a problem; you should sort it out, mate, because I don’t have a problem with me; I’m
going for a cup of tea.” We then get a problem with other people having a problem with us: now there are
two people with a problem. Because we have got this thing, “Oh, yeah, why do they think that of me?”
Well they have every right to think it. I’ve every right not to care, frankly. Because I have a right to speak
my truth, and everyone has a right to accept it or not accept it, accept bits of it, or whatever. If we all
respect each other’s right to have a different view and to have a different truth, then we will have—not
agreement, because that is a static state anyway because we learn from each other and we knock it around
and we all move on—but we have an absence of conflict, we have harmony. Because everyone is respecting everyone else’s right to be unique.
So the three things I would say are: Let’s express our uniqueness, let go of the fear of what other people
think of us and be what we are, and not what someone else is telling us what we should be. Secondly, we
get off everyone else’s backs and stop trying to impose our intuitive view on everyone else and we allow
them to celebrate their uniqueness, whatever that is, without imposition and without hassle and condemnation. Thirdly, the balance point; none of these three are any good without all of the others. No one ever
seeks to impose their view on any one else, or pressure anyone else in any way whatsoever, to have their
version of reality. Then no one’s free will is challenged or denied; that’s the balance point. And if we did
that, not only would the pyramid come to an end of control, it would be impossible to go on. Because if we
are not played off against each other, the control can not happen.
to be continued...
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CHAPTER 5
THE UNTOLD HISTORY
OF AMERICA
PART V OF A SERIES
by Ray Bilger 9/6/96
Editor’s note: Part I of this bold series was presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT; Part II was
presented in the 8/20/96 issue; Part III was presented in the 8/27/96 issue; Part IV was presented in
the 9/3/96 issue.
Chief Plenty-Coups of the Crow Nation received his name from his grandfather who said, “I have dreamed
that he shall live to count many coups and be old; my dream also told me that he shall be a chief—the
greatest chief our people will ever have.” Chief Plenty-Coups died in 1932. The following bit of wisdom
is from his autobiography, (quoting:)
By the time I was forty, I could see our country was changing fast, and that these changes were causing us
to live very differently. Anybody could now see that soon there would be no buffalo on the plains and
everybody was wondering how we could live after they were gone... White men with their spotted-buffalo
(cattle) were on the plains about us. Their houses were near the water-holes, and their villages on the
rivers. We made up our minds to be friendly with them, in spite of all the changes they were bringing. But
we found this difficult, because the White men too often promised to do one thing and then when they
acted at all, did another.
They spoke very loudly when they said their laws were made for everybody; but we soon learned that
although they expected us to keep them, they thought nothing of breaking them themselves... Their Wise
Ones said we might have their religion, but when we tried to understand it we found that there were too
many kinds of religion among White men for us to understand, and that scarcely any two White men
agreed which was the right one to learn. This bothered us a good deal until we saw that the White man did
not take his religion any more seriously than he did his laws, and that he kept both of them just behind him,
like Helpers, to use when they might do him good in his dealings with strangers. These were not our ways.
We kept the laws we made and lived our religion. We have never been able to understand the White man,
who fools nobody but himself. (End quoting)
The genius of Chief Plenty-Coups was that he had seen through the White man and had assessed him most
accurately. What he may not have known was the fact that many religions had intentionally been created
for the White man, in order to control him; that more and more restrictive laws would be enacted to control
the White man (which would frustrate some, causing them to break the laws, thereby creating the need for
jails); and that those who held the ultimate reins of power laughed at the masses whom they considered
fools. Religion and laws used to control the fools.
“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.” That statement from the
great German poet Goethe (1749-1832) sums up, perhaps better than any other, the current situation of
most Americans today. The general conception taught to Americans for the last 45 years has been that
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propaganda was one of the primary tools for controlling the populations of communist countries such as
Russia. If you think about that seriously for a moment, you will realize that we have been lied to once again.
In communist countries, such as Russia, the people are aware of the government they are living under.
They know the government lies to them. The people there are not stupid, and they know they are being
controlled. In that sort of arrangement there is no need for propaganda.
On the other hand, in a supposedly “democratic” society where the people believe themselves to be “free”,
those who would control such people have a need to use some mechanism to fool those people into
thinking they are free. The perfect mechanism for this purpose has always been propaganda, which
consists of misinformation, disinformation, and outright lies, designed specifically to mind control the masses.
Thus, the real need for propaganda is to convince people in so-called democratic societies that they are
“free”, while making total and absolute slaves of them. And our Elite controllers have done a very thorough
job in countries of the “free-world”, such as America. Things are always very clear for the Elite; always
confused and chaotic for the masses. Let’s examine just how all of this has come to pass.
As you will recall in Part IV of this series, one of the outcomes of the Versailles Peace Conference that
settled World War I was the establishment, in Britain, of the Royal Institute for International Affairs (R.I.I.A.),
the major source of propaganda. The R.I.I.A. wasted no time in infiltrating the educational system (in
England, at Oxford and other universities), and began to expand its influence across the world through
books and other publications. By 1926, funding came from dozens of sources, including John D. Rockefeller,
The Bank of England, Barclays Bank, Lloyds Bank, Rothschild and Sons, Baring Brothers, Ford Motor
Company, Lever Brothers, and Reuters. According to author David Icke, the R.I.I.A. and the Council on
Foreign Relations (C.F.R., created by the R.I.I.A.) are the same organization, working on different sides
of the Atlantic to carry out the same goals and agenda. The C.F.R. controls the administration of government in the United States.
Also according to David Icke, at the same time that the R.I.I.A. and the C.F.R. were being formed, the
Duke of Bedford, Marquess of Tavistock, gave one of his buildings for research into the effects of shellshock
on British soldiers from World War I. It was discovered that psychological shocks (or stressful events)
could be used to absolutely control a society. (This is discussed in greater detail in the August 6, 1996
issue of CONTACT, on page 8, in an article by this author entitled “The Age of Aquarius”.)
The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations is the premier organization of mass mind manipulation in the
world. The Tavistock network of institutions includes, among others, the Brookings Institution, the Stanford
Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the Hoover Institution, the Center for Strategic Studies at Georgetown,
and the Rand Corporation. These organizations in America formulate educational materials, they manipulate religions, they work with other organizations to control what the media puts out, etc., etc., etc., you
name it, whatever it takes to absolutely control the masses. The majority of people involved in these
organizations, however, have no idea what is really happening.
Thus, as we enter the (not-so) roaring 1920s in America, the people believed that things were looking up
following the incredibly devastating World War, with no conception of the series of stressful events they
would be subjected to in order to keep them under absolute control. They did not realize that World War
I was a massive mind-control and population manipulation experiment which worked perfectly, and even
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allowed our Elite controllers to learn a few new tricks.
The 1920s saw a rise in White supremacy. The Ku Klux Klan, which began as a movement in the South
after the Civil War, was officially founded in 1915. By 1924 the KKK had about 4.5 million members as
the Klan had spread into the North. Mob violence and racial hatred could be found most anywhere, as
Black persons felt it was impossible to ever be considered equal in White America.
As was stated in Part IV of this series, prosperity was concentrated primarily at the top. According to a
Brookings Institution report, one-tenth of 1 percent of the families at the top received as much income as
42 percent of the families (or 6 million families) at the bottom. Those 6 million families each made less than
$1,000 per year.
Worker safety hadn’t seen any real improvement either. Every year during the decade of the 1920s, about
25,000 workers were killed on the job, and about 100,000 more were permanently disabled. After a long
struggle, women finally won the right to vote in 1920 with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, but
voting was still basically for the middle-class and the upper-class.
During the presidencies of both Harding and Coolidge, the Secretary of the Treasury was a man named
Andrew Mellon, one of the richest men in America. In 1923, he was able to get a bill presented to
Congress, called the Mellon Plan, which looked like a general reduction of income taxes, but it really
favored the wealthy. Congressman Connery of Massachusetts complained that the Plan would save Mr.
Mellon over $800,000 in income taxes, and save Mellon’s brother about $600,000 on his. The Congressman said he would not support it, but the Mellon Plan passed anyway, and the contrast between rich
and poor only grew.
One of the few Congressmen who cared at all for the poor was Fiorello LaGuardia, of New York. When
he toured one of the poorer districts in New York City in 1928, he said, “I confess I was not prepared for
what I actually saw. It seemed almost incredible that such conditions of poverty could really exist.”
America entered the year 1929 with the people not suspecting at all what the bankers had planned for
them. But it was time for a big mind-control shock. During the 1920s, many businesses, investors and
private individuals got into debt rather than saving for what they wanted. President Herbert Hoover touted
the propaganda as he was instructed to do. Not long before the crash, he said, “We in America today are
nearer to the final triumph over poverty than ever before in the history of any land.” A total lie, as poverty
was about to become widespread.
An economic depression is quite simple to create. It is caused by a lack of money, both paper and
electronic, in circulation. And who controls the amount of money in circulation? Why, the banks, of
course. In the 1930s, a congressional committee said the Federal Reserve had caused the 1929 crash by
pulling about one third of the money supply out of the economy.
Here’s how the banks do it. First, they reduce the number of loans they make, while at the same time
raising interest rates. Once the artificial economic collapse is triggered, people still have to pay back the
interest on their loans. As the banks receive those loan payments, they do not recycle the money back into
circulation, thereby increasing the depression. This downward spiral continues until record numbers of
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defaults result, and the banks pick up hundreds-of-thousands of farms, businesses and homes. The economists and politicians say this is all just part of the “economic cycle”. More lies. The reader should now
know better. (This same pattern has been repeated numerous times, such as in the 1980s with the Midwestern farmers.)
The picture that then ensued was not a pretty one. The economy came to a near standstill. Over 5,000
banks closed, and thousands of businesses shut down, unable to get money. (Funny thing, the banks
always seem to have money for war, as they did again by 1940.)
In March of 1931, Henry Ford said, “There is plenty of work to do if people would do it.” A few weeks
later he laid off about 75,000 workers. On January 31, 1931, in the town of England, Arkansas, 500
farmers, most of them White men and many armed, marched into the business section of town shouting that
they must have food for themselves and their families. On July 9, 1931, in Detroit, a riot by 500 unemployed men was quelled by police reserves. On August 5, 1931, in Indiana Harbor, Indiana, 1,500 jobless
men stormed the plant of the Fruit Growers Express Co., demanding they be given jobs to keep from
starving. The company called in the city police who used clubs to clear out the men. On April 1, 1932, in
Chicago, 500 school children, most with haggard faces and tattered clothes, paraded through downtown
to the Board of Education offices to demand that the school system provide them with food. On January
21, 1933, in New York City, several hundred jobless people surrounded a restaurant just off Union
Square, demanding to be fed. And on and on the stories go. Men, women and children starved in a world
of plenty because the banks had artificially taken the money out of circulation.
On June 10, 1932, Rep. Louis T. McFadden (R-Pennsylvania) spoke at length before the House of
Representatives about the international superstate (or One World Government) to which America had
become adhesioned through the Federal Reserve Act, (quoting:)
Mr. Chairman, when the Federal Reserve Act was passed the people of the United States did not perceive
that a world system was being set up here... They did not perceive that the United States... was to supply
financial power to an international superstate—a superstate controlled by international bankers and international industrialists acting together to enslave the world for their own pleasure. (End quoting)
Fortunately for the international bankers there was no such thing as C-SPAN, but the people were too
busy looking for their next meal to stop and listen to the above words.
Amidst this chaos and confusion Franklin Delano Roosevelt was elected President of the United States in
1932. Roosevelt was born in New York in 1882, and entered political office in 1910 as a state senator. In
1905, Franklin married his fifth cousin once removed, Anna Eleanor.
Eleanor herself was of the Delano family. The Delano family made an incredible fortune solely from the
China opium trade. This is the same Eleanor Roosevelt that Hillary Clinton claims to be in communication
with. It would appear then that Eleanor and Hillary do actually have something in common after all. Hillary
is now of the family of Clinton. At the head of that family is William J. Clinton, our President, who has been
implicated by numerous people to have been involved in bringing tons of cocaine into the United States
through clandestine airstrips in Mena, Arkansas. Eleanor and Hillary both appear to come from major
drug-running families!!
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Franklin D. Roosevelt claimed that “the free enterprise system needs to be protected from itself “. This is
like telling a victim of rape that she needs to be protected from herself. Roosevelt’s campaign slogan was
the “New Deal”, and the masses liked the idea. We got a “New Deal” all right, and to this day we haven’t
recovered from it.
Just prior to F.D.R.’s inauguration on March 4, 1933, America appeared to be on the verge of total
economic collapse, and a sense of economic panic gripped the nation. Of course, no one would have
suspected that the international bankers were very carefully orchestrating the entire situation. In his inaugural address, F.D.R. said, (quoting:)
I shall ask the Congress for the one remaining instrument to meet the crisis—broad Executive power to
wage a war against the emergency, as great as the power that would be given to me if we were in fact
invaded by a foreign foe. (End quoting)
The fact was that we had been invaded by a foreign foe, the international bankers. But F.D.R. didn’t see
it that way. On March 5th, F.D.R. asked for a special and extraordinary session of Congress to be
convened on March the 9th at noon. On March the 9th, part of what Congress said was, (quoting:)
(T)he Congress hereby declares that a serious emergency exists and that it is imperatively necessary
speedily to put into effect remedies of uniform national application. (End quoting)
Some very heavy words there. Just what was Congress talking about? Congress continued by amending
the Trading With the Enemy Act of 1917 to now include “any person within the United States or any place
subject to the jurisdiction thereof”. We-The-People were no longer differentiated from any other enemy
during time of war or national emergency. Guess what, we have been under continuous National Emergency since March 9, 1933. And what do you do with the enemy? Just what was done with American
citizens; they confiscated the people’s gold, and henceforth controlled everyone through every form of
license, registration and regulation imaginable, and, the permanent state of national emergency suspended
the Constitution (for those who still thought it existed). You don’t believe it? Go read the book War And
Emergency Powers (see information sources at the end of this segment).
F.D.R. began to introduce this insidious scheme to the American people beginning March 11, 1933 with
his first radio “Fireside Chat”. The international banking community now had the American people in the
palm of their hand.
F.D.R. went on to create the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and Agriculture even though those three
parts of the American economy had functioned quite fine for centuries without federal supervision. Roosevelt’s
top aide was Harry Hopkins, who was to F.D.R. what Colonel House had been to President Wilson.
Hopkins was financed by the Rockefellers to work on the “New Deal” which only prolonged the Great
Depression.
In looking at the Congressional Record of the House of Representatives for March 9, 1933, on page
83, we find the following information regarding the issuance of new money, under the heading “Expansion
of Currency Necessary”, (quoting:)
...The money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is backed by the credit of the Nation. It will
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represent a mortgage on all the homes and other property of all the people in the Nation. (End quoting)
Can there be any question in the reader’s mind that we have been sold out by Congress and the bankers?
This entire dissertation on the “Untold History of America” would not be complete without some mention
of what Dr. John Coleman terms the “Committee of 300”. This Committee, also known as the Olympians,
is about 150 years old, and consists of the most brilliant intellects ever assembled from all of the wealthiest
families and all of the secret societies around the world, including all the think tanks of the Tavistock
network. Their purpose is to form a completely totalitarian, absolutely controlled “new” society, that
strives toward a One World Government. From everything we have discussed so far it would appear they
have been rather successful. Once understood, most people are easy to control.
In the area of science major things were happening. By far one of the most profound scientific geniuses
ever to grace this planet was a man named Nikola Tesla, who worked with electricity, light and sound. So
far ahead of his time was this man that scientists today are still trying to understand the things he did. Tesla
was born in Yugoslavia in 1856. His first electrical invention, in 1881, was a telephone repeater. At the
same time he conceived the idea of his rotating magnetic field.
Tesla came to America in 1884 and made it his permanent home. He worked with Thomas Edison for
awhile, but soon set up his own laboratory in New York City. Of his many inventions, he created artificial
lightning, alternating current motors, and the Tesla coil, or transformer. He showed that the Earth’s
atmosphere is electrically charged and can carry electromagnetic waves from any given point to any other
point on the Earth’s surface. He demonstrated this by broadcasting electricity through the air without wires
and lighting lamps 25 miles away!
In his later years Tesla indulged in many ideas bordering on the fantastic. For example, on his 78th birthday
(in 1934) he announced the invention of a death beam capable of destroying 10,000 airplanes and wiping
out an army of 1 million men instantly, from a distance of 250 miles! Recognizing the inability of mankind to
use this wisely, he kept the principles behind this idea a secret.
The July 11, 1935 issue of the New York American ran an article entitled “Tesla’s Controlled Earthquakes”. The article stated that Tesla’s experiments in transmitting mechanical vibrations through the
Earth—called by him the Art of Telegeodynamics—were roughly described by the scientist as a sort of
controlled earthquake. Tesla stated: “The rhythmical vibrations pass through the Earth with almost no loss
of energy... It becomes possible to convey mechanical effects to the greatest terrestrial distances and
produce all kinds of unique effects... The invention could be used with destructive effect in war.”
Thus, we entered the age of geophysical manipulations. The Elite controllers were well aware of everything Tesla did, though they could not understand it all. The Elite no doubt saw the potential for unique new
ways to terrorize and control the masses. On the other hand, Tesla loved mankind and could not be
influenced to use his talents for destructive purposes. It appears to be for this reason, more than any other,
that Tesla remained relatively poor in his later years.
But now the Elite had opened a new door for control that would eventually include all sorts of methods for
weather modification and geophysical manipulation. The problem with this has been that they experiment
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and play with forces which they do not know how to control, and which could easily destroy the entire
planet.
to be continued...
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lished by Phoenix Source Publishers, Las Vegas, Nevada.
(10) Various issues of the CONTACT Newspaper.
(11) The Encyclopedia Americana, pub. by Americana Corp., 1962 Edition. Various volumes used. If
the reader is to use a newer encyclopedia, be prepared for a re-writing of history which George Orwell
himself warned us about. The 1962 edition is still fairly good on facts, but by no means does it reveal the
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M.B.A., copyright 1992. This 8-page essay is brilliant and puts our history of money into a rather interesting perspective. Available from North American Trading, phone 1-800-877-9799.
(13) War And Emergency Powers, written by Gene Schroder and 12 other persons, pub. by American
Agriculture Movement, P.O. Box 130, Campo, Colorado 81029. This book (also available in video) is
indispensible to anyone who wants to understand how we have all been under Martial Law and Executive
Orders since March of 1933.
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CHAPTER 6
THE NEWS DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt 9/10/96
THE QUICKENING
Excerpted from the Internet, Art Bell’s page <http://www. artbell.com>, [quoting:]
Paraphrasing Art’s book The Art of Talk, Art mentions that over the years of being on the radio, he is
seeing things begin to accelerate in nearly every aspect of American life.
ECONOMICALLY:
*
*

The growing American national debt
Growing personal debt
SOCIALLY:
RAPIDLY ESCALATING CRISES

*
*
*
*
*

Riots in LA
Gangs who kill for little reason
Broken families, little sense of value
Lack of respect of other people
Crimes of all kinds
POLITICALLY:
DESTRUCTIVE TRENDS

*
*

President Clinton “The Monster from the Id”
Politicians tell us exactly what we want to hear, not the truth
WEATHER: MORE EXTREME,
MORE OCCURRENCES

*
*
*
*

Earthquakes
Hurricanes
Severe weather storms
Other acts of Nature

Probably everyone who listens to Art Bell would have a different definition for “The Quickening”. Shauna
Nelson and Ron Smith will try to give you an idea on what it is:
There is a feeling that something is out-of-balance and some “great” change is about to occur. That ‘life as
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we know it’ is about to change for all of us. The Quickening is the events that show change is near and are
the symptoms of this impending change. Just a few of these events are:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The emergence of deadly new viruses
Old viruses have reappeared with a vengeance
The increase in earthquake and volcano activity
The general mistrust for government has turned to all-out hatred
Economic activity is at best ‘odd’
Unusual weather patterns and increased storm severity
‘Senseless’ violent crimes and some people appear to be without a soul
Children committing violent crimes and having no thought for the future
The increase in strange phenomenon like alien abductions
The unexplained increase in anxiety in the general population
Numerous un-nerving revelations like children being fed plutonium
Numerous challenges to the staus-quo, like buildings on the moon

When the day has quieted down and you notice a knot in your stomach, have you ever said to yourself
“What is going on”? That is paying attention to The Quickening. —Shauna Nelson, Redmond, WA
<snelson@dev3.ctc.edu>
*

Here’s some more “Quickening” items:

*
Growing workplace insecurity—a lifetime job or even lifetime career is nearly impossible to find.
*
New technologies now emerge at a rate faster than social and economic systems can absorb them.
*
Observe the exponential increase in the number of antibiotic-resistant bacterial diseases.
*
Notice the now obvious signs of global environmental destruction, such as deforestation, the ozone
hole, water pollution, climate change, and the growing rate of extinction of plant and animal species.
*
Government budget deficits now grow at a rate which threaten the long-term financial security of
the world.
*
Growing manifestations of obvious greed!!! Just look at the outrageous salaries of many corporate CEOs, entertainers, and sports stars.
*
Fewer and fewer families seem able to provide the stable and loving environment necessary to
successfully raise children.
*
Public education now fails to provide sufficient basic skills in reading and math. Today, 40% of the
16-year-old children in American public schools cannot read at the 4th grade level. Ron Smith, Santa
Rosa, CA (ron4dino@sonic.net) [End quoting]
How many more could you add to this list? Time is running out very fast to get our own lives straightened
out.
TUCKER GETS PROBATION
FOR WHITEWATER
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/20/96, [quoting:]
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LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—Former Jim Guy Tucker was sentenced to four years’ probation Monday for his
Whitewater crimes by a judge who said he deserved mercy because of Tucker’s chronic liver disease.
Also Monday, the sentencing of President Clinton’s former business partner James McDougal was postponed until after Election Day [So Clinton can pardon him without worrying about an election???]
amid word he is cooperating with Whitewater prosecutors.
Tucker faced up to 10 years in prison for fraud and conspiracy, and prosecutors had asked U.S. District
Judge George Howard Jr. to impose the maximum.
“This was a crime motivated by money—motivated by the love of money,” prosecutor W. Ray Jahn said.
But Howard agreed with doctors who testified that prison time could kill the former governor. Given
Tucker’s poor health, he said, “A sentence requiring imprisonment would be as cruel as the grave.” [He
(Tucker) put Richard Snell in the grave, personally.]
Tucker, 53, said his chronic liver condition—he is on a waiting list for a transplant—and his conviction left
him suffering intense personal, professional, family and financial anguish.
Choking back tears three times in a five-minute speech asking for leniency. Tucker sought a sentence “that
would offer some prospect for my life to be useful to my family and to society.” [End quoting]
So we should have sympathy for him? Why doesn’t he, at least, call Mary Snell and ask forgiveness?
GOD’S PLAN FOR THE AGES
Excerpted from a brochure published by America’s Promise/Lord’s Covenant Church, Phoenix, AZ, [quoting:]
Nothing is so powerful as an idea whose time has come. Lying relatively dormant for centuries, this idea or,
more accurately, this HISTORICAL TRUTH has blossomed forth upon Christendom at its divinely appointed time in this 20th century.
The foundations of organized religion are being shaken and its falsity exposed! Blind eyes are being
opened. The Gospel of The Kingdom is being proclaimed! The stirring of a mighty awakening is in the air
as the heart of the children is turning to their ancient fathers (Malachi 4:4-6). [End quoting]
All I can say is, AHO!
1 IN EVERY 167 AMERICANS
INCARCERATED, REPORT FINDS
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/19/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON—The number of men and women in the nation’s prisons and jails climbed to nearly 1.6
million last year, culminating a decade in which the U.S. rate of incarceration nearly doubled, the Justice
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Department reported Sunday.
By the end of 1995, one out of every 167 Americans was in prison or jail, compared with one out of every
320 a decade earlier, according to the department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics.
The worlds highest incarceration rate has seesawed in recent years between the United States and Russia,
with both far outdistancing other nations.
The bureau said that as of Dec. 31 there were 1,078,357 men and women in federal and state prisons,
which usually house prisoners serving more than one year. That was an increase of 86,745 over the
previous year, or 8.7 percent, slightly above the average annual growth rate during the past five years.
As of June 30, 1995, the most recent date for which figures are available, there were 507,044 men and
women in local jails, which normally held people awaiting trial or serving less than one-year sentences.
That was an increase of 20,570, or 4.2 percent.
The total number of inmates has more than doubled since 1985, up 113 percent. The incarceration rate
has grown from 313 inmates per 100,000 U.S. residents in 1985 to 600 inmates per 100,000 in 1995.
[End quoting]
This, alone, says that we need a drastic spiritual, educational and governmental overhaul—very soon.
Also remember, many of the judges and law enforcers belong behind bars, many of the prisoners are
innocent of the crimes for which they are in prison, and many are in prison with no charges filed against
them. This is your land of FREEDOM!!!
HILLARY, BILL AND THE KIDS
Excerpted from McALVANY INTELLIGENCE ADVISOR, 8/93, [quoting:]
1. HILLARY AND BILL ENTER THE STAGE
AND THEY WANT YOUR KIDS.
Prior to the election of her husband to President of the U.S., Hillary Rodham Clinton declared: “I want to
be the voice of America’s children.” She then explained what she meant, by advocating “...the immediate
abolition of the legal status of minority...the extension to children of all procedural rights guaranteed to
adults; the rejection of the legal prescription of the identity of interests between parents and their children,
and permission for competent children to assert their independent interests in court.” Where Nancy
Reagan told children to “Just say no to drugs,” and Barbara Bush told them to “Say no to illiteracy,” Hillary
Clinton is saying, “Just say no to parents.”
On other occasions, Mrs. Clinton has demonstrated her commitment to the family by deriding mothers
who stay at home with their children, and once even compared the institution of marriage to slavery and the
Indian reservation system. Of particular concern is Hillary’s chairmanship of the Children’s Defense Fund,
an organization which uses the rhetoric of child concerns to advance the entire liberal/socialist/New World
Order agenda. Hillary has been a long-time CDF board member, as has her close friend Donna Shalala,
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the new Health and Human Services Secretary.
[McAlvany’s editor note: Just as the “environmental crisis” and the “drug war” were created, and are being
used as vehicles to slam dunk America into socialism, so another so-called “crisis,” the “plight of the child
in America”, is being used by the socialists to advance their agenda. Liberating children from the constraints of the family is one small part of the agenda.]
2. THE CHILDREN’S DEFENSE FUND
The CDF was founded in 1973 by Marion Wright Edelman as a way to lobby for a bigger welfare state
with less and less emphasis on personal responsibility and self-control. As the New Republic magazine
recently wrote about Edelman’s gimmick for expanding the socialist welfare state, Edelman said, “When
you talked about poor people or Black people, you faced a shrinking audience and got the idea that
children might be a very effective way to broaden the base for change.
The CDF has become a powerful socialist lobbying factor in Washington, lobbying for a vastly expanded
Head Start program (i.e., where the government takes 3 and 4-year-old children out of the home and
sends them to school for early indoctrination); for expanded government welfare, day care, food, immunization, housing, and employment programs. In short the entire social agenda of liberalism is transformed, in
the hands of the CDF, into an issue of “doing right by little children”.
3. TRADITIONAL PARENTS NOW BEING
REDEFINED AS CHILD ABUSERS
Just as the government has redefined the use of cash, belief in privacy and avoidance of government
financial reporting requirements as the new federal crime of “money laundering”, punishable by heavy fines,
asset seizure forfeiture and jail sentences so the socialists are now redefining the concept of “child abuse”
to include spanking, “mental abuse” such as avoidance of teaching your children multi-culturalism, sex
education on “safe sex” or “alternative lifestyles”, avoidance of mandatory inoculations (vaccinations),
leaving your child at home alone, etc.
The socialist definition of “child abuse”, like that of “money laundering” or “structuring” or “hate crimes”
is ever expanding and progressively targets more and more traditional values for Biblical teachings. For
example, teaching your children the “politically incorrect” Biblical case against homosexuality may soon be
classified as a “hate crime” and brought within the expanding definition of “child abuse”. The State of
Hawaii has already made moves in that direction.
Marching in lock-step with the Clinton children’s rights agenda is the media. Already there is a media
frenzy of child abuse stories (similar to the numerous stories of firearms abuses and incidents—some of
which are staged, such as “Operation Waco”, to create gun control momentum). These abuse stories on
television and in the press are geared toward creating the perception that there is a national crisis of child
abuse (like the drug, environmental, and gun abuse crises) which can only be remedied by implementing
radical child rights reforms—reforms, which, by their nature, undermine the parental rights of all parents,
and not just genuine child abusers. Expect to see a growing barrage of this child abuse propaganda
campaign. [End quoting]
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Do you want this person as president again, with her husband Bill. She had her feathers clipped over
medical care, but imagine what will happen when she doesn’t have to worry about another election.
2 OFFICERS HURT DURING
PROTEST; 22 ARRESTED
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/25/96, [quoting:]
CHICAGO—A scuffle broke out during a protest over welfare cuts Saturday two miles from the site of
the Democratic convention. Two police officers were slightly hurt, and 22 demonstrators were arrested.
About 50 marchers in a poor neighborhood near Garfield Park were protesting welfare cuts and racism
when a brief melee erupted. “Two officers were hit by bricks and other objects,” police spokesman Paul
Jenkins said. The two officers were treated for minor injuries at Mount Sinai Hospital Medical Center and
released. “Twenty-two people were arrested for investigation of battery on a police officer and creating a
disturbance,” Jenkins said. [End quoting]
You haven’t seen “nuthin’” yet. Wait until the welfare reduction really starts hurting. Some people get
hooked on welfare similar to a cocaine or heroin addict and they’ll fight to keep it coming.
FAILURE RATES OF BUSINESSES
HAVE RISEN 6%
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/23/96, [quoting:]
NEW YORK—Business failures rose 6 percent in the year’s first half as a slowing economy took its
heaviest toll on agriculture, construction and retailing, according to a private report released Thursday.
In the first six months of 1996, 38,866 U.S. businesses failed, up from 36,560 in the same period a year
ago, financial information provider Dun & Bradstreet Corp. said. Liabilities of the failed businesses rose
51 percent to $17.08 billion. [End quoting]
I thought I keep hearing Clinton say that the economy is great. Oh, I forgot: great, to the socialists, is when
everybody is about ready for the soup lines with a noose around their necks.
LETTER TO EBONY MAGAZINE
by One of God’s little messengers
12 March 1996
Mr. John H. Johnson
CEO and Publisher of EBONY,
P.O. Box 690
Chicago, Illinois 60690-9983
Dear Mr. Johnson:
The PEOPLE are now totally CONTROLLED by the ELITE MEDIA, which is ever tightening illegally
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the laws to prevent TRUTH from being made available to our CITIZENS!!!
If we never have to say “I’M SORRY” to GOD, then we will not be plagued with having to say it to
another man.
GOD always sends His Messengers—It is the Promise of Life that GOD WINS, so it behooves us to
decide carefully WHOSE Message we choose to believe—the Evil Elite, who stated that only 400,000
attended the “Million Man March” or Hatonn’s count of 2 MILLION, 106 THOUSAND and 19 PEOPLE
PRESENT!!! (p.14 of 10/24/95 CONTACT)
Mr. Louis Eugene Walcott, now recognized as Mr. Farrakhan, brought a message of TRUTH on 16 Oct.
1995 in the Mall in Washington D.C. and this should be widely publicized.
“And a child shall lead them”...But how many thought it might be a BLACK child who would pick up the
Holy Cross and bear it unto GOD? Look again at the YOUNGEST speaker man that was on that podium
on Oct. 16, 1995, for there goes a “LEADER” who shall bring HIS people home! GOD HAS NO
COLOR—GOD IS LIGHT!!!!
The SKIN color of a being is only a physical anomaly or color wave of LIGHT. It is in this measurement
that YOU are in the IMAGE OF GOD-CREATOR. It matters little what you “call” GOD, but I do
recommend that YOU CALL HIM, for HE draws ever nearer unto HIS people. (Those who CHOOSE
HIM!)
Quote from the Oct. 19, 1995 issue of the DAILY NEWS —Washington, D.C.: “A drive begun at this
week’s huge rally of black men will seek to register millions of African-American voters for a “third political
power NOT bound to any party,” Nation of Islam leader, Louis Farrakhan, said Wednesday. “We intend
to be a force in the next election” (Hatonn: If there IS a next election.) “We will vote independently,” he
added. “We may be Democrat, we may be Republicans, we may be Independent, but our LOYALTY will
be to an AGENDA.”
WHAT WILL THE AGENDA BE? Ask MR. FARRAKHAN!!!
Many “Whites” will eagerly support an agenda based on the ORIGINAL Constitution of the United
States including the ORIGINAL 13th Amendment which is STILL VALID. It was ratified by Virginia on
March 12, 1819!!!
Had we followed the ORIGINAL CONSTITUTION, we would not today have the terrible burden of
Federal indebtedness to the ILLEGAL FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM which is a PRIVATE INSTITUTION and does NOT belong to the People of the United States!!!
We are what we CHOOSE TO BE, so let us AWAKEN ALL of our CITIZENS and UNITE to overthrow by VOTES the Satanic Elite now in Power!
May GOD Guide and Protect those endeavoring to regain this REPUBLIC!!!
P.S. “THE WORD” tape of 10/22/95 [Call 805-822-4176 to order The Word tapes; see Back Page
for ordering information of CONTACT back issues.] includes the audio of FARRAKHAN’S speech.
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It is well worth reviewing and circulating!
(signed) One of God’s little messengers. [End quoting]
Farrakhan is again in the news because the government made a law that he couldn’t accept a billion dollar
gift and a $250,000 prize from Libya to help his people. They are afraid of this man and are cutting off his
source of funding, they think. What do you want to bet that God has a better plan which they can’t
stop?
FREE OPERATING COST
ENERGY DEVICES
A few years ago I received several videotapes of a man (Dennis Lee) who was demonstrating a heat pump
which could extract enough energy from the outside air (at 40 degrees below zero) to heat an average
house.
Dennis also had a method of storing the heat in 1 cubic foot of a certain type of substance, which was a
very efficient heat storage device. He uses this heat to run a generator to get electricity.
Thus, Dennis has the method to generate the electricity to run the motor on the heat pump. He had this
perfected well enough that you didn’t need to buy electricity for your home. Furthermore, there was
enough to sell the surplus to the power companies through the power lines coming to your house.
That was approximately 3 years ago. He has since made improvements in these units.
Dennis and his company now have 500 devices for eliminating the need for all fossil fuels and doing away
with pollutions of all types, including radioactive wastes.
Dennis has given free public demonstrations all over the country and still has a few more cities to cover
before his final one in Philadelphia, PA on Sep. 23, 1996. At that time and place he will sign a Declaration
of Energy Independence for the people.
He put on a special free demonstration of some of these devices for all the senators, congressmen, Janet
Reno, the president, the head of the Dept. of Energy (DOE) and many other politicians and bureaucrats. A
number of them showed up. The ones that didn’t, he contacted by phone and offered them free videotapes. Many wanted them and he sent them free but required a signature when delivered to make sure they
received them.
Have you heard anything about these devices while they make sure you keep paying higher and higher
energy bills?
At the end of this article [see box below] you’ll find places where you can go to watch a demonstration
free.
You can find more information on the Internet from this home page address: http://hitznet.com/bwt/
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speech.htm or use AltaVista search engine and search for Dennis Lee. The company name is Better World
Technologies. Find a friend who uses the Internet if you don’t use it.
Hatonn says he is a Godly man. I assure you, if you are at all interested in this topic, you won’t be
disappointed about the time spent investigating this further. He has many, many answers to some of the
greatest problems of our methods of existing on our Mother Earth and he does give credit to GOD for all
of his knowledge and devices. When the time is right, God sends His people with the answers and
solutions to help clean up and correct the messes we create.
Editor’s note: It is quite interesting that this News Desk issue is “coincidentally” addressed also in
the spiritual message on p. 19 from Sanat Kumara where he comments on those who have been sent
(yet denied) over the years who tried to bring alternative energy source ideas.
DEMONSTRATION LOCATIONS
(Presenting Dennis Lee free of charge)
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
Thu., Sep. 12, 7 PM sharp
Days Inn, Airport
1 International Plaza, Nashville, TN
615-361-7666
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
Sat., Sep. 14, 1 PM sharp
Best Western Merchandise Mart
3024 East Independence Blvd.
704-358-3755

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA
Mon., Sep. 16, 7 PM sharp
North Raleigh Hilton
3415 Wake Forest Road
919-872-2323
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Thur., Sep. 19, 7 PM sharp
Omni Inter Harbor Hotel
101 W. Fayette St
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410-752-0832
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Mon., Sep. 23, 7 PM sharp
Adam’s Mark Hotel
City Ave. & Monument Rd. City Line, Phila.
215-581-5000
This culminating Philadelphia meeting may be quite a historical event.
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CHAPTER 7
SANAT KUMARA: YOUR EFFECT
ON PLANET EARTH’S HEALTH
Editor’s note: The following writing is by the Master Teacher Sanat Kumara, also known as the
Silver Ray, who Aton refers to as, “One of mine most beloved first born”. He is the Overseer of
our Solar System and is most often associated with the energy source we perceive as our Sun. He,
along with the seven great “Rainbow Masters” and many others from the Higher Realms, are
communicating at this time to help us get through Earth-Shan’s planetary transition and
rebalancing.
In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Sanat Kumara states:
“I have asked to speak with you because, for me, it is the time of the Great Unveiling and, in a
smaller sense, of your Great Graduation to another [higher] plane of consciousness....
“ALMOST ALL THINGS UPON THE FACE OF THE EARTH WILL BE DESTROYED BY THESE
THINGS WHICH SHALL COME UPON THIS BELOVED LAND.... YOU MUST GET PREPARED;
STOP THY QUIBBLING OVER WHETHER OR NOT THIS IS TRUTH. GET YOURSELVES INTO
PROTECTION....
“How often we look upon the Earth knowing, as we look upon each small and pitiful creation
and creature, that there stands a god, if he would only realize it and apply his godhood....
“MAN IS TERRIFIED AND HE IS SEEKING. HIS HEART IS HUNGRIER THAN IT HAS EVER
BEEN BECAUSE HE FEELS THE CHANGES AND SEES THE HOPELESS PLIGHT GROW DAY
BY DAY BEFORE HIS EYES.
“Man ‘smells’ his food and grows ever more hungry; this new vibration is coming forth, and he
becomes ever more hungry. He is ‘remembering’ and he innately knows that he is filled with appetite for things of Spirit in Truth—not just more lies and false prophets, psychics and card readers....
“The clarion call is: ‘Come home, Earth!’ It is time for Earth to come home into her radiance for
which she has labored long and hard....
“IT IS THE TIME OF CHOICES, FOR THE HOUR-GLASS IS TRULY EMPTIED, AND IT IS IN
THE TURNING OVER TO BEGIN ANEW THE NEXT SEGMENT.”
For more background on this important Elder Brother and Ascended Teacher, plus earlier
writings by him, see the RAINBOW MASTERS journal. Refer to the Back Page for ordering
information.
9/7/96 SANAT KUMARA
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Be at peace, my friend. You are unfamiliar with me in your conscious experience. However, let me
assure you that we know each other very well! I am Sanat Kumara. I come in the Radiant Light and
Oneness of Creator and Creation. You may associate me with the radiant energy of your Sun.
I am a Wayshower and Guide. I have walked the Christed path in times past. I have earned my position
of responsibility among those who come in service to the souled beings of Earth-Shan. I have responsibilities which span the entire Solar System of which the Earth is only one small part.
There are many aspects of your Solar System which exist in frequency realms outside the awareness of
Earth human at this time. As your planet shifts upward in frequency, and thus prepares herself for her
journey into the fourth-dimensional part of her existence, I am called upon to assist her and those whom
she supports.
My more immediate concern is that of the planet herself. She has endured great testings and she shall
graduate and rid herself of the negativity—or else she shall be set free. Her destiny is that of Radiance
within the Light. She has served mankind beyond that which can be expected of her. She continues to
serve out of faith and love for the ones (THE FEW) who honor and respect her.
This cycle of selfless giving is near its end, and the result of her rebalancing shall be devastating to the ones
who have abused her and caused this great unbalance. There shall be massive change and, indeed, ones
will pray for death—yet it will not come.
Man has been given every opportunity to make right his wrongs. The negativity and denseness of the ones
who can heartlessly take and take and take, without a thought as to consequences, has led this planet’s
population to the point of pathetic corruption and savage pestilence—all for the pursuit of an illusion
called luxury.
Greed, and power to control the masses, have been the primary driving forces behind the evil ones who
desecrate the entire planet.
Is your oil so important? NO!
You ones pollute the air and water with your oil. WHY? So that someone(s) can make you so
dependent upon them for basic needs, such as transportation, heating, and cooking, that you are convinced you cannot live without them or their oil. YOU CAN AND WILL LIVE WITHOUT IT!
Meanwhile, these ones who are so narrow and self-centered in focus are the ones who will transition
(reincarnate) onto the most primitive of planets where they can work out their karmic awareness in a quest
toward growth.
Many great ones have been sent to assist you ones and bring technology that would negate the need for
fossil fuels. They were (and still are) rejected and discredited by the greedy, power hungry elitists of your
planet who have usurped the power of the masses—who are too lazy to think for themselves.
You ones have been warned over and over again. You are long past the point of turning this mess around.
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This message is to inform you ones who are awake enough to hear so that you can have understanding of
that which will befall you in the NEAR FUTURE.
I have great love for you who have come now as volunteers to assist your planetary mother in an attempt
to wake up enough people in order to change the unbalanced negative condition into one of a more
enlightened and balanced condition.
The mind control over the masses is, indeed, great. None who are controlled are without blame. They
must be responsible for their condition or, at least, for allowing their mind to be conditioned into a nonthinking and non-caring state.
Your advertisers—who are generally the Khazarian mind-control manipulators—have TOLD you how
you should act, and will SHOW you, through the news media, how you will be treated if you DO NOT
follow their guidelines.
Meanwhile, God gave you a thinking and reasoning mind. There is no excuse for not using that mind if you
are of proper physical functioning. Ones who have had their brains cut into and manipulated may have
excuse. But, what led to the circumstances in which this was allowed? Escape from karmic lessons,
perhaps?
You see, God knows the heart and knows when ones are afraid due to ignorance. He also knows when
ones know better, and are not ignorant, but prefer the lustful path of greed and power. You may spew
claims of ignorance from your mouths. However, your heart and soul shall be that which will tell the true
story.
Go within and get honest with yourself and truly get to “KNOW THYSELF”, for self is truly your greatest
enemy and does, indeed, keep you from manifesting your true potential.
Are you afraid of what another might think of you? Do you hold back the truth of God because you are
afraid another may laugh at you? Then perhaps you should be reminded of the journey of Esu “Jesus”
Immanuel.
Did not the crowds of frightened and ignorant people spit on him, laugh at him, kick him, and finally, drive
spikes into his flesh? They wanted to shut him up because he spoke TRUTH. They used him as an
example to warn others who may be inclined to follow his lead about what would happen if you dare speak
truth.
No, it is not easy. But then, any goal worth pursuing should have a genuine challenge associated with
its accomplishment.
Why did Immanuel persist through these things? Because he could see the long-term need and value in
accomplishing this task of mankind’s awakening. Did he have doubts and fears? YES! But, he knew
where the doubts and fears come from—THE EGO, which is easily manipulated by the adversarial forces.
Thus he was able to cast his fears and doubts aside, and place trust and faith in Higher Source. With this
Faith he was able to withstand and pass ALL of his testing, and thus he EARNED his position as lord and
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overseer of planet Earth-Shan and its inhabitants.
You ones must come to realize that, if your precious little egos are allowed to control you with fear, then
you shall indeed manifest that which will continually cast you as the victim.
Was Christ a victim? NO, he was not! He knew what he had to do and endure prior to doing it. He
accepted the job out of love for the souled beings who needed the lessons, so that they could grow and
step up and out of their ignorance and come into understanding.
Many proclaim, “I do not have an ego problem!” Then why the need to make such a proclamation?
Those with the NEED to state that they have no ego are the ones who lie to themselves. ALL have an ego.
Some allow it to control them and some do not.
The ego is neither good nor bad. It is, in its basic form, a primitive survival mechanism for the physical
expression.
Go within and truly look at those things which would embarrass you if another were to find out. Why do
you fear them?
If you feel embarrassment and the need to hide your actions, then you possess a fear of being found out.
This fear of embarrassment is ego generated. The truth is the truth, and you cannot hide from it. You may
very well be able to avoid it for awhile, but it is only a matter of time before ALL shall be exposed.
The mental focus and thoughts of those who inhabit the planet are the single most impacting
factor on the planet herself. That which you think and dwell upon, you begin to manifest. If negativity,
from fear and pain, is what concerns you the most, then you shall indeed have that.
What many do not realize is that each of your energy fields are directly connected with that of the Earth’s
energy field. She picks up the emotional vibrations that each one projects.
The amount of suppressive negativity that exists at this time is so devastating to her that she has become
sick to the point of near destruction of her vast, loving being. She has petitioned for help, and help she shall
have.
Get right with your inner self and find internal balance. Cast off the fears and walk within the radiance of
knowing that you are a Lighted aspect of Creator. Forgive yourself for those things that cause you embarrassment, and cast them off as well.
Do not judge your brother, for he is seeking to find his way, whether he knows it or not. Go forward and
honor the God-self within. Let go of the past and create a balanced future. In purging out this garbage,
you shall, because of the connectedness, help return health and balance to that magnificent planetary being
which gives you physical life.
My primary concern is that of this Solar System and that which affects it. Be assured that your very
thoughts affect the overall balance of not only this Solar System but that of the entire known
universe.
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Balance and forgive yourselves. You create your own hells; there is no need for this.
I am Sanat Kumara. May this writing help you to understand the importance of that upon which you focus
your mind.
In Light and Truth, Salu.
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CHAPTER 8
AN AFTERNOON WITH AUTHOR DAVID ICKE
PART 2 IN A SERIES
Editor’s note: Part I of this informative lecture was presented in the 9/3/96 issue of CONTACT.
8/27/96 LECTURE BY DAVID ICKE
I came across a story which I was told at the memorial service of a British comedian, called Larry Grayson.
Last year it was, in the summer of ’95. He was a friend of mine. This story told at his memorial service
summed up the way the pyramid of control actually works and how a few can control the mass. Larry
Grayson was a funny man, he played the slightly feminine man who stands against the garden fence talking
to the woman next door. Telling everybody about his ailments and stuff like that.
[Please forgive the apparent gap of a few seconds of Mr. Icke’s presentation, due to mechanical
difficulties.]
Hopefully, I have gotten off the Christain/Morality Crusade newsletter list; I think I have, yeah. Thank God
for that.
I thought I would have some T-shirts done: “God save us from religion”.
The story told at this memorial service was told in the words of Larry Grayson. And what Larry Grayson
said was that years ago he was traveling the halls of Britain with this all-male show. (There is only one
woman in it and that is Larry, dressed up.) They had a patriot producer and they had a big finish to this
show: Rule Britannia. Britannia rules the waves and all that stuff. (Why does anybody have to rule the
waves? Is it me or what? We had John Wayne before the United States in the British mentality; I think we
just passed it on. We were John Wayneing the world before the United States existed. We have been
manipulating longer than anyone, probably.)
He said what happened was, in this big finish, all the men came on dressed as sailors. They started singing
“Rule Britannia” and then, as the music built up, they all got on each others’ shoulders on the stage and they
formed this pyramid with a flat bit at the top. As the music went on, on came Larry Grayson dressed as
Britannia: long gown, helmet, shield, sword. He got manhandled up the side of this pyramid to the top. In
Larry Grayson’s words, “One night things seemed to be going rather well. Then I noticed that the sailor in
the bottom left-hand corner of the pyramid had got rather a cough.” He came out with the great line, “As
any ancient Egyptian will tell you, that is a rather important point on the pyramid.” So what has happened
is that this old poor sailor boy is coughing his guts up. And he can’t stay there anymore and he has fallen
out of the pyramid. So, now, the stage is awash with sailors and Larry Grayson is in the second row, in
somebody’s lap. “Oh, dear, I like your dress; isn’t that nice.” The question is, what has happened here?
Larry Grayson, symbolic of this global Elite, has done nothing. He was just sitting there with his sword in
the air. What we call an ordinary man and woman in the street (“I’ve got no power”), has got a flaming
cough, and it’s all over because we have been conditioned to think that a pyramid has its power at the
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top. The top of the pyramid is only there because the rest of us are holding the bugger up there. That’s the
reality, but we have been so conditioned about power being up rather than within, that we have thought into
existence this pyramid of control. We have created our imagination of ourselves collectively. Now, “We
are just the ordinary men and women in the street.” And a few control the world. So we have thought into
existence that reality, because that’s how we are conditioned to see the world. So what happens with this
pyramid is that everyone is standing on everyone else’s shoulders as the layers go up. And each higher
level is trying to control, overpower and frighten the crap out of every lower level. So you get, “But don’t
you dare, I’m depending on you_if you go your own way, oh my God, there will be poverty, it will be
terrible, what about the kids? Oh, you mustn’t do that, jobs are scarce. Oh, my God!” This goes right up
the pyramid. The person who is doing that to the level below them will be having something similar done
by the level above them, so we go on to the top of the pyramid. At the top of the pyramid are a tiny, tiny
few people who are running around passing messages down, which each level passes on. For instance, the
major means through which the top of the pyramid manipulates the consciousness of the mass is through
very advanced esoteric knowledge, which has been passed on over thousands of years and added to.
How it’s worked and whether it’s worked, has been added by experience in each generation. So at the
peak of the pyramid there is now a mass of esoteric knowledge. Of how the mind works, of vibrations, of
the power and the effect of electromagnetic fields and what have you. Which is used on us for conditioning, controlling reasons.
They could mind control people thousands of years ago. This is actually nothing new. One of the reasons
that this knowledge has been kept out of the public arena, in fact the main reason, is to keep from the mass
of the people the knowledge that is being used against them. When I hear people talk about this esoteric
knowledge, I hear them talking about the Occult, “It’s the Devil”. Then I hear, particularly in the New Age
area, this knowledge is taken to be spiritual by definition. “It’s of the light.” Knowledge is never positive
and it’s never negative. It just is_it’s how you use it that’s positive or negative. The very knowledge of the
power of the mind and how the power of the mind sends out vibes, thought patterns that effect the energy
field and affect the world. They can be sent out to positively empower the world or they can be sent out
to negatively control the world. Same knowledge_different approach, different use of it. What’s happened over the years at least through the inquisitions and stuff like that, the burning of witches and whatever. It’s been to keep out of the public arena, this esoteric knowledge. Because there’s one thing, there’s
a string of things, but let’s take one thing, what we call “religion” and what we call “science”, another
religion, have in common. They have only survived by the suppression of knowledge. They have actually
been suppressing the same knowledge. ‘Cause it’s the knowledge that has been used to imprison us, but
it’s the same knowledge that we can use to set us free. The knowledge that we are not ordinary men and
women in the street. There’s no such thing! I’ve never met an ordinary man or woman in my life or a blade
of grass, come to think of it. But, if we’re conditioned to think we are, we play that role in the threedimensional holographic movie and we become a herd of sheep, who believe they have no power. So,
down through this pyramid, messages have been passed over the centuries, into the present day to keep
this knowledge out of the public arena. One has been: “It’s the Devil! Oh, these are very strange people,
black magic, you know. Keep away from them. Pass it on. Okay.” The other way of doing it for people
who won’t buy that is: “They’re off their rocker! Oh, they’re very strange people, they sit around candles
and believe in other dimensions.” And this stuff keeps people out and the psyche locks in, like a rabbit
caught in the headlights of an on-coming car, into the constant messages that are telling us either: “This
world is all there is and then you die,” or, “There’s some god sitting on a throne who’s going to judge us on
lives lasting anywhere from a few seconds to over a hundred years.” Yeah, sure there is.
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The other thing that comes down through the pyramid constantly, which is a wonderful means of control,
because there’s nothing more imprisoned than someone who thinks they’re free, but aren’t. There’s
nothing more closed than a closed mind that thinks it’s open. So, passed down the pyramid comes this line:
“You are free, you are free! Pass it on, this is a democracy. You have the ability to choose between two
front men of the same one-party state every four years. This is freedom. Pass it on. You are free.” And,
so it’s passed down. Each level plays the National Anthem, sticks their bloody hand there [referring to
right hand held over the heart]. (Why do they do that? Is it heartburn or what? I don’t know.) “Oh, yeah
we’re free honey. We got the IRS coming around tomorrow morning, going to take everything away.
Great to be free.” What are they actually saying, these people? That’s the other great freedom as well:
“You are free to borrow money that doesn’t exist and pay interest on it. Pass it on.” Love it. The freedom
they’re talking about is the freedom to be in jail and not realize it. The freedom that says: “You are free to
watch Wheel of Fortune. You can watch that if you like. You’re free to watch American Gladiators.
You’re free to press the zapper button and watch any channel you like. A stream of them, 99% of which
insult your intelligence. You’re free to watch any news bulletin whenever you like and be given the official
version of events. This is a wonderful freedom we’ve got here. And so many people buy the fact that it’s
freedom and that’s why we’re in jail. And, for me, we are the front of the snow-plow generation, today.
We are taking from our parents and grandparents_not because they are bad people, but everyone passes
on their programming_thought patterns that invariably say: “Don’t make waves;” “Don’t cause trouble;”
and, as the Japanese say, “Don’t be the nail that stands out above the rest because it’s the first one to get
hit.”
We’re passing on to our children_not just to our children, to ourselves because this is a really here-andnow thing_thought patterns that say: “You be you, whatever ‘you’ is. Allow everyone else to be them and
let no one impose their view, beliefs or desires on anyone else.” And we’re the people between those two,
today. Because, I feel we are in a period of enormous change. Multidimensional change, where we’re
going from one period of human evolution, which has been a desperately slow evolution. It may seem
quick. But, what is evolution? Evolution is a very simple process: Experience, learn, evolve. What the
hassle-free zones have done, among so many other things, is they’re constantly telling us what we can and
can’t experience. Giving us a very, very narrow range of acceptable experience. Therefore, we have less
experience in terms of variety; less learning results from it. Our evolution is slower than it needs to be. I
feel we’re now moving into a period of an immense leap in evolution. By that I mean consciousness.
When I look at people I see them symbolically standing inside a big, dark eggshell. Outside of the eggshell
is our multidimensional consciousness, going on into infinity. Inside the eggshell is that tiny, tiny area of our
consciousness that we actually operate on in the three-dimensional world: Oh, my God! That eggshell that
keeps one apart from the other is overwhelmingly made up of low-vibrational emotions. Fear, guilt,
resentment, lack of self esteem, “I can’t”, “I could never...”. Fear of expressing uniqueness in a world of
uniformity also creates a situation in which we subconsciously throw up a vibrational barrier, keeping out
those higher levels, which would lead us to evacuate the hassle-free zone very, very quickly.
What I hear people say so often: “We need to seek enlightenment.” I don’t think we need to seek
enlightenment, at all. I don’t think it’s ever gone anywhere. Enlightenment is sharing the same space as
ignorance. It’s just on a different vibration, that’s all. What I feel we need to do is remove the barriers we
throw up between enlightenment and ignorance. The barriers are these low-vibrational emotions, which
we’re always pressuring each other to have. “Oh, that’s terrible.” I mean, look at the way we talk to our
children. We are using fear and guilt to control our children from the first moment they become conscious,
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virtually. When you get into the adult world, the manipulation of fear and guilt to control people is almost
an Olympic sport. And so, we’re all helping to add to each other’s eggshell. And what I feel is happening
at this time, to more and more people, is that they’re not finding enlightenment in terms of searching for it.
But the eggshell is cracking. And, as the eggshells crack these low-vibrational fields we throw up (fear and
all this other stuff), multidimensional self is now starting to lock into three-dimensional self. And, soul
(mission control) is getting back into communication with three-dimensional mind. And at that point our
whole perspective of life goes wallop. Because we’re no longer seeing the world like that, we’re seeing it
like that. And that’s the difference between being controlled and manipulated and seeing the big picture of
what’s really going on. And there’s actually much symbolism surrounding that. Because, what are we
constantly pressured to do through our lives? Through the manipulation of the money system, so every
thing, even the basic needs, costs far more than it needs to cost. Because of the interest on money that
doesn’t exist and many other means. We are being pressured to literally keep our heads down in our little
world, paying the mortgage, paying for the food, keeping the family together, so we don’t actually do that.
If they can get us like that, then out of that we become a manipulator’s party trick. We can be manipulated
with one hand, while they have a cup of tea with the other.
I had a wonderful example recently of one of the differences between seeing the world in that very narrow,
tunnel-vision fashion and seeing the big picture. There’s so many of them all over the place. Once you get
into the big picture, the manipulation is in serious trouble. I came across this alternative dentist in Britain,
just before I came away. And he’s challenging the dental establishment and he’s the “anti-Christ” of the
British dental establishment. They can’t stand this bloke. So, I go along and I see him and he said, “You
got mercury in your teeth?” I said, “Yeah, the school dental unit put them in, in the ’50s.” He said, “I want
to show you something.” So he gets this battery charger thing, I guess you’d say. With a dial on it, anyway.
Something like that. (That’d be a good way to call it, a tester. “Nicoli Tester” is was, yeah. I almost said
something I’m harping on now. Never mind. I could get worse. I’ve heard a lot about “HARPS” since I
arrived. Cracky, it’s a [GARBLED WORD] in Britain; it’s a bit more serious over here, isn’t it?) He
said, “Right, just hold the machine.” So, I hold it in my hands and I’m looking at this dial. “Just watch the
dials.” And he puts the probe on my mercury fillings. The thing goes off the dial. He said, “What happens
is they put the mercury in, which is a very, very serious poison,” as we know. And it’s got other metals in
there. “What it does (it doesn’t only poison the body_particularly at the time you have a hot drink, the
mercury seeps), it throws up an electromagnetic field, which is at variance with the frequency your brain’s
working on. So, actually, you’ve got an electromagnetic field that’s fighting your brain’s thought fields, in
your mouth.” I thought, well this is good news. Thanks ever so much. I’ve come all this way up to see you
and you cheered me up. So, I decided to have my mercury fillings out. Which I’ve had since I was a kid,
because we have the school’s dental service in Britain, well we did then. They were butchers in their spare
time and when they were at work in the dental unit no one could tell the difference. That’s what it was like.
The difference between the small picture and the big picture, just in this little area of mercury fillings, is
there’s this big debate going on in the dental profession. And, what they want to do, they want to pull
people into irrelevant debate about detail down there. So, having this little debate (tunnel vision), “Yes, but
professor so and so did a paper in 1936 and he said mercury only had this effect, and it wasn’t dangerous.
And then so and so, KPR, SPO, said...” all these letters after their names. Cracky, what a mouthful.
Anyway, “In 1945, he did a paper and said this and then modernfindings have said this. Oh, yes, really?”
And we’re into this debate. And, when you get into the big picture, there is no debate. Because this guy,
this dentist, is taking the mercury fillings out of my teeth, which I have had in there for twenty/thirty years.
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He’s got a gas mask on, this guy. He’s wearing a gas mask to take the fillings out. I’ve got this thing on my
head to stop the mercury from getting in me hair and I’m up to here with a gown on [indicating neckline],
so’s the nurse. He’s got a list_he showed me_of government procedures, which he has to follow by the
letter to dispose of the mercury once he’s taken it out of somebody’s mouth. It’s been in my gums for thirty
years, this stuff! So, when you get into multidimensional mode you start to see the big picture. Which is:
“Never mind, professor so-and-so, and professor so-and-so, and professor so-and-so. I’ve got a great
place where you might file your report.” Because the big picture says: “Putting a serious poison in
someone’s mouth is completely looney-toon”. That’s it. And when you see the system from that big
picture, you don’t get pulled into this irrelevant debate.
I’ve got a book coming out in October, in America, called I Am Me; I Am Free. It’s about how we’re
controlled without realizing it and how we get out of it. And, one of the chapters is entitled: “Piece Of Shit,
Walk Away”. It comes from a line by Bill Hicks in this video I saw. He was talking about a film called
Basic Instinct. And, he said, “Bill’s captual review: Piece of shit”. And then he goes on to talk about how
the propaganda and the hype of the film was hyped, and hyped, and hyped to the point where people got
pulled into this big debate about this film. And therefore, loads of people went to see it. And, he was
saying, “No, no. Excuse me. You’re getting confused here. Just stop a minute. Take a deep breath, have
another look. What do you see? ‘Ah, it’s a piece of shit.’ Exactly, walk away!”
And, one of the great ways that we are manipulated is that we are dragged into irrelevant, diversionary
debate. When the big picture says something quite obvious. And, we do this on an individual scale, we do
it on a larger scale. Because one of the things the manipulators do, I remember, they did it with sugar.
Someone comes in from one side of the argument, saying, “Sugar’s bad for you”, and then someone
comes in from the other side and says, “Well, there’s just been a report out that says it’s good for you”. I
remember my mother, she said, “Oh, I can’t be dealing with any of this, Dave. They don’t know what
they’re doing, themselves; I’m just going to carry on.” And, you switch off. ([Laughter] Oh, you have
mothers like that in America, do you?) We switch off, and therefore we just become sheep who don’t
make decisions for oneself. We just follow the herd. There’s so many diversions of this kind and if we
don’t see the big picture we get pulled in and then we become party tricks.
The great diversion that I find in the economic field, because there’s so many diversions there, but the big
one is that the economic system is complicated. We are constantly pressured to think that. And when we
think it’s complicated, we switch off. So, we’re diverted from the ball; we go off and watch something
else. So, we get these economists who are wheeled in front of computer screens day, after day, after day
and talking a language we don’t understand. And I would humbly suggest, most of them don’t either.
Jargon’s great repeated. And when you see someone who uses jargon a lot, just say: “I know I’m a bit of
an idiot, but just explain to me what you mean.” They very rarely can. Just repeating someone else’s
jargon, you know. It seems ever so complicated and so people just say: “Oh, I can’t be bothered. Is
Wheel of Fortune on? What’s on the other side of the blocks?” And yet, the world financial system is that
easy, as I said earlier. You lend people money that doesn’t exist and charge an interest on it. And I think
people think economics is like almost a navel contemplating (garble) boring, that_but essentially fundamental to our freedom, this. Because when you look at this interest on money that does not exist, it’s
actually inflated the price of everything. Everything we buy is dearer than it needs to be. Because everybody is borrowing money that doesn’t exist and paying interest on it. When you buy any product off the
shelf in any shop, everybody in the production and transportation and selling of this product is adding a bit
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more to their cost, to the price they charge, because they have to service interest on money that doesn’t
exist. This is why we buy three houses to live in one. “We are free, honey,” as long as you buy three
houses to live in one you can do as you like. I went into a bank, one of the clearing banks. I keep saying
banks_it is just a bank really. At the peak of the pyramid they are all the same. It’s the Chase Manhattan
Chemical Bank National Westminister Lloyd’s (you can keep going on), Incorporated. Isn’t if funny that
Switzerland never goes to war; no one never attacks them? Yah, because the people creating the war have
got their money based there. That’s why it is no surprise that Switzerland never goes to war. Because
that’s where the money is coming from to make the war happen; be a bit silly if you were to attack yourself,
wouldn’t it?
I went into the National Westminister Bank in the North in England; I had got this mortgage leaflet. It was
in there in black and white: it said, if I take out a 50-thousand-pound note to buy a house, I pay them back
152 grand. I buy three houses to live in one. My mortgage payments reflect that. Again, if you ask most
people why they don’t celebrate uniqueness, doing and saying what they believe to be right, it’s not the fear
of what other people think of them, it’s the fear of not having enough money to pay for the basics of life.
The more you can artificially inflate the basics of life the more you are pressuring people to serve your
system and keep their heads down and their mouth shut. On the front of this leaflet_it was wonderful
really_this leaflet that told me I had to buy 3 houses to live in one, it said, “The National Westminister
Bank_we are here to make life easier.” I thought, “Thanks ever so much.”
What has staggered me is “it seems to me, maybe I have just been unlucky, but most people in the banking
system don’t know how it works. Have you noticed that? I had a guy in a work shop with me back in
England about 6 months ago. He had spent his whole life in the banking system. This is no exaggeration,
I say here. He had just retired. He said in the last few months, most of the last year before his retirement,
they basically put him out-to-grass. They put him on some research project for the bank. He said to me
with his mouth almost open, he said, “It doesn’t exist does it? It’s just figures on a screen.” I thought, this
guys in his 60s. You’ve been your whole life in the banking system. I’m sure Chancellors of the Exchequer
don’t know how it works. Most of them we have in Britain don’t, anyway. It’s staggering and yet it’s
fundamental to our freedom and the way that we are controlled_the way the money system is controlled.
For me, money is not a bad thing. It is actually, in its proper form, a very positive thing. It is an energy,
because that’s all it is, that’s what every thing is. Which is a means of exchanging contributions to the world
which overcome the limitations of barter. Once you have interest on money and you allow money itself to
make money, then a very positive means of exchange becomes a means of fundamental global control. I
feel that, in this period we are going through now, all these things we talk about and wish to remove are in
the process of being removed. I think the Earth, as well as individuals_what we call individual people
(which we are yes, to an extent, although we are all part of each other also)_are going through a purification. If you look at anything that needs cleansing, then the muck has got to rise to the surface where it can
be seen and cleansed and dealt with. What we do in our individual lives is that we seek to put off facing
things and dealing with things that we know are not going to be very pleasant to deal with. So it shows itself
in the line you hear all the time like, “Allright, OK change the subject; don’t want to talk about it; just forget
it, don’t want to talk about it, OK.” And we push that emotion, that situation within us...(tape interruption)
[They’ve] already made some of the mistakes that are going to expose this stuff massively on a global
scale.
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This is a great, great time to be alive. Because it’s not even a few years hence that this stuff is going to start
to come out, so it’s played out in the public arena. I thing we’re talking months, six months at most, before
this is played in the public arena. Because the undercurrent of energy, this transformity of energy, in the
healing crisis between one state of being and a new state of being, is bringing this stuff out. And there’s no
way it can be stopped. My feeling is that this is a multidimensional purification. Just my view, I think the
three-dimensional world has been manipulated from the fourth-dimension, and that it is that manipulation
which is the common theme and the common thread between the thousands of years of manipulation of this
planet. And I think aspects of that fourth-dimensional consciousness have been coming “in and out, in and
out, in and out”. Which is why, so often, the focus of the manipulation, at least in the upper reaches of the
pyramid, focuses on certain families. Because if you can set it up with families, it means that you know that
when your consciousness becomes incarnate again you’re already going to be immediately indoctrinated
into the game plan and you’re going to start to remember and start to understand, from a very early age, the
indoctrination: “In-out, in-out, in-out, in-out”. So, effectively, the same aspects of consciousness have
been coming in and out of the three-dimensional world for thousands of years under different names and
physical personalities. Basically doing the same thing. I feel this fourth-dimensional purification is in
advance of ours and that the Global Elite have lost “Mission Control”. Their guiding power. So they’re in
a situation where they’re working only on their three-dimensional mind. They’re only working on their
knowledge of how the thing works and how, intellectually, you manipulate people. But the big picture’s
gone.
So, I feel that, at the same time, more and more people, who are opening to the “positive” side of this are
actually getting in touch with higher and higher levels of their “Mission Control”. Which means that the
process of change, the balance of consciousness is rapidly, rapidly switching from the few who’ve controlled the world to the many who are now waking up. If you look at a dam, the period of time it takes for
the pressure of the water to cause little cracks in the dam, that lead to big cracks, can be a very, very long
time. Once the cracks start to appear in a dam the period between then and the collapse of the dam is very
short. I think the cracks are obviously showing, and I think the dam is going to collapse very, very quickly,
within a period of years. I see the period, myself anyway, of the dam really collapsing and the upheaval of
change really being obvious, as we switch from ignorance to enlightenment, between now and 2004,
something like that, 2005. And then by the time we get 2012, 2013 we’ll be seriously coming out of the
transitional period into the next period evolution. So, it’s a great time to be alive and we’ve chosen to be
here and we’ve chosen to be here for a reason. And that’s because we wanted to be part of this transformation.
The other thing that I think is happening is, we talk about the Internet_well the Internet is very good and all
that stuff but it can be full of dis-information as well as good information. You still have got to use the
antenna. You still have to use the antenna to see whether it feels right or whether it doesn’t. I think there
was a tendency, certainly in Britain, when the Internet first started, that anything on the Internet was good
stuff. Well, who the hell’s putting it on? Who’s putting the child pornography on so that they can have a
“problem/reaction solution” to shut down parts of the Internet. Dis-information is open to be used like
everywhere else. But I think we have our own “Internet” which is showing itself more and more.
I feel that incarnate in the world today, are very large numbers of people who have come into incarnation
specifically to play a role in both exposing the control and building a very different world that comes out of
it once the control collapses. We have spent a long time in our lives preparing for this time. So we’ve had
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certain experiences that have led us to certain conclusions and the experiences we needed to a certain
point. But I feel the preparation’s over now and it’s time to “do it”. As a result of that, this magnetic
vibration we send out, has within it, if you like, just for want of a term, a “volunteer consciousness vibration”. And that is now pulling together, all over the world, more and more people into the groups and
into the relationships which were long planned for this period of “do it” after the preparation’s over. And
it’s no accident that more and more people of like mind, of like vibration in other words, are actually being
pulled together more and more. Because this is “do it” time.
People say that you need courage. Well, you only need courage if you have fear. Because courage is the
ability to overcome fear. When you step out of fear you don’t need courage because there’s nothing to
overcome. It’s the difference between standing there, just before you do something, and your saying,
“Well, shall I or shan’t I? Can I summon the courage? Umm-umm? Yeah, yeah. Yeah, okay. Go!” It’s
the difference between that and saying, “I believe this to be right. Just do it!” Without any fear whatsoever.
Because fear attracts reflections of itself. People have said to me, “You’re not going to say all that stuff in
America, they’ll bump you off!” (laughter) And I’ve said, “No they won’t.” “You are taking a body guard,
right?” “No, I’m driving on my own.” Because, if I’m not in fear, then nothing’s going to happen. Because
I’m not working in the vibrational range that the people who use fear are working in. And if we’re not, in
any way, vibrationally connected, we cannot be physically connected. They cannot harm me if I’m not in
fear.
It’s kind of funny, I was talking to Mark Phillips at a conference in Denver (Mark Phillips, who has
deprogrammed Cathy O’Brien). He said he was given two bits of advice to stay alive, by an “insider” in
the intelligence network; because there are some good people in there. (I think the intelligence network is
increasingly at war with itself: those who want to expose this stuff and those who want to impose it. I think
it’s imploding from within.) The advise that Mark Phillips was given was two things: One, “let go of fear”;
and the second one was, “keep talking”. When you think, “let go of fear”, you think, “Well, what relevance
is that?”, when it’s actually very relevant. Because once you’re in fear you’re actually playing on the
playing field, vibrationally, of the people you’re frightened of. They’ve got control of you. And also, they
can have a physical connection with you, because they have a vibrational connection with you. It’s kind of
interesting, the people who are researching the “conspiracy” who are most in fear, I’ve found anyway, of
being badly treated by the people they’re exposing, are invariably the people who are badly treated by the
people they’re exposing, physically. I think, to an extent, it’s another aspect of the most destructive
imagination-of-ourselves/state of being that we can be in. And that’s “poor me”, the victim mentality.
Someone said to me, “I’m lucky to be here, you know, the government is after me and, Oh, my God,” and
I said, “Well, if you keep in that state they’ll flippin’ keep going after you (laughter), because you’re going
to attract to you what you most fear.” I think it’s about time that we stop “wearing” “hassle by the
government” as like a “war wound” or a “combat medal”. Just do it! Just get on with it! “Oh, yeah, but
what would they do...and they might do this and...” Oh, just get on with it! Because if you don’t, then
you’re going to attract to you what you fear.
You only know what a prisoner is when you step out of it. Because I had a fear of England, earlier in my
life. I could’ve been guilty for England. I could’ve represented my country at “feeling guilty” (laughter). All
these things! And experiencing those emotions and then coming through them, you really do see just what
a prison they are. If we let go of fear, then we’ve let go of the only, only power, that anyone has over us.
Just do it! And some people say, “Yeah, but, it’s easier said than done.” If anyone’s in fear of speaking
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out, speaking their truth because, “What would other people think of me, Oh, my God” or they’re fearing
doing something because, “Oh, my God, what would the consequence be?”, my advice, for what it’s
worth, is to use the fear itself as the trigger to do it and say it. So, if you’re sitting in a group of people and
you’re thinking, “I’d like to say this here, but I wonder what their reaction would be?”_just say it. And, if
you would like to do something and you’re thinking, “Yeah, but, what a...?”, just do it. And, what you do
then is, you break this process of having the “record needle stuck in the groove”. “Da-da-da, da-da-da,
da-da-da!” And you go through that. Before the fear has had a chance to take hold, you’ve said it, you’ve
done it. And then the record’s ruts start being broken, now. The rut of “instant reflex reaction”: “Oh, my
God”, has now been broken out of. The record’s starting to play now! And you start to see, “Hey, it’s not
as bad as I thought it was!” I used to be a soccer player in Britain, a professional soccer player, years ago.
The worst part of being a soccer player was the half-an-hour in the dressing room, just before the game
started. Because everything that could possibly go wrong, was going wrong through your head. Then
you’d get out in the pitch, and you’d just do it, and it was fine. Thinking about it is so much more difficult
than actually doing it. And it’s the same with stepping out of fear and being what we are.
We talk about having open minds, but through fear of another’s reaction, we allow our lives, our thoughts
and our speech to be controlled by a closed mind. What’s the point of having a closed mind? It’s no good
having an open mind and a closed mouth [either]. What’s the point in that? It doesn’t move us any further
on. If we have an open mind and an open mouth then we’ll seriously change this flippin’ world; and we’re
going to, I think, in very rapid time. And it’s going to be done by people at the front of the snow plow who
“just do it”. It’s a great pleasure to be here among people who are “just doing it”! Thank you very much
(applause).
(Break)
Question: David, I guess you were just at the Global Science, about a week ago. I was just watching, last
night, your videotape on your recent talk in, where was that, Wales or...?
David: Wales [Great Britain], yes.
Question: Have you noticed any difference between the American audiences and the British audiences?
David: Yes, American audiences seem to be a bit quicker on the uptake, to be honest (laughter). There’ve
been a few things I’ve noticed since I’ve been in America which relate to Britain but America is far more
up-front, so you notice them more, I think. There seems, to me, to be two psyches in America. Which is
the same in Britain, I just notice it more here. There is the individual psyche, which... I’m going to sound
like an American in London now, saying, “Oh, your country is so quaint.” (laughter.) “Small, but quaint.”
The American people that I’ve met in the last 2 1/2 weeks, have been fantastic. They’re so friendly, so
outgoing; wonderful people. There is a nation psyche, which, if you get pulled into it, can be extremely
destructive in terms of control. [I’ve been] Watching the party conventions here and it doesn’t matter who
you talk to, or who you hear. I’ve been stuck in motel rooms with C-SPAN, watching it live, see. It’s been
good. Well, “good” might be a bit to far, but it’s been interesting. And it doesn’t matter who you listen to,
whether it’s Bob Dole or Colon Powell. Is it Colon Powell or Colin?
Audience: Colon. C-o-l-o-n!
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David: Yeah, Colon Powell.
Audience: Appropriately called!
David: Yeah, somebody said, the other day, “They call him Colon Powell because he’s so full of
shit.”(laughter)
to be continued...
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CHAPTER 9
PUBLIC NOTICE
This chapter was taken from the Sept. 10, (repeated on 17 & 25) 1996 CONTACT(s) Vol. 14 #5,
(repeated in 6 & 7). The rest of the story has been printed in previous CONTACT jounals and the above
issues of CONTACT [pages 27-66].
This notice will be construed to comply with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule
301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and attending State rules) should interested parties fail to
rebut any given allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The position will be construed as
adequate to meet requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving fundamental law. Matters addressed herein, if not rebutted, will be construed to have general application. A true and correct
copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection at the newspaper CONTACT
who is responsible for publishing the instrument as legal notice.
V.K. Durham has been informing the American people for several years now about a very old gold
certificate/contract referred to as Bonus Contract 3392-181 worth an untold fortune. After a very
costly and lengthy investigation over many months, we know that this contract is real.
When Russell Herman, V.K. Durham’s associate, was murdered for refusing to “sign-off” on this
contract in 1994, his Last Will & Testament, which was published as a Public Notice in CONTACT
[September 27, 1994], was very clear. We are republishing his Last Will & Testament herein as
Public Notice.
All appropriate government officials were legally “noticed” concerning Russell Herman’s Last Will
& Testament. The Treasury Department was “noticed”, as was President Bill Clinton.
Complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract, dated July 30, 1996 and specifically entering a Claim have been sent to and received by:
- President Bill Clinton
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
- Dept. of the Treasury—Lawrence Summers & Russell Monk
(Certified #P 330 806 551)
- Chairman of the Federal Reserve—Alan Greenspan
(Express Mail #EG087793306US)
- Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco—Robert Parry
(Certified #P 330 806 562)
- Federal Reserve Bank of New York—William McDonough
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(Certified #P 330 806 556)
- Senator Gingrich
(Certified #P 330 806 566)
- Senator D’Amato
(Certified #P 330 806 565)
- Postmaster General—Marvin Runyon
(Certified #P 330 806 552)
- The World Bank—James Volfsohn
(Certified #P 330 806 560)
- International Monetary Fund
(Certified #P 330 806 554)
- Rabobank of New York—Dennis Ziengs
(Certified #P 330 806 557)
In addition, complete sets of certified documents detailing this Bonus Contract have been sent to
the following key individuals :
-

President George Bush
Governor George Bush, Jr.
Senator Lloyd Bentsen
James Baker III
Ross Perot
Robert Dole
Jack Kemp
Patrick Buchanan
Ted Turner

We have received independent confirmation of the validity of these documents through a telephone
call to E.J. Ekker by a business associate who alleged that he had been contacted by Mr. Nichols of
Treasury and alleged an offered buyout, final pay-off offer to V.K. Durham of $250 million dollars.
This, of course, was unacceptable to V.K. Durham, in part because 48.8 percent of the Bonus
Contract is the property of the American people, 24.4 percent of which is delineated in the Herman
Will.
V.K. Durham and Russell Herman have been extremely generous to the American people. We are
publishing herein the key documentation concerning the Bonus Contract and Russell Herman’s Last
Will & Testament. The intent of Russell Herman is very clear when you read his Will.
The response from these powerful men who have received this documentation, thus far, has been
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deafening in its silence.
George Bush sent word back to CONTACT early this summer, that “We do not wish to deal at this
time.” A month or so later, the message was, “We won’t deal with you.”
Mr. Robert Parry of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco passed off the documents I sent to
Robert Mulford, who said in his August 6 letter to me, “I am returning the documents. Do not send
them back, or they will be thrown away. Any future correspondence from you will not be acknowledged.”
During a September 3 telephone conversation with Ross Perot’s secretary, she informed me that,
“Yes, Mr. Perot did read the documents you sent (concerning the Bonus Contract) and he has no
interest.”
In a telephone call to Senator Bentsen’s secretary Lucille on September 3, while assured he would
receive the message of my telephone call, there was no return call from Senator Bentsen concerning
the documentation on the Bonus Contract.
Also in a September 3 telephone call to Ted Turner’s secretary, I was assured he would receive the
message I phoned, but alas, there was no return call from Mr. Turner.
It appears that there is little interest among these men to utilize an instrument which has been
provided and offered to the American people for industry and growth within our borders. We have
done our part and we can do no more but to offer these men the information we have been provided. They have chosen to turn a deaf ear.
We would like to honor V.K. Durham and Russell Herman for their greatness, their generosity, and
their willingness to provide all they have for reclamation of a nation. Is anyone listening?
In compliance with mandatory legal procedure for Public Notices, we will be running these documents for the next 3 (three) consecutive weeks.
— Rick Martin
***
PUBLIC NOTICE
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
NOTICE TO BENEFICIARIES
FOR THE ESTATE OF RUSSELL HERMAN
AND
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING, LTD.
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[Pages 26-57 are reprinted from the September 27, 1994 edition of CONTACT]
Russell Herman, officer of the corporation Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. and holder of
an extremely old and valuable gold certificate, has recently died. In his Last Will And Testament And
Notice To Beneficiaries concerning the gold certificate [Exhibits A,B & C on pgs. 32-38, 45 ], a huge
sum (in gold) was left to those courageous States taking the steps to declare sovereignty under the
10th Amendment to the Constitution. Another purpose for which the certificate is to be used, is to pay
off the total Federal Reserve System debt (of six trillion). Additional beneficiaries, such as CONTACT, are also listed therein.
Please read the enclosed legal documentation very carefully, particularly if you belong to one of
the States recently declaring sovereignty, as each beneficiary will be required to submit their own
claim, under law.
As our regular readers are fully aware, over these last many months we have printed story after
story concerning the corporation called Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. (CSEML). Then,
during the last few weeks, V.K.Durham, one of CSEML’s corporate officers, deluged CONTACT
with a mountain of faxes and legal documents concerning Russell Herman’s Last Will And Testament
And Notice To Beneficiaries. This was amidst all of the other absolutely overwhelming chaos that
goes on around here.
The problem was that I gave V.K. my word that an insert to CONTACT would be run in last week’s
issue, with all of this information included as part of the legal requirements for “Public Notice”.
But, for good reasons, we elected to delay publication for awhile. Now, recognizing the legal
consequences that would occur from not following through with “timely” publication of this documentation, we have elected to print it here—with apologies for the initial delay to V.K. and the
other parties affected .
Our readers are also well aware that the attacks against our credibility have been unrelenting. We
understand that this will not only continue, but will, in all probability, accelerate! Why does this
matter? Because there are some who view the COSMOS material as just flat “crazy”, and thus do
not recognize its true, MASSIVE value as “fuel” for driving a national reclamation.
Let it be clearly understood up-front: We are not attorneys (thank God!), and we are not lawyers—
so please do not construe this series of documents as though we are giving legal advice; we are not.
BUT—we have, after much careful evaluation of the facts, determined the following course of legal
actions to initiate our own legitimate claim as one of the beneficiaries. It is likewise up to each of
the other beneficiaries to take responsibility for submitting their own claim, meeting the same
requirements, namely: (1) submitting a claim to the appropriate individuals and/or governmental
departments; and (2) publishing a “Public Notice”.
We have elected to submit our claim to three parties: the County Treasurer of Gallatin County,
Illinois; the Illinois State Treasurer; and lastly, to Lloyd Bentsen, Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D.C. [See pgs. 51-52.]
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It will be up to the Treasury Departments of each beneficiary State to submit their own valid claims
and, if they fail to perform, it will fall to the Attorney General of those States to act on behalf of wethe-people.
We can only do our part, so we are publishing information here which, if used properly, will have a
tremendous impact on the reclamation of our nation.
Remember : “All that’s necessary for tyranny to prevail is for good men to do nothing!” — Rick
Martin
This Public Notice has been published by:
CONTACT, Inc.,
P.O. Box 27800, Las Vegas, NV 89126
1-800-800-5565.

SEE FOLLOWING 8 PAGES
WARRANTY DEED

warranty deed 3 pages
THE “GRANDFATHERED” CONSTITUTION
FOR THE UNITED STATES

voice of old guard
grandma 5 pages
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CHAPTER 10
EXPOSING “OPERATION DEEP SHAFT”—PART I
Why Twa Flight 800 Was Blown-up, Who Killed John F. Kennedy, Who Bombed Panam Flight
103, Who Bombed Oklahoma City, Who Murdered Polly Klaas, Who Sold Guns For Drugs,
And More—
FIND OUT WHO WAS BEHIND IT ALL!

?? many pages pasteup
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CHAPTER 11
FED FAULTED FOR
ERRORS IN REPORTING
Associated Press article from the ANTELOPE VALLEY DAILY NEWS by Karen Gullo, 9/10/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON [DC]—Ever have trouble balancing your checkbook? Government auditors say the
Federal Reserve, banker to the U.S. government, has the same problem at its Los Angeles branch and
wants the Fed to fix the problem.
The General Accounting Office, a federal watchdog agency, found problems with the way the Fed reports
and tracks currency in its vaults and said other Fed offices may follow the same faulty practices.
In some instances, employees in Los Angeles altered balances in reports to the Fed in Washington when
they didn’t agree with cash on hand, the GAO said.
The practice, done with the knowledge of the bank’s management, “raises serious questions about the
integrity of its accounting and internal controls,” the GAO report states. It recommends that the Fed
immediately look into its reporting practices and make improvements.
Fed officials said employees are allowed to change reports, but said the problems that caused staffers to
change numbers have been corrected.
The errors had to do with monthly statistical reports that are used to track how many bills of certain
denominations are on hand, a spokeswoman said. She said the bank has never had any losses
“There has never been any money missing from the L.A. branch,” said Sandra Conlan, spokeswoman for
the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco. The L.A. office is a branch of that bank, which handles $80
billion in cash each year.
Conlan said a problem in a computer program was largely responsible for the errors in the statistical
reports. The discrepancy was corrected in April, she said.
She said an audit conducted last weekend showed cash balances agree with the bank’s reports.
“That confirms that our financial reporting processes are sound,” said Conlan.
Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas, a longtime Fed critic who ordered the GAO report, said the Fed should
implement a systemwide cash inventory control procedure.
The cash in the Los Angeles branch is money deposited in the Fed by commercial banks that clear checks
through the central bank.
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The GAO raised questions about control over the bank’s general ledger, the main accounting tool that
keeps track of the bank’s massive cash flow.
In one instance, an employee entered a deposit as $300,000 instead of $3 million.
In another instance, a $432,000 deposit made last year by a financial institution was incorrectly recorded
as $8.64 million on the general ledger.
A clerk corrected the error without notifying a supervisor, the GAO said.
Sung Won Sohn, chief economist at Norwest Corp., said that such mistakes could result in a bank not
being able to clear checks drawn on it.
“It’s a fairly serious matter,” said Sohn. “”After all, the financial system depends on accurate accounting at
the Federal Reserve.”
A separate GAO audit in March was critical of the Fed’s spending habits and recommended that the
central bank keep a tighter rein over its purse strings for things like salaries, benefits and travel. [End
quoting]
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CHAPTER 12
LETTER TO COMMANDER AND CREW
From Ray Renick
Dear Commander and Crew, Sept. 8, 1996
First, let me say thanks for printing my letter (8/3/96 issue of CONTACT). I believe the Light has
helped keep me alive these past few years.
Hate to be a pest, but some things in CONTACT just glare out at me like neon signs. I am your most
dedicated “proof-reader”. Too bad I do my thing after the paper is out.
On page 15, Colonel Fletcher Prouty. Please ask Colonel Fletch what’s the big secret about where he
was on Nov. 22, 1963 when he was “out of the country”. He was on a “secret” mission to Antarctica!
With his resume he could hardly be unaware of Roswell, Admiral Byrd, Operation Highjump, “Treaty of
Edwards Air Force Base”, and the real reason behind the Kennedy assassination. Of course Kennedy
was bent on destroying the Federal Reserve by ordering the printing of 4 1/2 billion dollars of “United
States Notes” (same as Lincoln), ordering the CIA to get out of the drug business, ordering the “military
advisors” out of Vietnam, ordering the “Paperclip Nazis” out of the United States, and siccing Bobby on
the Mafia. But the bottom line was he told the CIA to open the files on “MAJIC”. (see Journal #3,
Spacegate.) Perhaps he was sent to Antarctica so the “Paperclip” people could “make him an offer he
couldn’t refuse”!?
Of course Kennedy was no angel, but he did a flip-flop on the New World Order (actually Eisenhower
did, too, which necessitated and precipitated the U-2 incident, which was Oswald’s death warrant. JFK
got at least some of his information from, guess who, Marilyn Monroe. Really! That affair wasn’t all fun
and games.) Gary should do a little better on his homework. See Groner by Thomas Noguchi—the
original book, not the novel. (Also see Fire From The Sky, 12/12/95 CONTACT.)
Since Colonel Fletch worked as an advisor on the JFK film, ask him if he is aware that I sent Stone (hand
delivered by a friend) a copy of my book, The S.L.O. Connection, with the long chapter on Greer,
complete with documents (CONTACT has a long version of The S.L.O. Connection). Also, with it was
our Zapruder Film/tape Dallas Revisited. This was about a year before JFK was released. Incidentally,
I did the first Mickey Mouse voice track on the tape, later it was done professionally in a studio.
And why did Bob Groden spend two weeks in Dealey Plaza (in Dallas) trying to do a remake of the
Zapruder film when Time-Life has a perfectly good one? Perhaps to show Greer’s hands were on the
steering wheel and not on the .45 pistol? Didn’t work, did it? (See Journal #51, Tangled Webs Vol. VII,
p. 144) How about that, Colonel?
Colonel Prouty also wrote an article about The Last Flight of 007 where he states, “KE007 (KAL) was
on course all night, at the correct altitude and at the proper ground speed. Then as it passed the reporting
point, Nokka, 95 miles to the Southeast off the coast of Hokkaido, it was destroyed by an explosive
device that had been placed on board.” (Journal #51, Tangled Webs Vol VII, p. 95). This last sentence
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appears to be quite correct; however, it is an established fact that as it left Anchorage, Alaska and flew
toward the Alaska coast, it was 10 degrees off course and headed straight for the Kamchatka Peninsula.
I’ve studied 7 publications and heard several researchers (including my 85-year-old father who was obsessed with solving the mystery. He was right on the same track as Colonel Prouty when he died in 1985).
I’ve studied dozens of bits of information and I’ve gone over it a thousand times and I’m convinced there’s
no other possibility but the one I describe in Journal #51, p. 80. It was a Wm. Clark/Ollie North “Smoke
and Mirrors” NSA trick. It did not fly over Russian Territory or discharge any passengers! The Alternative 3 scientists were removed at Anchorage and the passengers on KE 007 (KAL) were told the scientists would be attending a meeting on KE 015 and would reach Seoul at the same time. They were
removed by FBI agents or persons claiming to be FBI agents. The Chapter in Journal #51 was a first
draft and has a minor discrepancy, but nothing that would change the basic concept. Later writing is more
precise. For the most part, I respect Colonel Prouty’s writing. (P.S. Colonel, do you know if Oliver Stone
is related to Judge Steven J. Stone?)
Sherman Skolnick. Skolnick implies O.J. is an accomplice to Nicole’s murder. How can that be? For
over a year, O.J. never said a word to anyone but his attorneys. Besides, Gary Wean had already sent in
the information on the murderers. Can’t you just hear O.J. telling the killers, “Now fellows, be sure you do
it at exactly the time I leave for the airport to fly to Chicago. Whatever you do, don’t do it when I’m in
Chicago shaking hands with Farrakhan in front of thousands of people!” Sure! You bet! Then you get the
D.E.A. tracking O.J.’s detectives tracking Nicole and the cops tracking O.J. Sounds like a Keystone
Kop’s movie! When will I be able to rent that Low Lux video at my corner video store? Same time as I
rent the original Zapruder film and the Vickie Morgan Porno Flicks? Don’t hold your breath! Gimme a
break, Skolnick. Perhaps we can get Jim Vassilos to do an article on the connection between Jim and
Skolnick and Paul Wilcher (and Gordon Arnett—and John Tarullo!)
If this letter offends anyone—tough bananas! The Bible says in the end times all truth will be revealed.
When? Time is running out. If you count backwards from the “End of the age” 12/31/99, the 1260 days
of the tribulation (3 1/2 years) it comes out 7/17/96—the very day Clinton put Executive Order 13010 into
the Federal Register, thus turning over the U.S. Government to the United Nations! Any significance?
(See Revelation 12: 6: Biblical year=360 days)
Anyhow, “Keep the Light on”!
/s/ Ray Renick
P.S. Gerald “Porno King” Ford was staying with Judge Sutro at the time of the assassination attempt on
him by Sarah Jane Moore and/or “Squeaky” Fromme.
P.P.S. I won’t ask you to print this! But, you can if you want to.
Ray Renick, J59861
Facility B-5, 201 L
P. O. Box 3030
Susanville, CA 96130
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CHAPTER 13
THE UNTOLD HISTORY OF AMERICA
PART VI OF A SERIES
Ray Bilger 9/12/96
Editor’s note: Part I of this bold series was presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT; Part II
was presented in the 8/20/96 issue; Part III was presented in the 8/27/96 issue; Part IV was presented in the 9/3/96 issue; Part V was presented in the 9/10/96 issue.
From what has been discussed thus far in this series, we can see that Congress has exceeded its authority
more than once (and more times than have been mentioned herein), and has actually given aid and comfort
to our enemies (the international bankers, bent on destroying America). And we have seen presidents
doing the same thing (Woodrow Wilson comes to mind with the passage of the Federal Reserve Act).
Adhering to our enemies and giving them aid and comfort is the very definition of treason, found in the
Constitution at Art. III, Sec. 3, cl. 1. The Congress today, if they are informed that treason against the
Constitution was committed by Congress on December 23, 1913 (by delegating a delegated authority),
and, if they do nothing to correct the treason committed, can be charged under Title 18 of the United States
Code, at Section 2382, with Misprision of Treason (the knowledge and concealment of an act of treason).
In the July 9, 1996 issue of CONTACT, on page 7, there appeared an article by this author, entitled “A
History of Judicial Corruption in America”. That article clearly explained how all of our inalienable rights
come from our Creator. One of our Great Founding Fathers, Samuel Adams, stated very eloquently how
those inalienable rights absolutely cannot ever voluntarily be given up, (quoting:)
It is the greatest absurdity to suppose it (to be) in the power of one, or any number of men, at the entering
into society, to renounce their essential natural rights, or the means of preserving those rights, when the
grand end of civil government, from the very nature of its institution, is for the support, protection, and
defense of those very rights; the principals of which... are life, liberty, and property. If men, through fear,
fraud, or mistake, should in terms renounce or give up any essential right, the eternal law of reason and the
grand end of society would absolutely vacate such renunciation. The right to freedom being the gift of God
Almighty, it is not in the power of man to alienate this gift and voluntarily become a slave. (End quoting)
The article in CONTACT also explained that nothing is above Mankind except Creator, the source of all
rights. Government comes below man and can never naturally be above him. If any government in
America is ever placed above Mankind, it can only be done by force, and never naturally. We can never
voluntarily become slaves. Our Constitution secured those rights for We-The-People and defined how
“Our” government would henceforth function.
Our Constitution is a Contract (as clearly defined in the Law of Contracts), entered into by and between
We-The-People acting in the capacity of Principals, and all who accept positions (both elected and appointed) within “Our” government, acting in the capacity of “Our” Agents.
Because of the Trust we repose in “Our” government officials, that Contract (the Constitution) clearly
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establishes what is termed an “Agency Relationship” (as defined in the Law of Agency). The relation
called “Agency” is created as the result of two parties manifesting that one of them is willing to work for the
other, subject to that other’s control. If a friend gives you one dollar to go to the store and buy some milk
for him, and you agree to do it, you have both just established an Agency Relationship.
Now, all of this becomes interesting when we realize that the Law of Agency absolutely binds “Our”
government officials to certain and specific performance (as outlined in “Our” Contract, the Constitution),
and that very serious consequences result by their failure so to act, as for example, when the Agent(s) act
as an Adverse Party without the Principal’s consent (Law of Agency, at Section 389).
What we need to realize is the fact that “Our” Agents are at all times absolutely accountable to We-ThePeople, unless, of course, we fall asleep and let them get away with murder (literally). This is exactly what
appears to have happened, and it is time to wake up if we are ever to turn this mess around. We may need
to serve “Our” Agents with a NOTICE OF BREACH OF CONTRACT, with attached ORDER TO
CEASE AND DESIST, based upon the Law of Contracts and the Law of Agency, which documents
could well be used as a basis for bringing treasonous Agents to Justice.
“Our” government is absolutely bound to uphold and honor all treaties it has made and entered into by and
between the government, and this Nation’s original native inhabitants (Indians). We cannot forever ignore
those whom we have abused and stolen from. Even the Black slaves were eventually freed in 1865 when
it could no longer be tolerated that one man would be total Master over another.
As well, “Our” government is absolutely bound to uphold and honor all foreign treaties and contracts it has
entered into In Good Faith. This would include the Peruvian Bonus Contract_Certificate Number 3392N-181, dated May 1, 1875. This Contract, as well as other outstanding debts of Peru, Bolivia and Chili,
was assumed by the United States of America between 1905-1907, and became a debt of the U.S.
Treasury. Said Contract conforms to Title 28 of the United States Code, at Section 1740 & 1741, and to
Rule 44 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; i.e., it has been attested to by a person authorized to
make the attestation, accompanied by a certification of genuineness, in this case done by the Consul
General of Peru. The obligation on this Bonus Contract (Certificate) is now due and payable to the bearer.
It cannot be excused or set aside to meet the demands of convenience.
Simply because the above obligation, as of 1990, exceeds $206 billion-billion [$206 quintillion], which
would break the U.S. Treasury, that cannot be used as an excuse not to honor said Bonus Contract. The
bearer does not wish to break the U.S. Treasury by demanding full payment. The fact that the bearer does
wish to pay off in full the Federal Reserve debt, and to remove the usurious money system the Fed has
imposed since 1913, is the unofficial excuse for not honoring the Bonus Contract. In effect, our Controllers do not want us slaves to be free.
If the reader wants to live the life of abundance which “Our” Creator has meant for us, and to end forever
the debt owed to the Fed, and to rid ourselves of its usury money system; if the reader wants to have an
American History, now and in the future, that he will be proud to share with his children and grandchildren,
then we must demand full accountability on the part of “Our” Agents in “Our” government, NOW!! Anyone, whether in the U.S. Treasury, the Congress, the President, or the Courts, who does not do their part
to see to it that said Bonus Contract is honored, must immediately be brought to trial for the high crime of
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treason, and put behind bars. If we do not do this, our days are numbered, and that number is small.
“Our” Agents in “Our” government can no longer work for the international bankers and their band of
criminals in America’s secret government if we wish to have any future at all.
When we left off with Part V of this series, we were in the middle of the presidency of the criminal, Franklin
D. Roosevelt. At the time of his first Inaugural Address, when America was on the verge of an artificially
created economic collapse, there was a great fear that gripped the nation. The very last words of Roosevelt’s
Address were, “We have nothing to fear but fear itself.” A clever saying with multiple meanings. Americans
may have seen it as, “We have nothing to fear with Roosevelt here.” The Elite controllers, however, may
have been telling the masses, “You have nothing to fear but our ultimate tool of control, FEAR.”
Fear is the ultimate tool of control used on the masses. Religion, the opiate of the masses, has been twisted
to include fear in a major way, to the extent that we are taught over and over again to fear our Creator.
Think about the expression, “He is a God-fearing man.” Thus, “Our” Creator, the source of all of “Our”
inalienable rights, now wants us to fear Him? If you believe that one, then I’ve got a bridge to infinity to sell
you!
Wages in America were artificially kept low to keep the people poor enough so that they would be in
constant fear about their own individual futures. But the people couldn’t be expected to endure all of this
without eventually trying to put a stop to it. And the growing union movement began to react.
In early 1936, at the Firestone Rubber Plant in Akron, Ohio, workers who were already suffering from
wages too low to pay for food and rent for their families, were now faced with a wage cut. Several union
men were fired, and others stopped work and began to sit down on the job. This was the birth of the sitdown strike. Within one day, Plant #1 was sitting down. Within two days, Plant #2 was sitting down, and
management gave in. In less than ten days, there was a sit-down at the Goodyear Plant in Akron. A court
ordered an injunction against mass picketing which was ignored, and 150 deputies were sworn in. It was
no use, and soon there were 10,000 workers sitting down all over Akron. All in all, there were 48 sitdown strikes nationwide in 1936. By 1937, there were 477, a ten-fold increase in one year! This did not
please big business.
On Memorial Day, 1937, in Chicago, a strike at the Republic Steel Plant brought out the police. They fired
on a mass picket line, killing 10 strikers. Autopsies later revealed they were all shot in the back as they
were running away. This would be known as the Memorial Day Massacre.
When the New Deal was over, the wealthy were more powerful than ever, controlling the laws, the courts,
the police, the newspapers, the churches, the colleges, and, of course, the money. And the system that
brought depression and crisis was still intact. The New Deal was not all it was cracked up to be, and had
only reduced unemployment from 13 million to 9 million. Not to worry. A major war was in the planning
that would put almost everyone to work.
Between the two World Wars, the constant manipulation of the financial system kept Americans (and the
world, for that matter) in fear and division, exactly as the Elite had planned. It should come as no surprise
that the same names behind the planning and execution of World War I were the very same names behind
World War II. Why would our Elite controllers change a thing when it worked so well the first time?
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On October 19, 1936, the American Ambassador to Germany, William Dodd, sent a communication
across the Atlantic to President Franklin D. Roosevelt in Washington, telling the President, “At the present
moment more than a hundred American corporations have subsidiaries here (in Germany) of co-operative
understandings.” These included, among others, DuPont, Standard Oil Company (Rockefellers), International Harvester Co., General Motors Company (a J.P. Morgan outfit), and Ford. This one fact alone
should generate big questions in the reader’s mind. Wasn’t Germany supposed to be our enemy again in
World War II? Well then, why were we doing business over there? Where there is no enemy, if one needs
to be created, propaganda is always there to do the job. Once again, Americans were tricked and conned
into supporting a major war for the international bankers and big business.
The overall similarities between Roosevelt and Hitler appear to be more notable than their differences.
The international bankers had collapsed the German economy the same as they did in America. Both
Hitler and Roosevelt came to power in the wake of economic depressions, and both espoused the same
type of “New Deal” solutions. And both of them were installed as leaders of their respective countries in
1933! Coincidence, or ingenious strategic planning?
The reader should stop here and think for a moment about George Orwell’s incredible book, 1984. This
book should be required reading for everyone. It is supposed to be fiction, but the more one understands
the true history of events, the more it becomes apparent that Orwell actually had a very keen insight into
exactly what was happening. This author recalls hearing a discussion many years ago concerning Mr.
Orwell and his book. The discussion concerned the fact that Mr. Orwell had wanted to title the book
1948, as this was his view of things at the time he wrote the book. The publishers felt it might not sell as
well, but that the book very much had a futuristic appeal, so the decision was made to make minor
changes, then simply reverse the last two numbers and call it 1984. When the reader begins to grasp what
is really happening in the world, be it 1948 or 1996, it becomes obvious that Orwell’s book is more fact
than fiction.
If there is still a question in the reader’s mind, think about this for a moment: In the same communication
sent by our German Ambassador, William Dodd, to Roosevelt, Dodd stated that the DuPonts’ chief ally in
Germany was the I.G. Farben Co., a part of the German Government. The Farben Co. was giving
“200,000 marks a year to one propaganda organization operating on American opinion”. Still think our
history doesn’t have an Orwellian twist to it? And while Max Warburg worked for the Rothschilds in
Germany, his brother, Paul Warburg, worked in America for the Rothschilds, maintaining the Federal
Reserve System’s absolute control of American money. (It’s a sick plan, but it works perfectly for the
Elite.) Meanwhile, Germany was building an incredible war machine.
On March 12, 1938, Adolf Hitler forced the government of Austria to resign by threat of immediate
aggression against them if they did not resign. So powerful and feared was the German war machine that
their combined army, navy and air force moved into Austria and fully occupied that nation within three days
without firing a single shot.
The world was once again engaged in a war that would span the globe and involve directly no less than 28
nations, all of it fabricated, planned, orchestrated and executed by international bankers, multinational
corporations (big business), and secret societies to net themselves incredible profits while controlling and
manipulating the masses through absolute fear and terror. This would pave the way for establishing the
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Elite’s One World Government known as the United Nations.
As has already been shown, the international bankers were bankers for all nations, and freely funded both
sides in the war. Their only enemies were those nations that did not want to play their money game. (It is
the same today.) The Rockefellers’ Standard Oil Company refueled Nazi (German) ships and submarines
in Spain and Latin America. General Electric Co. (controlled by J.P. Morgan) was a big supporter of
Hitler, and the Roosevelt family was one of the largest shareholders of General Electric stock. International Telephone and Telegraph (I.T.T._closely connected with J.P. Morgan) made donations to Hitler, and
invested in German armament companies, primarily in aircraft manufacturing. The Ford Motor Company
made huge profits during the war by supplying both sides. Do you think there was any treason committed
during World War II? According to author David Icke, “It is fascinating to see how remarkably free from
bomb damage were the German factories and plants owned by the American-German cartels.” You don’t
think there was any collusion involved, do you? How many of the soldiers who fought and suffered and
died in the lousy foxholes and trenches do you suppose would have thrown down their guns and walked
away in disgust if they had known any of the above information? More than a few, one might suspect.
The Elite had obviously planned from the outset to involve America in the war, but the specific details on
how to accomplish this needed to be worked out. There is evidence to show that in 1941 Roosevelt and
Britain’s Winston Churchill privately discussed ways to deliberately provoke the Japanese into attacking
the U.S. Churchill’s intelligence sources informed him, and he immediately let Roosevelt know, that Churchill
had proof of an impending attack by the Japanese to be timed for the first week in December (of 1941). In
a follow-up message from Churchill, he asked Roosevelt, “Should we act or react?” What the hell kind of
message is that? To act means to plan for the attack and possibly to plan for a counter-attack in advance
of the enemies attack. But to react could only mean to allow the attack to take place and then react to it.
To react is not a military fighting strategy designed to win. Such a strategy could only be applied by those
who would plan to sacrifice their military in an attack. This is exactly what was to be planned; we would
react as if surprised, and then Congress would declare war.
On December 1, 1941, F.D.R. called a top-secret meeting at the White House with his key adviser, Harry
Hopkins, Secretary of State Cordell Hull, and Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Harold Stark. The
meeting was to discuss how to create an incident to provoke the Japanese into attacking a U.S. warship.
As insidious as this whole plan sounds, the reader must remember that being directly involved in the war
would only mean more profits for U.S. banks and businesses. Besides, soldiers were expendable. They
were made to be sacrificed!
America’s Ambassador to Japan, Joseph Grew, had informed Roosevelt that in the event of war with
Japan, Pearl Harbor would be the first target. The Dutch military had broken the Japanese military codes
and knew about their plans to attack Pearl Harbor. And the Dutch Government had informed the American Government of the planned attack. Roosevelt allegedly knew of the planned attack from eight sources.
There is simply no way he could not have known about it. A special war warning sent out by the War
Department (later called Department of Defense) at midnight on December 7th (Eastern Time) was not
received at Pearl Harbor until hours after the attack. Who ordered the delay?
Consequently, on the morning of December 7, 1941, things were relatively calm at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
The U.S. Army and Navy bases were quiet. Only 25% of the anti-aircraft guns were manned. As many
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as 50% of all naval officers were ashore. American bombers and fighter aircraft were parked tightly
together at two airfields, making easy targets. And radar was only operated from 4 to 7 a.m.
At 7:50 a.m., about 350 Japanese dive bombers and war planes descended on Pearl Harbor in what
amounted to incredibly senseless devastation. About 2,400 Americans died, almost 1,200 wounded, 188
aircraft destroyed on the ground, and 18 U.S. warships destroyed or damaged. And where was our
traitor President F.D.R.? He was in the White House working on his stamp collection. America was thrust
into World War II, and Roosevelt called it a day of infamy. Infamy is disgrace. Readers might more
accurately understand history if they realize that the real disgrace on that day was our American President.
While the war went on, other things were happening. Nikola Tesla died on January 7, 1943, but the work
he had begun will never die. The American military was working to apply some of Tesla’s technology into
making warships disappear (become invisible) and to then have them reappear at a given time. That would
surely scare the you-know-what out of an enemy to suddenly, out of nowhere, have a battleship’s huge
guns staring them in the face! Bizarre as this may sound, what has become known as the Philadelphia
Experiment was conducted in 1943 in the harbor at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Navy ship, U.S.S. Eldridge, was the ship used in the experiment. A man named Al Bielek, who claims
to have disappeared with the ship, has related what happened. Mr. Bielek worked for Dr. John von
Newmann who was head of the scientific team conducting the Philadelphia Experiment.
According to Al Bielek, the Eldridge was equipped with Tesla-based technology, which had huge electricity requirements, and generators to supply power for the equipment. All of this was totally separate
from the ship’s own power supplies. After a few unsuccessful attempts, interspersed with some adjustments of the equipment, the Eldridge disappeared. About 4 hours later the ship reappeared and Al
Bielek was asked what had happened? Where did he go?
Al Bielek claims he found himself on a beach at night-time, in the dark, with a bright light high above him,
and a lot of noise coming from the light. The bright light turned out to be a helicopter, something he was
unfamiliar with in 1943. Some soldiers appeared and approached him and escorted him to a building
nearby. This seemed to be a military base.
In the building he was taken into a laboratory that appeared quite alien to him, as it was equipped with
computers, televisions, and other electronic equipment that people of today would recognize.
Mr. Bielek was greeted by an older man, who welcomed him. Bielek asked the man, who are you and
where am I? The man introduced himself as Dr. von Newmann. Al Bielek was speechless for a moment.
He then said that was impossible because he had just left Dr. von Newmann who was a much younger
man, and besides, how could he be in two places at the same time? Dr. von Newmann explained to Mr.
Bielek that he was in Montauk, New York, and that the year was 1983. He also told Bielek that in 1943,
40 years earlier, they did not fully understand what was involved, but that time travel was a side effect of
the experiment, accompanied with a displacement in space, placing him in New York.
Al Bielek found this most bizarre, but seeing all the modern equipment convinced him that this might be
true. He watched news on television, and was told that time travel had been perfected by 1945. The more
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Al Bielek saw and heard, the more he wanted to stay right there. He was told that he could not do that,
because the equipment on the ship was out of control and had to be stopped, and that he would have to
shut it down physically, manually. Al Bielek got back to the Eldridge and was able to physically shut down
the equipment. The ship reappeared in Philadelphia, and Dr. von Newmann asked what had happened.
When Mr. Bielek told him, he didn’t believe it. Subsequent trips were made, without the ship, by other
persons who were sent to the same place. Each time they returned, Dr. von Newmann would ask where
they went and who they saw. Each time he was told he was there in 1983.
If this is true, certain things become evident. Dr. von Newmann in 1983 would have to send Al Bielek
back so that the young Dr. von Newmann in 1943 would know where to be in 1983 to greet his time
travelers. If Dr. von Newmann had never been involved in the experiments, his life might have been
different in 1983. As it was, however, in 1983 he was able to be on the other end of the experiment. In a
way, to the time travelers, he would then be, to them, on both ends of the experiment at the same time.
Forty years younger and older at the same time, as far as the experiencing time travelers were concerned.
We can call this a Catch-23 situation; one step further than Catch-22. It is actually being in two or more
places at the same time, to a separate person perceiving you. Enough of that for now.
Regarding our perception of history and events, however, we might add the following. Our perception of
things and events forms the basis of our motivation to take any action(s). Put another way, what we do is
based upon what we think. If this presentation of the Untold History of America causes the reader to think
about our current predicament in a different way, will this changed perception cause the reader to act to
correct the plans of the Elite controllers and international bankers, to the extent of actually causing a better
world to be created for us all? This is one of the intentions of the author.
to be continued...
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CHAPTER 14
THE NEWS DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt 9/17/96
2nd MILLION MAN MARCH
SET FOR ST. LOUIS THIS MONTH
Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 9/5/96, [quoting:]
ATLANTA—Organizers of last October’s Million Man March say this year’s event will be preceded by
a Black political convention in St. Louis and an effort to register hundreds of thousands of Black voters.
The Rev. Benjamin Chavis, national director of the march, said he and Nation of Islam leader Louis
Farrakhan will be the keynote speakers at the convention Sept. 27-29 at the Transworld dome in St.
Louis. [End quoting]
The lack of publicity says a lot about the media. They certainly don’t want a repeat of last years overwhelming success.
KOL NIDRE
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BLACK HELICOPTERS
OVER PITTSBURGH
Excerpted from THE PROPHECY CLUB, which was taken from THE WASHINGTON TIMES, 6/6/96,
[quoting includes their bracketed comments:]
Nine Army helicopters swooped into Pittsburgh in the middle of the night this week and turned parts of the
city into war zones, complete with the sounds of explosions and gunfire that frightened residents and sent
one pregnant woman into labor.
Fifty of the 70 soldiers involved in the “urban training” exercises, all members of the Green Berets, dropped
from the helicopters in four urban areas using a special rope they slid down as if it were a fire pole, an Army
official said. One witness heard the choppers firing at an empty warehouse in a section of northeast
Pittsburgh near a stretch of railroad tracks and produce yards.
More than a hundred people called Pittsburgh Police Department 911 operators soon after the exercises
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began about 10 p.m. Monday. Many more jammed the airwaves on local and national radio shows. [Are
they getting us prepared for them to blame this on alternative sources of information—like radio programs?]
One Pittsburgh resident called talk show host Rush Limbaugh on Tuesday to see if he knew anything about
“black” helicopters involved in the strange maneuvers over his city the night before. Mr. Limbaugh said he
did not but was filled in by a caller from the Federal Aviation Administration. [If you are counting on Rush
for the whole truth you are setting yourself up for a big deception.]
The exercises, conducted by the U.S. Army Special Operations Command, based at Fort Bragg, N.C.,
were to have continued all week but were promptly cancelled. [Is this a rehearsal?”] [End quoting]
How many of you will still think or say, “It can’t happen here, this is a free country. The Constitution
doesn’t allow this to happen”? What about your Commander In Chief of the armed services, President
Clinton; are you going to hold him responsible for this dastardly deed? Will you wait until they surround
your home?
HUMANS SHACKLED
BY LACK OF VISION
Excerpted from NEXUS magazine, Aug./Sep. 1996, [quoting:]
We received a tape that talks about the Gunderson Railroad Company in Oregon getting a contract to
build 107,200 railroad cars that have 143 sets of shackles in each one. I have done some checking and it’s
an absolute reality. So, they intend on transporting 15,000,000 people in these train cars. [End quoting]
This doesn’t shock me. Does it you? They’ll commit any dastardly deed they can think of to try to prove
their superiority over God’s people, but in actuality they end up proving their inferiority by using such
methods.
THE NEXT MAJOR EVENT ON THE PLANET
BY THE NEW WORLD ORDER
The following two articles excerpted from the Internet, dated April 1996, [quoting:]
The next major event on the planet by the New World Order will be in the area of Jerusalem. There will
be news involving extraterrestrial contact, and it will be stated that, “they are going to help us” and that they
are from the Pleiadian system, but this will not be the truth. They will be lying. The alien group will be
aligned with the Orion Group, and this will begin the process of the introduction of the being posing as
Maitreya, a false “Christ”. This will be a NWO trump card, and will occur no later than October 1996.
This event causes problems with the global economy, creates confusion before the general election in the
United States and affects the structure of religious belief systems and mass consciousness. [End quoting]
I have no confirmation of this.
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DANGER OF BIOLOGICAL
WARFARE INCREASES
[Quoting:] As Texas gets closer to seceding from the United States, the dangers of biological warfare that
will be waged against the population will increase. This warfare will indiscriminate and will cross the
border from Mexico. The “mad cow” disease will manifest itself here in the U.S. The new outbreaks of
human disease will be new forms of incurable TB and Anthrax. There will be no cure for these, and this
trend will begin in June and July of 1996. [End quoting]
CONTACT has been warning of increased biological warfare. Interesting how it is being tied in with
stopping Texas from taking control of their state.
CHINA CLAIMS LARGER
SHARE OF RESOURCES
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 8/29/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON—With more than a billion people and one of the fastest growing economies in the world,
China is gobbling up resources such as fertilizer, oil and grains at rates that place growing pressure on the
Earth’s supply lines, analysts from the Worldwatch Institute warned Wednesday.
Although the United States is far ahead in per capita consumption of most resources, China’s population of
1.2 billion—more than the United States, Europe and Russia combined—means its consumption totals in
key areas have surpassed those of America.
As the standard of living of its people continues to improve, China not only challenges the United States’
economic preeminence but also the Earth’s natural systems and resources, said Lester Brown and Christopher Flavin.
“As its population of 1.2 billion people moves into modern houses, buys cars, refrigerators and televisions,
and shifts to a meat-based diet, the entire world will feel the effects,” Brown and Flavin wrote in an article
in the institute’s magazine, World Watch.
China’s national consumption of grain, meat, fertilizer, steel and coal already exceeds that of the United
States, they said. Its use of oil and its emissions of carbon dioxide, the gas scientists believe most responsible for destabilizing the world’s climate because of the greenhouse effect, are fast catching up.
“If the average Chinese consumed as much grain and oil per person as an American does, prices of both
commodities would go off the top of the charts, and carbon dioxide emissions would soar, leading to
unprecedented climate instability,” they wrote. [End quoting]
Are the same people who destroyed our weather, economy and crops trying to scare you about China
getting their share of world resources so you will go to war with them over their share?
WHITE HOUSE: DRUG-USE
SHOULDN’T BE ISSUE
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From THE EMPORIA GAZETTE, 8/20/96, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON—The White House expressed “great concern” today about a big surge in teen-age drug
use and said the problem should not be turned into an election-year issue against President Clinton.
“The one thing we can’t do is to turn drug use among young people into a political football because that is
the wrong message for kids,” presidential spokesman Mike McCurry said. “They’ll just think it’s an issue
for the politicians and not something that they have to accept responsibility for.”
Two surveys show that teenage drug use has risen sharply since 1992 and that visits to hospitals for drugrelated emergencies also are up, USA Today reported.
Drug use among 12 to 17-year-olds rose 78 percent from 1992 to 1995, according to the National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse by the department of Health and Human Services, the paper reported.
It said use of LSD and other hallucinogens rose 54 percent, cocaine use rose 166 percent and marijuana
use rose 37 percent among teenagers, the paper said.
The report said drug use among adults did not change.
A report from the Drug Abuse Warning Network, also administered by HHS, showed emergency room
visits since 1992 rose 96 percent for marijuana, 58 percent for heroin and 19 percent for cocaine.
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, released a summary in advance of the full reports saying, “The statistics confirm
an upward spiral of drug abuse across the nation since President Clinton took office.”
USA Today said previous surveys show teen drug use was at its lowest in 1992 after a decade of decline.
McCurry said, “The overall drug-use figures are relatively stable. The figures related to drug use among
young people are obviously of great concern. That’s why we have a strategy to deal with that.”
Declaring that the administration has the right strategy to curb use and control imports, McCurry added,
“Above all, this has to be a bipartisan effort that all join into.” [End quoting]
It looks like many already have entered into the effort to control the drug supplies and rake in the profits for
themselves, especially the top politicians. The only thing they worry about is having the truth brought out
during the run for the White House and congress this fall. They could care less for your kids other than to
get their minds and money. ONE OF THE TOP DRUG KINGS IS CLINTON. Make him tell the
truth about Mena Airport.
U.S. LOGS MISSING FOR THE DAYS
IRAQI CHEMICAL WEAPONS DESTROYED
From STAR TELEGRAM, 9/3/96, [quoting:]
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—Persian Gulf War military logs omit eight days when troops destroyed a cache of
Iraqi chemical weapons that the Pentagon only recently acknowledged existed, a newspaper reports.
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Gulfwatch, a watchdog group of Gulf veterans, called the omission further evidence of a military cover-up
of Gulf War Syndrome, an unexplained ailment that many veterans say they contracted during the war.
The logs, provided to The Birmingham News, were compiled for Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf to assess
on a regular basis the threat of chemical weapons in the 1991 war.
Entries are missing for March 4-11, the week troops and engineers spent examining the Kamisiyah ammunition depot and blowing it up, the News reported Sunday.
Some military information can be withheld from such releases for reasons of national security and privacy,
although the Pentagon did not say if this was the case with the March 4-11 gap. [End quoting]
What’re the odds of this not being more cover-up?
HERE WE GO AGAIN...
Excerpted from THE JUBILEE newpaper, Jul./Aug. 1996, [quoting:]
Helloooo! Is anyone home?
Let’s review. The anti-terrorism bill began as a response to the 1993 World Trade Center bombing in
New York. Later we learned that it wasn’t the sole action of foreign terrorists other involved parties were
in fact Americans—FBI Americans. The proposed law languished in congress, as conservative Americans
seemed to have a problem with it.
Then, seconds after the Murrah Building (OK) exploded, the media, congress and frightened Americans
started crying for stronger wording to include domestic threats; including a host of stringent provisions
clearly designed to reduce certain liberties in the name of better “Security”.
Debates over “personal freedoms” vs. “security” raged in dialectic prose that effectively left most Americans questioning their traditional Christian principles, confused, and so afraid of losing their “security” that
they forgot all about their Liberty.
A year after Oklahoma, Clinton signed a neutered version of the Terrorist Act into “law”. If you recall it
had nifty provisions like prohibiting fund raising by groups the government deemed to be terrorist organizations. Originally, some congress members (and the Clintonista regime) wanted greater law enforcement surveillance abilities. The job didn’t get done.
Then, on July 27 a small pipe bomb explodes at the Olympic games of the neo-Roman empire which
provided another convenient chance to implement the extra-strength version of the Terrorism Act. Congress was unable to rush it through before the summer recess.
HERE WE GO AGAIN...
Once again the television and print media began clamoring with dialectic rhetoric from the terrorism “ex90

perts”. Clinton called the Olympic attack an assault on “Democracy” (he might be right about that one);
soon we were having the same ol’ stuff. Patrick Leahy told Evans and Novac, “We need to stop terrorists before they act”—akin to spanking your child before he disobeys.
TV images of black-suited, black-booted soldiers marching through the streets of Atlanta were shown
over and over and over. A good practice run for urban control techniques. Plus, America got to see a
glimpse into the idealistic future of the NWO. [End quoting]
The stricter laws (statutes) are not being put in place to prevent random acts of terrorism aimed at the the
public’s safety. It is not the public(‘s) they are concerned about. You guessed it, it’s theirs.
The issue isn’t giving up a few liberties for security’s sake, its about giving up liberty! Hellooo, is
anybody home?
WIRETAPS AT ALL-TIME HIGH
From THE JUBILEE, Jul./Aug. 1996, [quoting:]
The rate of growth for wiretaps in America has risen between 30-40 percent during the Clinton Administration, according to a federal official in the Justice Department. Last year for the first time ever,
federal courts ordered more wiretaps than all state courts combined.
Other types of surveillance have also been used with greater frequency. The use of computers allows the
government to identify a person’s friends by recording phone numbers of persons dialing into a monitored
line. Government spokesmen claim that drug dealers are the target.
Sadly, increased surveillance comes largely with Republican congressional support backed by polls showing increased support for “get-tough-on crime” measures. [End quoting]
Sounds like ‘big brother’ taking more and more control.

ON PASSING THE BRADY BILL
Excerpted from THE JUBILEE, Jul./Aug. 1996, [quoting:]
On November 23, 1993, the Brady Bill was considered dead for the year, having been successfully killed
by a bipartisan filibuster.
But on November 24 , Bob Dole agreed to stop the filibuster and to let the Brady Bill pass. This agreement was reached when there were only three senators on the floor—everyone else was home for Thanksgiving. Just one of the senators on the floor—Bob dole being among them—could have objected to the
agreement and thereby prevented the bill’s passage. Bob Dole did not object. The Brady Bill passed.
(Source: Congressional Record, November 24, 1993, pp. S 17090-91.) [Dole’s comment:]
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“I know that Gun Owners of America, and other groups, have a little different view. They are blaming me
for the Brady Bill that passed because I sat there with the majority leader and everybody else had gone
home and we made an arrangement. We let that bill pass. I was picketed, and they called me a traitor, and
everything else....because that happened.” (Source congressional Record, August 23, 1994, pp S 12363.)
[End quoting]
He even admits to being a traitor and gets by with it. Are you still surprised at anything that happens within
the government?
WILSON ENDORSES HOLOCAUSTIANITY
From THE JUBILEE, Jul./Aug. 1996, [quoting:]
Bowing to Jewish political power, California governor Pete Wilson signed into law the Holocaust Victim
Compensation Law. This law provides an exemption from state taxes on money Jews receive from the
German government for “compensation”. [End quoting]
Do you think for a minute that Wilson would like a poll taken on this deed? Guess who has him in their
pocket.
‘YOU CAN’T LEGISLATE
EQUALITY OR RESPECT’
From THE DAILY NEWS [Los Angeles area], 7/31/96, (a reader’s letter), [quoting:]
It is sad listening to the supposed advocates of fairness ranting against Prop. 209 [Calif. state ballot law
to do away with discrimination]. I thought fairness was supposed to work both ways.
Affirmative action really means hire or place anyone, except the white male. A white male applies for a job
and is turned down in favor of a less qualified affirmative action qualifier.
How can the man not be bitter? Does this promote good relations between all people. If a job is available,
it should go to the best qualified person, period. If a better qualified female or minority is bypassed, then
and only then should the law be enforced. Even this is a little tricky because a white male is now a minority
in the job market.
pict. cardinal mahony
There is one overriding fact on laws: You can never legislate equality or respect; it has to be earned.
Another interesting opponent of Proposition 209 is Cardinal Roger Mahony. He says it fails to provide
alternative policies to eradicate discrimination and bias. I would ask the cardinal how many minority or
female popes, cardinals or even priests there have been throughout history. I suggest to the cardinal before
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he tells everyone else how to live a fair life, he should get this own house in order. Jerry Hays, Studio City,
CA [End quoting]
Doesn’t this say something about the falsity of religious teachings? How about the teachers practicing
some of the laws of God.
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